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the Ottawa Jewish Archives,
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blows the shofar as Canadian
Jewish servicemen celebrate
Rosh Hashanah in the
Theatre Politeana in Italy
during the Second World War.
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‘Let the sound of the shofar be your call
to action to make more Jewish choices’
Helping people make more Jewish choices is
our community’s biggest challenge,
writes Andrea Freedman, president and CEO
of the Jewish Federation of Ottawa, who
encourages everyone in the community
to “add something new and meaningful
to your Jewish repertoire and bring a friend
along for the experience.”

L

ife is all about choices and
decisions. A friend of mine wears
the same colour and style shirt
and pants every day to avoid
having to use any of his brainpower on
“trivial” matters so that he can apply all
his decision making acumen to decisions
that matter.
Frequently, it is impossible to know
whether a decision is the right or wrong
one. We only know whether it turned
out well or not. We cannot engage in

comparative shopping, hit a reset
button, and see if a different decision
would work out better or worse. Some
decisions we make on our own, while
others are foisted upon us.
When I was 15 years old, my mom
decided that the B’nai B’rith Youth
Organization (BBYO) was important for
me to try out. Much to my chagrin, we
headed over to the home of a childhood
friend who was hosting a meeting of the
local chapter aptly named L’Chaim (to
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life). In the interest of full disclosure, this
was far from my 15-year-old self’s
preconceived notion of a good time.
When we arrived, I refused to get out of
the car. So my mom and I sat in the car
and argued. Then we argued some more.
Finally, my mother gave me two choices:
either I get out of the car and go inside to
the meeting or she would ring the
doorbell and point to me sitting in the
car, which would be excruciatingly
embarrassing.
Bested by my mom, I reluctantly rang
the doorbell.
Thirty years later, mom, thank you for
the experience as it proved to be profoundly positive. BBYO taught me
leadership skills and helped ignite a
passion for Jewish life and living that has
only become stronger through the years.
I could easily write several columns
extolling the virtues of BBYO. Instead, I
will use it as an example of making a
Jewish choice. While my mom made the
initial decision for me, and despite my
best effort to dislike the experience, I
subsequently chose to immerse myself
in BBYO, deriving enormous beneﬁts,
including Jewish identity enrichment,
Jewish learning, lifelong Jewish friends,
and leadership skills from the experience. For me, BBYO was a reluctant, but
ultimately game-changing Jewish choice.
Today, when I am asked about the
biggest challenge facing our Jewish
community, my answer is to help more
people make more Jewish choices.
When Charles Bronfman, a founder of
Taglit-Birthright Israel, provider of free
Israel trips for Jewish young adults, was
asked at the onset of the program what
success looked like for him, his answer
was that he hoped returning participants
were motivated to add a Jewish experience or practice to their repertoire.
Essentially, he invested signiﬁcant
philanthropic resources in the hope of
helping more young people make more
Jewish decisions.
As Rosh Hashanah approaches, let the
sound of the shofar be your call to action
to make more Jewish choices for you and
your family.
Ottawa’s Jewish community has a

See page 68
for info
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to 19 issues
of the Bulletin.
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“Ottawa’s Jewish community has a
plethora of rich, fun and meaningful
experiences for all ages,” says Federation
President and CEO Andrea Freedman.

plethora of rich, fun and meaningful
experiences for all ages. Every two
weeks, Federation assembles an electronic newsletter with all things Jewish
in the community. Peruse it and ﬁnd the
right experience for you and look for the
right experience for your child.
If you are not already on our mailing
list, please send your email address to
janderson@jewishottawa.com and we
will happily add you to our distribution
list.
This, year, add something new and
meaningful to your Jewish repertoire
and bring a friend along for the experience. Shana Tova! May 5776 be a year of
peace, happiness and meaningful Jewish
experiences for you and your family.
P.S. If you are already involved,
please take note that when I ﬁrst
entered that BBYO meeting 30 years
ago, wanting to dislike it and never go
back, a difference maker was the warmth
and friendliness of the people who
immediately welcomed me and did their
best to make me feel comfortable.
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Opportunities abound for adult Jewish education
in Ottawa
For many people, Jewish education remains a lifelong
endeavour. Indeed, all of the the organizations
offering adult Jewish education opportunities in
Ottawa encourage lifelong learning. Louise Rachlis
and Hannah Berdowski report.

T

he students are eager, and
enrolment is growing in many of
the adult Jewish education
programs taking place in the
Ottawa area. The city boasts many
opportunities for adult Jewish studies at
the Soloway Jewish Community Centre
(SJCC), at universities, various synagogues, and through organizations like
JET (Jewish Education through Torah)
and the Kollel of Ottawa.
As well, Limmud Ottawa offers an
annual one-day festival of Jewish learning – this year Sunday, November 1 at the
SJCC – at which a wide variety of topics
are addressed. This year’s program has
not yet been announced, but details will
be available at www.limmudottawa.ca
once they have been ﬁnalized.
The mission of Jewish education at the
SJCC is “to explore Judaism as a civilization,” said Maxine Miska, the centre’s
assistant executive director.
The program’s wide-ranging goals are
to provide continuing education for
adults; to serve inquisitive people
seeking substantive educational rather
than recreational classes; to offer an
academically oriented curriculum taught
by university professors and rabbis; to
provide an inexpensive means for adults
to study Hebrew; and to broaden the
Jewish experience through history
courses both on Judaism and Israel.
“Sometimes people have not engaged
in Jewish education since youth. Their
Jewish knowledge lacks an adult perspective,” said Miska. “Our goal is to provide
the opportunity to develop Jewish
literacy – to present Judaism for adult
learners. We do not tell people what to
believe or how to practise, but we provide
tools and resources to be employed
according to their needs.”
In addition to its in-house courses, the
SJCC is bringing the Florence Melton
School of Adult Jewish Learning back to
Ottawa after an absence of ﬁve years. The
Melton School, a project of the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, operates in many
cities around the world offering a twoyear curriculum of courses for adults.
“It’s important that people come back
to Jewish education and have an adult
view of Judaism and the historical
perspective,” said Miska. “It’s not

something you learn as a kid. It enriches
people’s lives.”
Visit http://tinyurl.com/SJCC-education
for more information on adult Jewish
education courses at the SJCC or contact
Roslyn Wollock at rwollock@jccottawa.
com or 613-798-9818, ext. 254.
JET (Jewish Education through Torah)
offers a variety of adult education classes
– some of them geared speciﬁcally to
men or women – explained JET founder
Rabbi Zischa Shaps.
“We believe that Jewish education does
not end after the bar mitzvah or high
school,” said Rabbi Shaps, “It’s a lifelong
endeavour.”
JET classes are offered at a variety of
locations in the city, including the SJCC
and several synagogues, on such topics as
Talmud, ethics, Torah and general Jewish
life at various levels from beginners’ to
advanced. JET also sponsors Yarchei
Kallah, an intensive, week-long series of
classes and seminars devoted to adult
Jewish learning each July.
Over the past several years, JET
programs for young professionals have
been offered through its Glebe Shul
program. Rabbi Yoey Shaps – son of JET
founders Rabbi Zischa and Lauren Shaps
– and his wife, Smin, took over direction
of the Glebe Shul this summer and are
currently developing the classes to be
offered.
Rabbi Yoey Shaps noted that he and
Smin will also make themselves available
for “one-on-one learning” for anyone
“interested in learning more about any
Jewish topic.”
Visit www.jetottawa.com or call
613-695-4800 for information about JET
classes or visit www.glebeshul.com or call
613-413-4939 for Glebe Shul programs.
Most of Ottawa’s congregations offer
adult education programs.
“Education is an important component of Beit Tikvah,” said Rabbi Howard
Finkelstein, who teaches weekly classes
on Pirkei Avot and “Halachah and the
Parsha” each week on Shabbat and on
Gemara on Thursday evenings. As well,
JET offers several of its courses at Beit
Tikvah.
Congregation Beit Tikvah also hosts
several Shabbatons over the course of the
year with visiting scholars.

ISSIE SCAROWSKY

Michael Kent leads a JET class, July 7, during Yarchei Kallah, an intensive, week-long
series of classes and seminars devoted to adult Jewish learning each summer.

Visit www.cbto.org or call 613-723-1800
for information about adult education
programs at Congregation Beit Tikvah.
Congregation Machzikei Hadas offers a
variety of courses and lectures, said
Stacey Goldstein, the congregation’s
family and youth director, including
weekly Torah and Talmud classes with
Rabbi Idan Scher and Rabbi Reuven
Bulka, and a Talmud class on weekdays at
6:20 am that studies a page of Talmud
each day.
There are also several courses on
various subjects offered on a seasonal
basis throughout the year, including a
course on the High Holidays that begins
September 10 for four weekly sessions. As
well, there are several ongoing classes for
women, and special lectures throughout
the year.
Visit www.cmhottawa.com or call
613-521-9700 for information about adult
education programs at Congregation
Machzikei Hadas.
Agudath Israel Congregation offers
weekly courses with Rabbi Barry
Schlesinger and special events with guest
lecturers throughout the year, according
to Hal Grossner, chair of the adult
education committee.
Grossner noted that Agudath Israel
will again collaborate with Congregation
Machzikei Hadas on a four-part lecture
series – this year on the theme of Jewish
activism.
Visit www.agudath-israel.net or call
613-728-3501 for information about
Agudath Israel’s adult education
programs.
Cantor Daniel Benlolo of Congregation
Beth Shalom said the congregation – at
present operating on the Jewish
Community Campus – currently offers a
weekly Pirkei Avot class and will be
offering a number of other adult educa-

tion programs this coming year.
Cantor Benlolo added that, as the
amalgamation with Agudath Israel
Congregation set for next summer gets
closer, he expects the two congregations
will offer a number of joint adult education programs.
Call Congregation Beth Shalom at
613-789-3501 for information about adult
education programs offered by Beth
Shalom.
Among the adult education offerings
at Temple Israel are Shabbat morning
study sessions at 9 am before services
with Rabbi Rob Morais, which focus on
the Torah portion of the week, and a
weekly Talmud study session with Rabbi
Steven Garten on Wednesday afternoons.
Rabbi Morais will also be offering an
adult bar and bat mitzvah program.
“It’s an opportunity for those who
never had their bar or bat mitzvah or
would like to celebrate theirs again,” said
Rabbi Morais. It is a two-year program
leading to the celebration of participants’
bar or bat mitzvahs.
Rabbi Morais said he is also planning a
class for later in the year that will explore
the prayer book by combining “the
theological message the prayer book
gives us with prayer choreography and
skills.”
Visit www.templeisraelottawa.ca or call
613-224-1802 for more information about
adult education programs at Temple
Israel.
The Ottawa Torah Centre Chabad
(OTC) offers a wide range of classes and
study groups “and we are always open to
hear of something of interest to somebody and [to] be there to offer the
learning experience,” said Rabbi
Menachem Blum, OTC director. Among
the courses at OTC are Talmud study,
See Education on page 14
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OJCS to begin using
unique method for rapid
Hebrew-language learning
BY HANNAH BERDOWSKI

U

lpan-Or, a language learning
method developed in Israel,
which has revolutionized the
teaching of Hebrew as a second
language there, is being introduced this
fall at the Ottawa Jewish Community
School (OJCS).
OJCS is the ﬁrst school in Canada to
introduce the Ulpan-Or method for
teaching Hebrew.
Starting at the middle school level,
Grades 6 to 8, OJCS will use Ulpan-Or’s
curriculum and methodology to teach
Hebrew.
Nachum Ganor, the son of Ulpan-Or
founders Orly and Yoel Ganor, met with
the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin late last month
while he was in town training OJCS
Hebrew teachers in the Ulpan-Or
method.
“We hope to effect a positive change in
Hebrew curriculum,” said Ganor, adding
the main problem they’ve seen over the
years has been adults and kids talking
about “Hebrew trauma” while trying to
learn the language.
“It’s a shame, because we really see

Hebrew as the key for both the connection to Israel and for Judaism. It’s the
broadest common denominator that we
all have as Jews.”
Rapid Learning Acquisition, a methodology Ulpan-Or developed, and UlpanOr’s own technology, are the two key
aspects that make its program unique
and allow people to become ﬂuent in
Hebrew much more quickly than with
other teaching methods.
Ganor said the Ulpan-Or program is
designed to get students speaking Hebrew
quickly. “Because, when you understand
and talk, it is easier for you to read and
write. People have a lot of passive knowledge, and we try to make it active.”
Ulpan-Or’s curriculum is online and
OJCS students will have full access to all
of their electronic materials including
eBooks, audio clips, videos, ﬂashcards
and games.
Ganor said technology – rather than
English or Hebrew – is the mother tongue
of today’s students.
“We have to speak to them in their
language [technology] in order for it to be
fun for them. If it is not fun for them, it

The Ottawa Chapter wishes all our donors, families
and friends a very Healthy and Happy New Year
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Nachum Ganor says Ulpan-Or’s technology and Rapid Learning Acquisition teaching method
makes it fun for students to learn to speak Hebrew.

will not work,” he said. “They need to
enjoy learning Hebrew.”
Ganor said his mother, Orly Ganor,
founded the program in 1995 after asking
herself how it was possible for people to
study Hebrew for months but still be
unable to order a cup of coffee in Hebrew.
After researching how people learn
languages, she went on to develop the
Ulpan-Or curriculum and books.
Soon after, Yoel Ganor left his career in
the high-tech industry to join his wife at
Ulpan-Or and develop its technology.

Ulpan-Or now has campuses in
Jerusalem and Tel Aviv and clients
around the world it teaches online. The
Ulpan-Or vision, Ganor said, is to open
Hebrew hubs to better effect Jewish
communities worldwide.
Ganor said he was gratiﬁed to see the
OJCS teachers working hard at learning
this new system of teaching Hebrew.
“It’s hard to shift everything after years
of working a certain way, but I think this
is necessary,” he said, “It’s nice to see it
come to life.”
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JEFFREY MILLER
CAMPAIGN CHAIR
SHARON APPOTIVE
WOMEN’S CAMPAIGN CHAIR

A

s co-chairs of the Jewish
Federation of Ottawa 2016
Annual Campaign, we could use
this column to ask you to help
make this the most successful campaign
to date. We could tell you what you already
know – we need to grow the campaign to
meet the ever-increasing needs of our
community as serviced by 23 beneﬁciary
agencies. But, when we thought about
how best to inspire you, it dawned on us:
everyone has a story, so why not tell you
ours to help you understand why
Federation is so important to us.

Here are our stories,
please tell us yours
Jeff’s story: I grew up in Montreal and
didn’t move to Ottawa until 1984 with my
wife Rhoda and young son. I was very
fortunate to have met the late Gerry Levitz
and received a great opportunity at GGFL.
When you move to a new city, there is a
fear that it might not feel like home. I
cannot tell you that story because the
Ottawa Jewish community embraced me
from the outset.
Without Hillel Academy, now the
Ottawa Jewish Community School (OJCS),
Camp B’nai Brith (CBB), and the Soloway
Jewish Community Centre (SJCC), all
beneﬁciary agencies, I don’t know what
my life in Ottawa would have been like.
I met many of my friends through the
Jewish Men’s Basketball and Softball
Leagues. My two children attended Hillel
from kindergarten to Grade 8 and went to
CBB from seven until they were counsellors, where they developed many life-long
friends. These two institutions played a
major part in shaping who they are.
Over the years, I have been involved on
numerous boards and committees, and
served as chair of both Hillel Academy and
Hillel Lodge. Needless to say, the Jewish

community made this city home to me
from Day 1. Some people might say I had a
responsibility to become involved as a
result, and, while that may be true, it has
really been my privilege.
I am now inspired by future generations
and I want to ensure that all families will
feel welcome and have the same opportunities my family enjoyed.
Sharon’s story: Born and raised in
Ottawa, I have been fortunate to see
ﬁrst-hand what the Ottawa Jewish
community has to offer. As a child, I
attended Hillel Academy, SJCC day camp
and CBB. The experiences at these
institutions shaped me and left me with a
lifetime’s worth of friends and memories.
Most notably, it is within this community
that I met and married my husband David,
who has been a wonderful role model to
me and continues to serve as a board
member for OJCS, CBB, Federation,
Machzikei Hadas and others.
I have also since had the pleasure of
seeing the impact that Hillel, CBB,
Birthright and March of the Living have
had on our three children. Like Jeff’s kids,
these institutions played a large role in

shaping them. And the impact extends
beyond my household. I am so thankful to
have had Hillel Lodge available for my
parents. My mother was a resident and
received exceptional care, while my father
was so proud to be a weekly volunteer in
his retirement.
Finally, I am not one to turn down a
challenge. When Federation President and
CEO Andrea Freedman challenged me to
take on the role of Chair of the Lion of
Judah division for another year and then
the Women’s Chair for the Annual
Campaign, I accepted half-nervously,
half-excitedly. I knew that in these roles I
would need to stretch beyond my comfort
zone, but the challenge to deliver meaningful change was too compelling. Not
only would I be helping to ensure a
healthy future for the community I love, it
would also ensure a healthier Andrea. Yes,
Andrea agreed to give up Diet Coke in
exchange for my acceptance, which, for
those who know Andrea, was no small
concession. I am pleased to report that she
is down to only one per day.
Your story: Everyone reading this also
has a story that may inspire others, and we
want to hear yours! Email your stories to
campaign@jewishottawa.com. We look
forward to hearing from you.
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5776 will be the Year of Action

RABBI BARRY SCHLESINGER
AGUDATH ISRAEL

T

here is a wonderful tradition
that Elul, the month before the
High Holidays, the month of
Selichot (forgiveness) and
reconciliation is an acronym in Hebrew
that stands for two things: “I am for My
beloved and My beloved is for me” (Song
of Songs 6:3), and “Each one to his
neighbour, and gifts to the poor” (Esther
9:22).
In Hebrew, this coming new year,
5776, spells out the Hebrew word Ta’asu,
which means “you all will do something.” When you combine Elul with
5776, the message is “because you
genuinely care, you will act!”
5776 will be the Year of Action. We are
all speciﬁcally asked to act, to do, to
make a difference.

I know that our Jewish community
has a proven, excellent track record in
tikkun olam and in performing acts of
chesed, acts of compassion and loving
kindness. Jews are involved in local
lodges like Kiwanis and are actively
involved in blood drives, food drives,
warm clothing drives and local fundraising efforts, both in and out of the Jewish
community. Of course this should
continue to grow and develop.
However, in addition to these awesome chesed endeavours, I suggest that
we devote this Year of Action to ourselves as Jews and invest in the other two
pillars of Judaism: Torah (education,
formal and informal), and Avoda (teﬁllah
b’tzibbur (davening in shul).
We should strive to strengthen our
commitment to daily, Shabbat and chag
davening.
We should support and engage our
kosher eating venues and promise that
Ottawa kosher dining remains strong
and gets stronger.
Synagogues should engage and
empower our chevre and involve our
young people and adults in leading
teﬁllot, Torah reading and Haftarah
chantingin our shuls. We should make
every effort to bring our post-bar/bat
mitzvah kids back to shul.
We should provide our teens with

quality Jewish educational opportunities.
We, as adults, should commit ourselves to weekly Torah study through our
many adult Jewish educational programs. Ottawa is blessed with numerous
adult educational initiatives including
JET, the Melton Mini School, classes at
the Soloway Jewish Community Centre,
synagogue shiurim, educational programs, and of course Limmud, Ottawa’s
only pluralistic day of Jewish learning,
when many voices are heard and Shivim
Panim LaTorah (the 70 faces of Torah)
are celebrated.
Our synagogue community should
ﬁnd ways to work together and share our
most cherished common denominator:
the study of Torah. I am especially proud
of the adult education program co-sponsored by Agudath Israel Congregation
and Congregation Machzikei Hadas. We
are all working together on the Ottawa
Shabbat Project and we should continue
to work throughout the year and
co-operate on other programs.
I was taught that, when you point a
ﬁnger at someone, your thumb automatically points back at you. I commit
myself to act and try to achieve the
objectives mentioned above. It is Lo
Bashamayim hi (it is not in heaven, it is
within our reach). Let’s strengthen
ourselves.
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IDEAS AND
IMPRESSIONS

s I write, on August 28, we’re
already about four weeks into
the campaign for the October 19
federal election with another
seven weeks still to go – the longest
federal election campaign since 1872,
which was long before the days of the
quick radio and TV coverage that
developed in the 20th century or the
more recent development of 24-hour
news channels and social media outlets
like Facebook and Twitter.
Seven weeks out from election day, the
latest polls indicate this may be the
tightest three-way race ever with the
Conservative Party under Stephen Harper,
the New Democratic Party (NDP) under
Tom Mulcair and the Liberal Party under
Justin Trudeau all in real competition –
not just to form the government, but also
for second place ofﬁcial opposition status.

JASON MOSCOVITZ

I

would like to introduce you to
someone. Her name is Magdolna
Hercz, but she goes by Manci. I’ve
never met her, but I know she is
someone special.
I read her book, Through Darkness:
Love and Remembrance, which was
recently privately published by her
family for her 95th birthday. The handwritten content had been left untouched
for almost 70 years.
We remember The Diary of a Young Girl
by Anne Frank. To many, her hiding from
the Nazis was our school age introduction to the horrors of the Shoah. Firsthand memories can be so revealing and
so powerful.
Manci Hercz was a young woman in

Vote for whichever party
best represents the sum
of your views and values
The NDP has led by a small margin in
most of the polls to date, and, if it ultimately comes out on top, it will be the
party’s ﬁrst time in power after sitting as
the ofﬁcial opposition for the ﬁrst time
ever after the last election in 2011.
Much has been made over the years
since Harper ﬁrst became prime minister
in 2006 of Canada’s very real friendship
with Israel. And, while there is no question that the Canada-Israel relationship
has only strengthened in recent years, it
was a process that began under previous
Liberal governments.
It should also be pointed out that
Harper has not changed Canada’s ofﬁcial
policy in regard to Israel’s conﬂict with
the Palestinians. Canada does not
recognize Israeli sovereignty over the
West Bank or east Jerusalem and supports
a negotiated two-state solution to the
conﬂict. There is virtually no difference in
the positions of all three leading parties
and all three potential prime ministers on
this issue.
I bring this up because I’ve encountered
a few people in the community who say
that Harper’s Conservatives are the only

possible choice for Jews in this election
because of their support for Israel.
But no party or leader is running on a
single issue, and I don’t believe that voters
– or a community of voters – should cast
their vote based on a single issue. And I
know that the other parties and leaders
are also sincerely supportive of Israel. So I
have no doubt that Israel’s friendship with
Canada is secure and will endure no
matter which party and leader forms the
government after October 19.
The Communications and Community
Relations Committee of the Jewish
Federation of Ottawa is planning roundtable discussions in the coming days with
Ottawa-area candidates from each of the
main parties (including the Green Party)
on issues of speciﬁc concern to the Jewish
community. We’ll be reporting on these
meetings in the September 21 issue of the
Ottawa Jewish Bulletin and online ASAP at
www.ottawajewishbulletin.com.
And beyond issues of speciﬁc concern
to the Jewish community, there are many
other issues of concern to all Canadians. I
urge everyone to follow the election
campaign, both at the national level and

Manci Hercz’s striking
Holocaust memoir
1944 when the Nazis stormed through
Hungary. Her husband, Tibi, had already
been sent to a forced labour camp. She
subsequently went to a much worse hell,
but survived and celebrated by writing.
In 1945, with pen in hand, Manci wrote
about what happened to her and her
family.
The text is ﬁnely tuned. Page after page
of lined paper without a word or a phrase
scratched out. Personal, detailed and
visceral, it was written in Hungarian in
postwar Romania. It was translated into
English only 10 years ago.
Manci begins her memoir on August
15, 1945. In her opening paragraph, she
sets the parameters of what she expected
people to understand.
“I shall try to write the truth about
what I have lived through, but I know
that if someone actually reads it, they will
not be able to feel it the way it happened.”
A true voice describing life in an
overcrowded, disease-ridden Jewish
ghetto provides feeling and precision
that history books lack. The richness and
simplicity of her description is so
striking.
“We heard that two gendarmes and

one civilian came at 5 am in the ghetto
and asked for our money down to the last
penny, and took away the beautiful
candelabra, and the food ration tickets.
“They sent 40 people to live in our two
bedroom apartment, and of course the
only way to sleep was to have everyone
lie on the ﬂoor. It would be nice to forget
the chaos in that building.”
Manci writes that, two days after
Shavuot in 1944, her family was transported to Auschwitz, 80 people to a cattle
car. Her words bring you there.
“Then the door closed ... All of a
sudden darkness fell upon us. For a
minute we didn’t know what to do, but a
moment later, instinct awakens to try to
get your family as comfortable as
possible under the circumstances ... We
used our bags to sit on … Space was tight,
just enough to sit down, but no room to
stretch, just enough to put your legs
under you.”
Manci arrived at Auschwitz on Shabbat
and she recalls a moment she would
remember every day of her life.
“As we slowly pushed on, I suddenly
felt a hand separating me from my
mother, me to the right my mother to the
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in your particular riding, know where
each of the parties stands on all issues
that concern you, and cast your vote for
the candidate from whichever party best
represents the sum of your views and
values.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE BULLETIN
As this Rosh Hashanah issue is one of
the Bulletin’s two annual editions mailed
out to members of the community
beyond our subscriber base (the other is
the Passover issue), many of you receiving
this edition are not regular subscribers. I
hope you’re enjoying the paper and will
want to receive all 19 issues that we
publish throughout the year. A one-year
subscription is just $36 in the OttawaGatineau area. You can subscribe online
at www.ottawajewishbulletin.com or by
calling Barry Silverman at 613-798-4696,
ext. 256.
I’ll also remind you that the Bulletin
website is updated every working day
with many breaking news and feature
stories from Israel and around the Jewish
world. Most of these stories are not
included in the print edition – so even if
you are a subscriber, I would encourage
you to visit the site often for the latest
news.
HAPPY NEW YEAR
On behalf of the staff of the Ottawa
Jewish Bulletin – Brenda, Barry, Hannah
and myself – I wish everyone a happy,
sweet and peaceful New Year. Shana Tova.
left. I let out a horriﬁed scream and
sobbed. Looking back I saw mother again
– for the last time – holding her hand to
her mouth to hold back her loud wailing.
Oh my God if only this had not happened, I would have been able to handle
everything else easily.”
Manci lost so much and so many, but
her husband, Tibi, also survived and they
were reunited in Romania after the war.
Persevering through a long difﬁcult
struggle, they eventually got exit visas for
themselves and their two sons and they
moved to Israel in 1961. Two years later,
they came to Canada, determined to start
over yet again.
In 1994, 50 years after Manci wrote her
story, a new section was discovered in
which she reveals raw emotion.
“On those rare occasions when I laugh,
I take notice of myself and stop, because
in those moments, I remember what I
went through. It was not for nothing that
Hitler said, ‘I shall wipe the smiles off the
Jews faces.’ Even today I ask how I was
able to experience this and stay alive.”
At 95, Manci Hercz is the matriarch of a
family of two sons (Lawrence of Ottawa
and a younger son in Toronto), ﬁve
grandsons, and three great-grandchildren. She will leave a printed version of
her Shoah story for future generations.
She will also leave her strength,
survival and lifetime commitment to her
family.
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mailbag | bulletin@ottawajewishbulletin.com
Wishing you all
Shanah Tovah!
613-580-2473
@BarrhavenJan
facebook.com/BarrhavenJanHarder

www.JanHarder.com

RABBI BULKA, MIRA SUCHAROV
I am sad to read that my two favourite columnists in the
Ottawa Jewish Bulletin – Rabbi Reuven Bulka (From the
Pulpit) and Mira Sucharov (Values, Ethics, Community)
have both written their last columns. I learned a lot from
both columnists and I will miss them.
Thank you Rabbi Bulka and thank you Mira for encouraging me to think and to see things in a different way.
Margie Moscoe
MIRA SUCHAROV

Breaking news updated daily at
www.ottawajewishbulletin.com
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New
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After writing her column for seven years and raising
blood pressure levels among (in her view) some readers,
Mira Sucharov still doesn’t get it. Based on what she says
in her ﬁnal column, Sucharov places the blame for the
ongoing criticisms directed at her opinion pieces on
what she characterizes as our community’s right wing,
donor-driven, establishment-dominated gang. It seems
that the members of that cabal had her in their sights for
what she feels was fair-minded social and political
commentary.
Instead of looking inwards to question why so many of
us found her column so offensive, it would be far more
productive if Sucharov focused on her own writings and
tone. She casts her philosophy squarely within the Zionist
tent. Not so [in my opinion].
My readings of her columns cast them in the farthest
left corners of that tent, with little if any attempt to give
fair consideration to views coming from other parts, even
the centre.
Over the years, after reading a sentence or two of a
column about Israel, I immediately knew where she was
going. It was where she always went: Israel/right wing
Israeli government wrong; Palestinians right.
I got angry seeing those views in a Jewish community
newspaper and, besides, I regularly read them on the
BBC, Al-Jazeera and other web sites. I also found I could
easily dispel her ideas when I researched the facts
because, sadly, I found that her columns rarely gave the
facts due consideration when making charges against
Israeli government policies. It was as if she started with a
premise and selectively chose material that would back it
up in a column.
On occasion, I wrote responses to her columns,
speciﬁcally to her questioning the need for Israel to
declare itself a Jewish state, and to her concerns about
Ottawa Jewish Community School students wearing
indistinct maps of Israel during a presentation. It was,
regrettably, too easy to dismiss what had appeared in
those columns with just a minimum of online research.
As a former lefty, I used to provide economic and

social analyses to my own constituency: more than
300,000 labour union members across the country. To do
that, I felt obligated to read and understand the views of
all sides in key national and international debates. That
enabled me to address those views, and sometimes even
agree with them when I realized they were more correct
than mine. Over time, many of my views even changed,
because that’s what can happen when you open yourself
to other possible approaches to challenging problems.
In conclusion, my view is that columns in a Jewish
community newspaper must reﬂect the broader Jewish
community’s deep concerns about Israel, not engage in
regular Israeli-bashing. This, of course, reﬂects the
situation in Israel. Benjamin Netanyahu and Isaac Herzog
may have contrasting points of view on many issues, but
both are driven by a deep love for the Jewish state. Based
on the views she expressed in Values, Ethics, Community,
I’m not convinced that Sucharov is.
Bob Dale
MIRA SUCHAROV
I was most disappointed to read about the cancellation of
Mira Sucharov’s column, Values, Ethics, Community.
Similar to yourself (Michael Regenstreif, From the Editor,
August 17), I agreed with Mira’s positions at times and
disagreed with her on other occasions.
We are deep into an era where a right wing, Jewish
nationalist-dominated Israel, increasingly estranged from
Israel’s liberal and humanistic foundational values, is
allied to U.S. right wing Republicanism. In these circumstances, it is essential that the Jewish public be informed
of a range of Zionist and Jewish opinion, which may not
ﬁt within the apparently ever-narrower party line.
David Steinberg
MIRA SUCHAROV
I was disturbed to read that Mira Sucharov has been
asked to no longer contribute to the Ottawa Jewish
Bulletin. Having diverse and intelligent articles makes
the Bulletin worth reading. All in the community should
be exposed to different perspectives. This is what will
make us educated and tolerant and not narrow and
parochial.
Mira’s articles are always thoughtful, enlightening and
interesting. Even if the reader does not agree with her
views, there is always something to learn. We will never
grow if all we want to read is a reﬂection of our own
ideas.
Myrna Barwin

A new yea r CELEBR ATE WITH A NEW BOND
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Technology and tikkun olam:
Israel paves the way

Advertorial

BY DANIELA BERKOWITZ

Alan
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President

More than trees
613.798.2411
ottawa@jnf.ca

Lynda
Taller-Wakter
Executive
Director

JEWISH NATIONAL FUND
Shana Tova from JNF Ottawa
Wishing you and yours
a happy and healthy New Year

JNF Ottawa Negev Dinner is October 15
Thanks to the support of so many community members,
friends and family, the JNF Ottawa Negev Dinner celebrating
Barry and Alan Baker is selling out fast. In addition, we are very
delighted to welcome corporate sponsors, including Regional Realty, CIBC Wealth Management, RBC, Ferguslea/Danbe Foundation, University of Ottawa Heart Institute, Emond Harden,
Cohen & Lord, and more to the Negev Dinner. We look forward
to a heartfelt evening, raising money for autism research in Israel
via JNF’s partner ALUT, the Israeli Society for Autistic Children.

Celebrating JNF and Israel
Born and raised in Ottawa, brothers Barry and Allan Baker
have been supporting the Jewish National Fund for many years
starting with Barry selling JNF stamps as a schoolboy. In 1987,
the Baker family dedicated a grove of trees in Israel in memory
of their late father, David. And they have been supporting the
JNF annual Telethon and fellow community members’ projects
in Israel via the annual JNF Ottawa Negev Dinner for over 20
years. Barry and Allan have also been business partners for close
to 50 years. The Baker family has been involved with the Ottawa
Jewish community for over 40 years, supporting many organizations. They have been heavily involved with Congregation Beth
Shalom since its inception. In addition, they have held fundraisers for autism research – a passion for both Barry and Allan.

Dennis Prager is Negev Dinner
Keynote speaker
Dennis Prager is a best-selling author,
columnist and syndicated radio talk show
host based in Los Angeles and heard on
150 stations across the United States.
A highly sought-after speaker and
frequent cable news show guest, Dennis
has lectured all over the world, including
Europe, Asia, Israel, and Australia. His
best-selling books include Think a Second
Time, Happiness is a Serious Problem and Still the Best Hope:
Why American Values Must Triumph. His latest book, just released, is The Ten Commandments: Still the Best Moral Code.
His latest venture, Prager University, is a virtual university
on the Internet with a powerful twist – all the courses are five
minutes long. In 2014, Prager University courses had 25 million
YouTube views. Faculty members include George Will, Arthur
Brooks, Walter Williams, Alan Dershowitz and Bret Stephens.

On a daily basis you can plant
trees for all occasions. An attractive card is sent to the recipient.
To order, call the JNF office
(613.798.2411).

www.JNFOttawa.ca
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ecades have passed since Israelis invented a
modernized drip irrigation to maximize
limited water supply and make desert bloom,
yet Israeli curiosity, drive and ingenuity
toward excellence continues to thrive. Israelis are
determined to lead in solving some of the most pressing
humanitarian challenges. Working on the precepts of
tikkun olam, Israel persists at the forefront of innovation, seeking to make life better for all. Just one avenue
where Israel excels is health and medicine.
Nearly one billion people in developed countries
consider emergency response expensive and delayed,
while upwards of six billion people in the developing
world simply lack access to any sort of emergency
response. In cases of accidents, terror attacks or other
medical emergencies, people are likely to die or suffer
serious injuries because of a lack of proper response.
With its unfortunate and long history of facing terror
attacks, Israel has honed in on effective emergency
response techniques to save lives quicker.
In Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, as in most major cities,
ambulances typically get stuck in trafﬁc and cannot
arrive fast enough. Following the Second Intifada, a
group of young ambulance medics watched too many
people die because aid was unavailable. So they
envisioned a solution, where medics could be notiﬁed
according to their proximity to a reported incident.
Equipped with medical supplies, they could rush over
and stabilize victims within the minutes before the
ambulance arrives. This model, now called United
Hatzalah, dropped response times to under three
minutes.
“We took chutzpah and ran with it,” said Eli Beer,
founder of United Hatzalah of Israel. Since ofﬁcially
formalized in 2006, United Hatzalah has recruited over
2,500 trained volunteer medics to join the movement of
community-based lifesaving. To fuel the program, the
organization worked with Israeli startup NowForce to
develop the LifeCompass app, an integrated GPSpowered system that records incidents, alerts nearby
medics and guides them to arrive to the scene quickly.
In addition to the app, United Hatzalah has crafted
and deployed customized ambulance motorcycles to
weave through trafﬁc. This “ambucycle” is stocked with
medical equipment and works in tandem with
LifeCompass. By way of practical ingenuity, United
Hatzalah’s community-based emergency response
model has excelled in cutting response time and

attending to more people who need critical care. United
Hatzalah dispatchers received 245,000 calls last year,
nearly a quarter of which are considered life-threatening
situations.
Hooked on their effective program, United Hatzalah
representatives have travelled the globe sharing their
knowledge and experience. “We have taken what we
have learned in Israel and begun sharing it with others,
because we know that we can help solve this world-wide
challenge,” said Beer.
In July, Beer and Dov Maisel, vice-president of
international projects, travelled to Dubai to present the
model to delegates from several developing countries.
This model has been deployed in places like India,
Lithuania, Argentina and Panama, and recently made its
debut in the United States, with Jersey City into the
United Rescue initiative.
While sharing tools and techniques with the world
has huge merit, teaching and inspiring others to better
the world is even more valuable, as Jewish proverbs
explain. Israeli institutions are famed as major research
centres and engaged in Israel’s role as the “Start-Up
Nation.” At the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology,
innumerable cutting-edge research and innovation have
been born in the halls of the Rappaport Faculty of
Medicine.
“Ask any researcher or academic in medicine anywhere in the world and they will tell you that Israelis are
world-class, ﬁrst-class innovators,” said Debra Kiez, an
emergency medicine doctor based in Toronto. Kiez also
See Technology on page 34
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THE ONLY KOSHER HOTEL IN MONTREAL
AFFORDABLE ELEGANCE IN THE HEART
OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY

Diane Koven* BA (Hons), CFP®, CHS™
613-728-1223 ext 2235
diane.koven@sunlife.com
www.sunlife.ca/diane.koven
1525 Carling Avenue, Suite 600,
Ottawa ON K1Z 8R9
*Mutual funds offered by
Sun Life Financial Investment Services (Canada) Inc.
Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada is a member of the
Sun Life Financial group of companies.
© Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, 2015.

LE GRILL MK GLATT KOSHER RESTAURANT
BANQUET HALL FOR 200
SHABBOS KEYS & ELEVATOR
COMPLIMENTARY KOSHER BREAKFAST
NEAR SHULS AND SHOPPING
INDOOR SWIMMING POOL & SAUNAS
FITNESS ROOM, FAMILY SUITES
FREE HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
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6445 Decarie Boul. (Corner Plamondon)
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Deﬁning Jewish unity; Shabbat Project
brings all Jews together

A

Maccabi Canada
wishes the
OƩawa Jewish community

Happy New Year
Team Canada proudly parƟcipated
in the European Maccabi Games in Berlin
in summer 2015, and work is underway
to get ready for the Pan-American Games
in Chile in December 2015/January 2016,
followed by the 2017 Maccabiah
in Israel.

Join us on these amazing journeys
For more informaƟon,
go to maccabicanada.com
and/or contact Bill at billizso@rogers.com

Support for Israel through the passion of sport
Two weeks to experience, a lifeƟme to remember
Maccabi Canada is a Registered Amateur AthleƟc AssociaƟon.
Registered Charitable No: 14009 2321 RR 0001

One Vision, One Goal, One Team.
It Just Makes Sense.
Contact us for professional investment advice.

Blostein-Beumer Investment
Blostein-Beumer
InvestmentGroup
Group

hot topic in the Jewish community these days
is the concept of unity. Many people bemoan
the lack of Jewish unity, locally and globally.
However, I believe we need to take a closer
look at what Jewish unity is – and what it is not – to
truly decide if we have a united community.
To deﬁne unity within a community, one should look
back to when the Jewish people ﬁrst became one at
Mount Sinai. The Torah says that, prior to receiving the
Torah, “Israel encamped opposite the mountain.” The
Hebrew word for encamped is vayichan, which is oddly
written in singular form. Rashi, the famous 11th century
commentator, tells us the Jewish people were “one
person with one heart” at that moment in time. They
were uniﬁed.
But here is the peculiar part. There were 12 tribes at
that point. How could 12 different groups of people be
“one person with one heart”?
I believe the Torah is teaching us an important lesson
about unity. Unity does not mean being the same as
everyone else, but rather, being together with everyone
else. We have a choice: to see the differences in our
fellow Jews, or to focus on what we have in common and
allow that to bring us together.
A year ago, a generous anonymous donor in the
community enabled the Shabbat Project to take place in
Ottawa. The brainchild of Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein
of South Africa, the Shabbat Project sought to get as
many Jews as possible to celebrate and keep the same
Shabbat together. From Paula Abdul to Mayim Bialik,
more than one million Jews from 35 countries participated in the inaugural worldwide event last year.
Something quite remarkable and unique happened
right here in Ottawa: every Shabbat-related organization and synagogue in Ottawa took part. Every single
one! From every stream of egalitarianism to every
stream of Orthodoxy, and everything in between, we
had unity. How did we accomplish this? We focussed on
what we have in common, not what divides us.
Each congregation ran its own program on Shabbat –
we all celebrate it on the seventh day of the week – and
then more than 500 people from every walk of life came
together for the Unity Havdallah at the conclusion of
Shabbat at the Soloway Jewish Community Centre.
This is the deﬁnition of Jewish unity: doing something we have in common together.
Stemming from the Shabbat Project was the creation
of the Shul Rabbis and Leaders Forum – a gathering of
every congregation in Ottawa. While most communities
bring together their rabbis, they often are missing
representation from either side of the spectrum. In
Ottawa, everyone was able to meet together.
This is the deﬁnition of Jewish unity: recognizing the
differences, but still being able to have a conversation
with the other and work on common causes for the
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Wishing everyone a Happy New Year as you
celebrate Rosh Hashanah with family and
friends.
Riley.Brockington@Ottawa.ca RileyBrockington.ca

BRAM BREGMAN

GUEST COLUMN

Jewish unity, writes Bram Bregman, “does not mean being
the same as everyone else, but rather, being together with
everyone else.”

betterment of our community.
This is something that every Jew in Ottawa should be
proud of.
The Shabbat Project is taking place again this year on
October 23-24 with a wide variety of events at congregations throughout Ottawa, as well as a community-wide
Women’s Challah Bake and Unity Havdallah. See
www.jewishottawa.com/shabbatproject for details.
When we leave synagogue on Yom Kippur, let’s
resolve to go back on October 24 to experience Shabbat
and Jewish unity in action.
Echad Ha’Am said, “More than the Jews have kept
Shabbat, Shabbat has kept the Jews.” This couldn’t be
truer today as our entire community unites to celebrate
Shabbat in unity with millions of Jews worldwide.
Bram Bregman is vice-president of Community Building
for the Jewish Federation of Ottawa and can be reached at
bram@jewishottawa.com.
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Shana Tova!
Wishing all our friends in the community
a healthy & happy New Year
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Rabbi Ely and Shelli Braun farewell tribute

HOWARD SANDLER

Rabbis Reuven Bulka (left) and Ely Braun embrace after Rabbi Bulka’s emotional speech
at the farewell tribute dinner for Rabbi Ely and Shelli Braun, August 9, at Congregation
Beit Tikvah.

Elect / Élisez

HOWARD SANDLER

Rabbi Ely and Shelli Braun at the farewell tribute dinner held in their honour, August 9, at
Congregation Beit Tikvah. The Brauns made aliyah to Israel last month after 22 years in Ottawa.
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Shana Tova
Wishing you and your
family a sweet year full
of health and
prosperity.
Je souhaite une belle
année à toute votre
famille, santé et
prospérité.

www.catherinemckenna.ca
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Shanah Tovah

RETIREMENT LIVING...
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Refined

standards of quality and service, the City’s premiere
all-inclusive retirement residences await you!
613-230-9900
(Nestled in the heart of
the Glebe across from
Lansdowne Park)

613-721-8809
(On Carling across from
the Experimental Farm)
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Spectacular
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Act now and take advantage of our
limited time offer

tEarly occupancy bonuses
tFREE transition services
tFREE moving services

F or discerning seniors who have earned the right to
be pampered and to live retirement life to the fullest.

5 STAR SERVICE AT AFFORDABLE PRICES!
s h ort t e r m a n d c on va l e s c e n t s tay s a l s o ava i l a bl e

C A L L U S T O D AY F O R Y O U R E X C L U S I V E A P P O I N T M E N T
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Education: A lifelong endeavour for many adult learners
Continued from page 3

Hebrew reading and holiday preparation.
In addition to its own courses, OTC
also offers several courses each year
under the auspices of the Jewish
Learning Institute, a Chabad education
initiative that offers the same courses at
Chabad centres around the world taught
by local Chabad rabbis. There are no
prerequisites for these courses, which are
open to adult learners of all levels, said
Rabbi Blum.
Visit www.theotc.org or call 613-843-

7770 for information about OTC adult
education programs.
Rabbi Elizabeth Bolton said Or
Haneshamah will be offering adult
education courses this fall on the
Reconstructionist approach to exploring
Judaism and on Jewish meditation. Visit
www.orh.ca or call 613-239-4988 for
information on adult education programs at Or Haneshamah.
Young Israel of Ottawa’s adult education program currently centres on a
Sunday morning breakfast and lecture

series with Rabbi Ari Galandauer. Visit
www.youngisrael.ottawa.on.ca or call
613-722-8394 for more information.
The Kollel of Ottawa offers several
classes for men including a daily Talmud
class that studies one page per day. Rabbi
Yonah Burr said the Kollel also offers
courses on halachah and one-on-one
sessions. For more information, contact
Rabbi Burr at rabbiyburr@gmail.com.
Earlier this year, Shaindel Simes
launched the Women’s Centre for
Advanced Torah Studies offering classes

Rosh Chodesh: Celebrating the Jewish Woman
BY LAURA LUNN
FOR N’SHEI CHABAD OF OTTAWA

E

ach month, for more than 25
years, Jewish women in Ottawa
have gathered communally to
celebrate Rosh Chodesh. This
gathering of women, bonded by the
mandated break from chores, at the
beginning of the new month on the
Jewish calendar, is an opportunity for
women to share, to have some fun, to
learn a little, to eat a little, and to reﬂect

and practise acts of kindness.
These Rosh Chodesh gatherings bring
together our community of Ottawa-area
women of all ages, all walks-of-life, all
levels of religious practice, from Orthodox
to unafﬁliated and everything in between.
This is a celebration of the Jewish
woman herself, given to her as a gift in
recognition of her refusal to participate in
the sin of the Golden Calf. It is a testament to her steadfast faith and a
reminder of her role as nurturer of the

Jewish essence and future.
Women say they feel inspired and
elevated by the Rosh Chodesh gatherings.
While the next Rosh Chodesh will be
spent with family and friends during Rosh
Hashanah, we will gather again on
Tuesday, October 13 for Rosh Chodesh
Cheshvan and on Wednesday, November
11 for Rosh Chodesh Kislev.
Details for these and future Rosh
Chodesh gatherings will be posted at
www.ottawajewishbulletin.com/events/.

Breaking news updated daily at www.ottawajewishbulletin.com

for women at the Simes home. For more
information, contact Simes at 613-2248791 or shaindelsimes@gmail.com.
Both Carleton University and the
University of Ottawa have Jewish Studies
programs that welcome participation of
community members.
Adult learners who want to audit
Jewish Studies courses at Carleton are
welcome, explained Professor Deidre
Butler, director of Carleton’s Max and
Tessie Zelikovitz Centre for Jewish
Studies.
Butler also noted that the Zelikovitz
Centre does community outreach by
presenting public lectures and workshops both on campus and at community
events like Limmud.
Visit https://carleton.ca/jewishstudies/
for information on the Zelikovitz Centre
for Jewish Studies and its programs and
courses.
Courses offered in the Vered Jewish
Canadian Studies program at the
University of Ottawa are also open to
community members, either for university credit, or to audit, said Professor
Seymour Mayne, the program’s
co-ordinator.
Visit http://arts.uottawa.ca/en/
programs/vered-jewish-canadian-studies
for information on the Vered Jewish
Canadian Studies program and its
courses.

Temple Israel Religious School (TIRS)

Creating Jewish Community;Instilling Jewish Values
“Our children feel a great sense of attachment to the Jewish community through their involvement with TIRS, and with our synagogue.”
– Michelle Lajzerowizc and Bruce Gottfred

Jewish Experiences that:
Promote Jewish Life Skills

Promote Social Justice

Participate in Jewish Life Cycle

Encourage a Bond with Israel.

Prepare for Bar/Bat Mitzvah

Offer Exciting High School and Youth programming

Offer K-Grade 10.

“Temple School is much more than a place to learn Hebrew reading. It has given our children membership in a unique community.”
– Penny Gershon-Giaccone and Roberto Giaccone
“TIRS has a warm, inclusive, welcoming atmosphere that fosters learning, growth, and pride in a Jewish identity.”

– Marie Carmen Berlie and Charles Khazzam

Building Jewish Community that grows with your child
Temple Israel Religious School TIRS
1301 Prince of Wales Drive, Ottawa, ON K2C 1N2
613-224-3133 | tirs@templeisraelottawa.com • Sue Potechin, Principal
www.templeisraelottawa.ca
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High Holidays Feature

During days
of introspection,
how to get back
on the proper path
BY RABBI STEVE BAYAR

(My Jewish Learning via JTA) – We live
with a practical tradition. We begin the
Jewish New Year with 10 days devoted to
introspection. Between Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur, we are asked to review
our past failures and victories, to evaluate
our relationships and how we can make
things better for ourselves and those we
care for. We take stock of our lives and try
to put ourselves back on the right path.
Chet is the Hebrew word commonly
translated as “sin.” It is derived from the
term that means “to miss the target.” The
assumption is that sin is a mistake; an
action we would correct, if possible. It is
human to make mistakes – it is brave to
try to correct them. This makes teshuvah,
translated as “to return,” an attainable
task. We are not expected to be perfect,
but we are expected to clean up the
messes we have made.
Our tradition identiﬁes two categories
of relationships: those we have with each
other and those we have with God. The
mistakes we make fall into these categories as well: the ways in which we hurt
others and the ways in which we hurt
God.
Isn’t it incredible that we can hurt God?
Some may disagree and ask, “How can a
perfect God be concerned with our sins?”
In my opinion, it is a measure of God’s
love for us that God created a relationship
in which God is affected by our actions.
While some may say this is only a
metaphor, I’m not so sure. If one truly
believes in the concept of tikkun olam,
and recognizes our responsibility to
repair the world, how can God not be
disappointed and hurt when we fail?
This interplay between teshuvah and
chet, our relationship to others, creates a
very involved dynamic and ideally forces
us to face our frailties and responsibilities. We have made mistakes – how can
we atone for them? We are always in need
of repentance and atonement.
We learn from the Midrash (Mishle
6:6):
The students of Rabbi Akiva asked
him, “Which is greater, teshuvah or
tzedakah?”
He answered, “Teshuvah, because

sometimes one gives tzedakah to one
who does not need it. However, teshuvah
comes from within (it is always needed).”
The students said, “Rabbi, have we not
already found that tzedakah is greater
than teshuvah?”
In this text, Rabbi Akiva places
emphasis on the necessity of teshuvah
– we are always in need of repentance
and atonement. Yet the students refuse to
accept his answer. The text doesn’t
provide a resolution to the debate and
seemingly leaves the matter for us to
decide.
This text identiﬁes some of the most
important issues in our community
today: How does one explore Judaism
and derive deep meaning from it? What if
you want to strengthen your Jewish
identity? One way is through introspection and to ﬁnd yourself in intense
moments that we create through silent
ritual and prayer. This is the essence of
teshuvah, the “return to one’s tradition.”
This is one way, and it is a good way. But
it is not the only way.
Another way to achieve this goal is to
immerse oneself in tzedakah. I have
experienced moments of spiritual delight
wrapped in my prayers and turning
toward God, when the door opened and
my path was illuminated. But I have also
experienced the intensity of giving a bag
of school supplies to a child who has never
had them before, of delivering 20,000
pounds of food to a shelter in Mississippi
or building a house in Appalachia. I found
these experiences equivalent ways of
becoming close to God.
I can tell you this: When I am alone
and feel in the dark, when I am scared
and aware of my mortality, or when I am
in pain, it is the tzedakah experiences
that I dust off and recall. They bring me
back. Ritual and prayer are vital expressions of my identity and form the basis of
my observance, but my humanity comes
from tzedakah.
Rabbi Steven Bayar was ordained at the
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College and
served congregations in Greenbelt,
Maryland, and Chestnut Ridge, New York,
before coming to Congregation B’nai Israel
in Millburn, New Jersey, in 1989.

Please support our advertisers and tell them you saw
their advertisement in the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin.
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MEMBERS MEETING
A meeting of the members
of the
Jewish Federation of Ottawa
will be held on

Wednesday, November 18, 2015
7:00 pm
Social Hall A
The Joseph and Rose Ages Family Building

Meeting is open to the public.
For more information contact:
613-798-4696, ext. 236

JOY
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L’Shanah Tovah Tikatevu
Wishing our friends, clients and their families health,
happiness and prosperity in the New Year.

_______________________________________________________
750-55 Metcalfe Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1P 6L5
t. 613-237-4000 ~ www.brazeauseller.com
t. 613-237-5000 ~ www.yegendorf.com
t. 613-569-7002 ~ www.wylliespears.com
t. 613-569-7001 ~ www.equitasconsultants.com
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WINNER THREE YEARS
IN A ROW!

CALL NOW
COMPLIMENTARY HEARING TEST
Ask about manufacturer rebates.

Schedule your Hearing Test TODAY!
613-728-HEAR
Geoffrey Zalter, student life co-ordinator at Hillel Ottawa, hopes to initiate collaborations with
Hillel chapters in other cities.

(4327)

RODNEY TAYLOR, DOCTOR OF AUDIOLOGY
Post-Doctoral Specialty Certificate in Tinnitus and Hyperacusis, Audiologist

Geoffrey Zalter joins
Hillel Ottawa as new
student life co-ordinator
BY HANNAH BERDOWSKI

G

eoffrey Zalter, the new student
life co-ordinator at Hillel Ottawa
– the campus organization for
Jewish students at the
University of Ottawa, Carleton University
and Algonquin College – hopes to instil
an attitude of positivity in his new role,
as well as in the students and the Ottawa
community-at-large.
“When they think of Hillel, I want
them to associate it with fun and happiness,” he told the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin
after his appointment was announced by
Scott Goldstein, Hillel Ottawa’s executive
director.
Born in Montreal, Zalter grew up in
Toronto and eventually settled in
Hamilton, studying at McMaster
University and working as director of a
Jewish daycare in and with Camp
Kadimah Hamilton.
Zalter recently spent 10 months
teaching English in Rishon LeZion, Israel,
as a participant in the Masa Israel
Teaching Fellows program.
While in Israel, Zalter also participated in a Hillel Fellowship program
held in conjunction with the Masa
program, which brought him into contact
with Hillel professionals from North
America.
“Working for Hillel has always inter-

ested me,” said Zalter, who was involved
with Hillel as a student at McMaster
University, but it was his program
director at the Masa program who
suggested he apply for the job at Hillel
Ottawa.
“When he was in Ottawa, he met Scott
[Goldstein] and some of the students who
told him about the job,” said Zalter. “The
more I learned about it, the more it
appealed to me.”
As student life co-ordinator, Zalter will
serve as the ﬁrst contact for students who
are involved with Hillel Ottawa or may be
looking to become involved. He will also
be in charge of planning events – either
in conjunction with Hillel students, with
Goldstein, or on his own.
Excited by his new role, Zalter has
already been working on new program
ideas, including collaborations with Hillel
chapters in other Canadian and American
cities to give Hillel Ottawa participants
opportunities to meet and interact with
Hillel participants from other parts of
North America.
Zalter said he’s also looking forward to
helping students follow through on their
own ideas.
“When I see a student having a
lightbulb moment,” he said, “I love to see
those realizations. They can have a big
impact.”

1657 Carling Ave.

296 Metcalfe St.

2604 Draper Ave.

ahac.ca

NEPEAN

L’Shana Tova!
Wishing You
and Your Family
a Happy & Healthy
New Year!
Call (613) 519-1343
E-mail: vote@andywang.ca

Stop by at 3570 Strandherd Drive
www.andywang.ca
Authorized by the Ofﬁcial Agent for Andy Wang
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CIJA’s Jewish advocacy priorities for the coming year

I

n Pirkei Avot – the well-spring of
ethical wisdom in the Talmud – we
are counselled: “It is not incumbent
upon you to ﬁnish the task, but
neither are you free to absolve yourself
from it.” Indeed, one look at the news
conﬁrms that the work of a Jewish
advocate is never ﬁnished. The challenges before us require vigilance and a
proactive, strategic approach to advancing the public policy interests of
Canada’s organized Jewish community.
In August, the Centre for Israel and
Jewish Affairs (CIJA), advocacy agent of
the Jewish Federations of Canada,
published our current set of priorities,
encompassing a wide range of areas
including human rights, social justice,
community security, and Canada-Israel
relations. These priorities will guide our
work that will result in new laws and
policies to improve the quality of Jewish
life in Canada.
While all the issues may be found on
our website, here are ﬁve highlights to
pique your interest and encourage you to
learn more and get involved.
First, CIJA will continue supporting
Jewish students in the effort to ﬁght
anti-Israel boycotts on campus. This
includes providing training programs,
hard-hitting fact cards, creative pro-Israel
events and giveaway products and
rapid-response advocacy support – all in

STEVE MCDONALD

GUEST COLUMN
partnership with Hillel. It also involves
extensive outreach to non-Jewish student
leaders, faculty and university administrators, including some 50 individuals
from campuses across Canada hosted on
fact-ﬁnding missions to Israel annually.
This year, CIJA launched a new advocacy
support resource – campushelp@cija.ca
– to enable students to connect with us if
they face a challenge on their campus.
More than anything, Jewish students
need resources, strategic advice and
encouragement as they work to build
support for Israel on campus.
Second, CIJA is calling for increased
government funding for community
security. As recent (and terrible) events
in Europe have demonstrated, the Jewish
community is an at-risk community. CIJA
works closely with Jewish institutions
across Canada to obtain funding through
the federal Security Infrastructure
Program, which helps cover the costs of
external security measures – including
cameras, lighting, and fencing. However,
CIJA is calling for an expansion of the
program to include funding for security

guards, indoor cameras and other
internal security measure, all of which
are key to securing Jewish schools,
synagogues and JCCs.
Third, along with local partners across
the country, CIJA is pushing for federal
and provincial laws to protect Canadians
from genetic discrimination. While this
issue is not well known, it is one that
signiﬁcantly impacts the health of many
Ashkenazi Jews (who are disproportionately likely to have genetic markers for
major diseases like breast and ovarian
cancer). Sadly, fearing discrimination
from employers or insurance providers,
some patients currently refuse essential
genetic testing. Our goal is to ensure that
Canada is no longer the only G7 country
without laws banning genetic
discrimination.
Fourth, we are committed to continue
building support for Israel and an
understanding of the values shared by
Israelis and Canadians. Positive, pro-Israel advocacy is at the core of our mandate. We will remain focused on ensuring
that Canadian ofﬁcials understand the
regional challenges facing Israel and the
remarkable contributions Israelis
continue to offer the world. And, whether
through fact-ﬁnding missions (CIJA
brings hundreds of mostly non-Jewish
Canadian inﬂuencers to Israel annually),
media and social media communications,

Our choices define us.

Choosing to say ”yes” to community involvement paved
the way for Julia Koschitzky to become an extraordinary
activist, philanthropist, and respected leader of Canadian and
world Jewry. Recently nominated to the Order of Canada,
Julia has spent over 35 years at the forefront of landmark
events and initiatives in the Jewish world. She will share
how this choice set her on a lifelong path of communal
commitment that she considers a privilege and a joy.
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2015
Place: Agudath Israel Congregation, 1400 Coldrey Ave.
Time: 6:00 pm cocktails, 6:45 pm dinner
Couvert: $54, PLUS a suggested minimum gift
of $150 to the 2016 Annual Campaign. For first time donors
under the age of 40, the suggested minimum gift is $36.
Chair: Shari Silber
More info: dluu@jewishottawa.com or 613-798-4696 ext. 305
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or in-person brieﬁngs, we will use
multiple tactics to deliver compelling
messages that connect with our target
audiences.
Fifth, CIJA is working to improve
access to kosher food and make it more
affordable for the Canadian Jewish
community, a signiﬁcant quality of life
issue for many families. As an example,
Ontario’s sole kosher chicken processor
closed in 2013. A Montreal supplier has
responded to signiﬁcant demand across
Ontario and Manitoba, but, with
decreased supply and increased delivery
distances, costs have escalated. CIJA is
working closely with private sector
partners, the Kashruth Council of
Ontario (COR) and the Chicken Farmers
of Ontario to overcome regulatory
challenges and liaise with the federal
government so that Ontario will once
again be home to a kosher chicken
provider.
These are ﬁve diverse examples of
CIJA’s priorities. I encourage you to learn
more online at www.cija.ca/priorities/
and let us know about your priorities at
info@cija.ca.
Shana Tova – may this year be one of
success for Jewish advocates here in
Canada and around the world.
Steve McDonald is associate director,
Communications, of the Centre for Israel
and Jewish Affairs.
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Caring Heart & Helping Hands
Support with a Loving Touch!

Rochel-Leah Fogel, DSW
Specializing in Senior Care,
Companionship and Individuals
with Special Needs.
Insured & Bonded
613.304.9224
rlfogel_dsw@yahoo.com

בנותיה
ותגלנה בנות יהודה

Carleton University students listen to a lecture on the Mount of Olives during the Zelikovitz Centre’s travel course to Israel
in May 2014. Another travel course to Israel is planned for May 2016.

לזכות רפו״ש יהודה פנחס בן אסנה

Women’s Centre for Advanced Torah Studies
Shaindel Simes, Director
613.224.8791
shaindelsimes@gmail.com

5 Roselawn Court
Ottawa

Zelikovitz Centre planning
travel course to Israel for May
BY CHRISTINA PASQUA
ZELIKOVITZ CENTRE FOR JEWISH STUDIES
CARLETON UNIVERSITY

‘Y
ABDUL

ABDI

OTTAWA WEST-NEPEAN

ABDULABDI.COM
(613) 226-2234
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ou can’t help but encounter diversity in
Israel,” said Dana Murray, a recent graduate
of Carleton University’s MA in Religion and
Public Life program.
Her observation rang true for me and for other
students who participated in a three-week travel course
to Israel offered by Carleton’s Max and Tessie Zelikovitz
Centre for Jewish Studies in May 2014.
Our ﬁrst week was spent in Jerusalem, where the class
encountered varying degrees of Judaism, from haredi
Orthodox to secular. But, for me, the most striking
example of Israel’s diversity came unexpectedly.
I awoke early one morning, and from my dorm room
at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, I could hear the
call to prayer echoing in the nearby Muslim neighbourhood. It was then that I realized I was in a unique place
where I would be intimately exposed to cultural and
religious diversity.
Carleton’s Israel travel course provides students,
Jewish and non-Jewish alike, the opportunity to explore
the country through an academic lens. The idea is that
students “experience the cultural side of Israel, beyond
the politics of news headlines,” said Shawna Dolansky,
one of the professors who designed the course.
Throughout the trip, we were asked to write daily
blogs that addressed personal and analytic responses to
sites visited and on academic articles on topics such as
Jewish identity and biblical archaeology.

This emphasis on diverse academic perspectives was
also present in the leadership of the course, spearheaded by Dolansky, a specialist in Hebrew Bible and
Jewish history, and Deidre Butler, a specialist in contemporary Judaism with regard to ethics and feminist
thought.
With the help of Danny “The Digger” Herman, an
award-winning archaeologist and tour guide, the
professors were able to provide a truly immersive
learning environment that covered both ancient and
modern content.
All students beneﬁted from this unique opportunity.
Murray, for example, was able to access archaeological
sites, such as the Beit Alpha and Hamat Tiberias synagogues, whose zodiac mosaics featured prominently in
her master’s research project.
“To be able to stand in an ancient synagogue and
discuss its history with a local archaeologist is a once-ina-lifetime opportunity. I wish every student could
experience it,” Murray said.
The overall success of the course last year has led the
Zelikovitz Centre to organize another travel course to
Israel, scheduled for May 2016. Students will celebrate
Yom Ha’Atzmaut in Jerusalem, study among Israelis at
Tel Aviv University, and explore Israel’s religious and
cultural diversity from the Baha’i gardens in Haifa to the
Muslim Quarter in the Old City.
The Zelikovitz Centre will host a Study Israel information session on Thursday, September 17, at 6 pm. Visit
http://carleton.ca/jewishstudies/israel-travel-course/
for more information.
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Join Tamir in helping people with disabilities live life to the fullest
Tamir is a proud and caring team of participants, families, volunteers and staff dedicated to promoting quality of life in a Jewish
environment for people with developmental
disabilities through opportunities for personal
growth and community involvement.
Our organization provides residential
services, including respite care, group living
and supported independent living, recreation/
leisure and supported employment services
as well as a vibrant and dynamic Judaic outreach program.
Tamir supports more than 100 individuals
and families and currently operates with a
team of about 120 staff and a budget of over
$7.5 million. The people we support have
different goals, challenges and lifestyles. We
are here to encourage and help each one to
live their life to the fullest.
David, 22, is a proud graduate of Tamir’s
Bar Mitzvah program and is involved in
Timeshare (home away from home within
Tamir for three months each year). He needs

assistance with many of his daily living activities; yet, in other respects, is quite a capable
young man. David is seeking meaningful
work in the community through Tamir’s
Passages program. His parents envision David
spreading his wings, living away from his
parental home full time within Tamir. And
they look forward to the day when they finally receive relief from their constant responsibilities as caregivers.
Rachel, 57, lives semi-independently in
her own apartment with support from Tamir.
She enjoys her job at the Parkdale Foodbank,
and loves being involved in the Tamir Neshama Choir. She leads a very full life. Unfortunately, her health and level of independence
have declined significantly in recent years
and her support needs are increasing. Rachel
requires housing and support within a community facility, fully accessible and equipped,
to meet her complex care needs as she ages.
Her situation is not unusual as individuals
with developmental disabilities often encounter health and other issues associated with
aging earlier than the general population.

One young life full of energy, potential
and a desire to live a fully integrated and
meaningful life in the community. Another,
who has experienced all of that, now needing
a new set of supports in order to continue to
live safely and securely.
Tamir is working diligently toward development of our services and the creation of
a facility to address the needs of people like
David and Rachel and others in our Tamir
family.
We depend upon other organisations
and individuals to support us in our goals.
Indeed, the key to success is similar to that
of a three-legged stool: each leg must be of
equal length, strength and capability to support, a real team.
The first leg is the Ontario government
and the Ministry of Community and Social
Services (MCSS). We depend heavily on their
financial and administrative support. Tamir
strives to ensure we use this precious resource
in a responsible manner to improve lives.

21

The second leg
is our hardworking staff.
They are instrumental in
ensuring our most vulnerable live
healthy, safe and full lives. This is an
enormous responsibility. We owe all
our staff a big ‘thank you’ for their dedication.
The third leg is the community, all of
us: families of Tamir participants, volunteers such as members of the Tamir Board
of Directors and the Jewish Federation of
Ottawa, affiliated organizations, and Jewish
community members.
Through all of your assistance, we can
take pride in and rely upon Tamir, the sole
organization in Ottawa dedicated to ensuring
quality of life in a Jewish environment for
people with developmental disabilities.
Together, we can ensure David, Rachel
and others with developmental disabilities
and their families realize their dreams and
live with dignity and respect in our community.
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ROBIN CHERNICK

Some of the artwork on display at the SJCC during last year’s edition of Limmud Ottawa.

Limmud Ottawa seeks
Jewish visual artists for exhibit
BY LOUISE RACHLIS
FOR LIMMUD OTTAWA

J

ewish visual artists in the Ottawa
area are invited to display their work
at the fourth annual Limmud Ottawa
festival on Sunday, November 1, at
the Soloway Jewish Community Centre.
Limmud Ottawa is part of a global
movement of Jewish learning festivals
energizing Jewish communal life in 80
cities 40 countries around the world.
The art display will be viewed by
hundreds of Limmud Ottawa participants
attending various sessions from 8:30 am
to 4:30 pm.
“Last year’s art display was a beautiful
visual addition to the Limmud event, and
it created a lot of buzz,” said Robin

Chernick, a member of the volunteer
Limmud Ottawa organizing committee.
“The art was a destination between
sessions, and Limmud attendees enjoyed
meeting the 15 artists and seeing their
work.”
“We are hoping to exhibit a range of
styles and media, including oils, acrylics,
watercolours, pastels, drawing, mixed
media, ceramics and photography,” said
Judith Rostenne of Ottawa’s Jewish
Artists Guild, which is organizing the
exhibit.
For an application form to participate
in the Limmud exhibit , send an email to
jewishartistsguild@gmail.com and visit
www.limmudottawa.ca for more information about Limmud Ottawa.

In Memory and Remembrance: Israel-based Holocaust scholar Florence Luxenberg-Eisenberg
recites Kaddish on the site of the Chelmno extermination camp in Poland.
Luxenberg-Eisenberg and Holocaust survivor Paul Hartal will speak Wednesday, October 14,
7 pm, at the Canadian War Museum in a program entitled In Memory and Remembrance
commemorating the 70th anniversary of the end of the Holocaust. The program will pay
homage to those who perished in the Holocaust and tribute to those who survived.
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Ottawa Jewish Community School
introduces new teaching initiatives
BY ELLEN O’CONNOR
OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY SCHOOL

I

t’s the time of year again for new
school supplies, new teachers and
new friends. And, for the Ottawa
Jewish Community School (OJCS):
new secular and Judaic curriculum and
resources.
From a robotics league to an expanded
arts program and revitalized Judaic
curriculum, OJCS is continuing to build
on the foundation of our students’
learning experiences and academic
success.
One of the most innovative initiatives
OJCS is embarking on is the introduction of a STEM (science, technology,
engineering and math) education
model to integrate classroom curriculum.
STEM uses a hands-on, interdisciplinary approach to develop problem-solving
and critical-thinking skills, as well as
facilitate innovation using everyday
situations.
“By incorporating STEM into lesson

plans, students will have the opportunity
to improve their proﬁciency in those
subject areas and prepare for a career in
one of the fastest growing ﬁelds in the
world,” said Head of School Marlene
Wolinsky.
The new STEM curriculum will build
on existing, strong science and math
programs, which has been proven,
most recently, by our students’ success
with the ONAP (Ontario Numeracy
Assessment Package) Math assessment.
The percentage of Grades 4 to 8 students
meeting or exceeding provincial grade
level norms ranged between 90 and 100
per cent.
STEM projects will be showcased
during our ﬁrst annual STEM fair next
April.
OJCS has also been making strides in
our integration of technology.
“Our goal is to continue to enhance
and build on interactive technology-based teaching and learning in our
classrooms through the use of digital
resources,” said Wolinsky.

In June, the OJCS Grade 7 science class got a taste of the STEM (science, technology,
engineering and math) education model during a pasta bridge-building activity.

An OJCS student draws on his classroom’s SMARTBoard. The boards are now in use
in all OJCS classrooms.

There are SMARTBoards in every
classroom as well as a shared iPad cart,
which holds 30 iPads. In August, our
teachers received digital training through
Apple Canada’s Professional
Development Program on the use of
educational apps.
The iPads are a shared resource for
students in Grades 4 to 8 and the purchase of a second iPad cart is planned for
Grades 1 to 3.
OJCS will also participate in the First
Lego League Competition this fall as part
of the new Robotics Club being offered
this year.
The club will introduce a team of
students to the excitement of STEM by
challenging them to build and program
an autonomous robot to solve a realworld problem.
“We are looking forward to bringing
their student-created robot to compete
against other schools locally, provincially
and perhaps even nationally,” said club
co-organizer Keren Gordon, OJCS special
resources co-ordinator.

Shana tova
Happy New Year

for Ottawa Centre

Paid for and authorized by the ofﬁcial agent of the candidate. cope:225-jg

PaulDewar.ndp.ca

In the Judaic studies department, new
programs have been incorporated in the
areas of Hebrew language, Jewish history,
and culture and heritage.
“Our Jewish history curriculum has
been redesigned to reﬂect on contemporary and relevant issues to our
students through the Across the Seas
program, which we are doing in tandem
with our sister school, Hanadiv, in
Metula, Israel,” said Rabbi Howard
Finkelstein, dean of Judaic Studies.
“We are also introducing a Hebrew
as a Second Language program for our
students in conjunction with our new
Ulpan-Or project,” added Rabbi
Finkelstein.
“The technologically oriented
program is designed to provide the
most up-to-date methods of Hebrew
language instruction.”
For more information about the
Ottawa Jewish Community School
experience, contact Ellen O’Connor
at e.oconnor@theojcs.ca or call
613-722-0020.
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Director of Jewish Life and Learning
Akiva School, in Westmount, Quebec, is currently seeking a spiritual leader, in
the role of Director of Jewish Life and Learning, who will work with the Head of
School, Director of Judaic Studies, Akiva staff and school community to help
guide our school and engage our families in fostering a deeper commitment to
Jewish life and learning, a love for the State of Israel and a sense of belonging to
the Jewish people.

High Holiday Feature

The one day of the year
I always felt Jewish
BY LELA CASEY

Requirements:
The ideal candidate will be an accomplished and dynamic Jewish educator and
leader with a strong focus on creating and managing Jewish programs and
inspiring commitment to Jewish life. S/he will display unquestionable
commitment to the vision of the school, and an ability to apply it in an inclusive
manner. Specifically:
• 5 years experience in Jewish education or related field
• 3-5 years team leadership experience
• Extremely knowledgeable in all areas of Halachah
• Excellent public speaking abilities
• Proven track record in Jewish life programming and community engagement
Akiva School is a Jewish Elementary School dedicated to enabling every child to
reach his or her highest potential in terms of academic success, personal growth
and engagement in Judaism. Through a strong partnership of school and home,
Akiva School fosters a nurturing and collaborative educational environment to
promote a love of learning and creative, independent thinking. For more
information, please visit our web site at www.akivaschool.com.
Interested candidates should send their resumes, with cover letter to
jennifer@akivaschool.com by Sept 21st, 2015.
450 Kensington Ave
Westmount, QC H3Y 3A2
(514) 939-2430
www.akivaschool.com

Begin the New Year with a friendly
and inspiring experience
Conservative egalitarian High Holy Day services
conducted by our lay leaders
Spiritual leadership by Rabbi Dr. Shimshon Hamerman
Rosh HaShanah – Evening September 13, September 14 & 15, 2015
Yom Kippur – Evening September 22, September 23, 2015
Soloway Jewish Community Centre
21 Nadolny Sachs Private
Very affordable family and single membership dues
(includes High Holy Day seats)
50% off to families with children enrolled in Jewish schools
Assisted Listening Devices (ALD) on request
High Holy Day Services membership: $180/person
University students: no charge
Adath Shalom Congregation,
celebrating our 36th anniversary,
invites you to attend our services
held at the Jewish Community
Campus Chapel.

Our members enjoy a flourishing spirit
of chavurah, leading services, participating in lively weekly discussions of the
Torah portion, and joining social action
projects.

We’re a vibrant egalitarian
Conservative (USCJ) congregation.

Together we strive to extend our caring to
the Jewish community and world needs.

Contact 613-240-4564
www.adath-shalom.ca

(Kveller via JTA) – Growing up as the only
Jewish family in town meant that we
missed out on a lot of things. We didn’t
go to Hebrew school, we barely acknowledged Shabbat and we had very little
connection to the Jewish community. My
Israeli mother did her best to give us a
basis in Judaism, but since my dad did
not have a Jewish background and there
were no other Jews for miles around,
being Jewish was more of an abstract
concept than a way of life.
But, every year, when the air turned
cooler and the leaves turned colours,
something would change in our house.
My mother would grow quieter, more
solemn. Instead of laughing and scolding
us in the kitchen, she’d be in her room
poring over prayer books and muttering
to herself in Hebrew. Even the air would
feel heavier.
On Rosh Hashanah, we’d pick a few
apples from the old orchard behind our
house. We’d dip them in honey, wish each
other a Shana Tova and go back to our
lives.
We knew it was an important day of
festivities and new beginnings, but there
was another day looming on the horizon.
A day that carried with it such weight,
such signiﬁcance, that our apples and
honey seemed like children’s games.
Yom Kippur was the real deal, the day
for which we prepared for months. Not by
picking apples or decorating the house,
but by searching into our very young
souls and reﬂecting on what it meant to
be a good Jew. Because Yom Kippur was
the one day of the year that we would
feel, with every ﬁbre of our beings, what
it really was to be Jewish.
We fasted, all of us, from the time that
we were very young, starting at ﬁve or six.
My mother never forced us, but it felt
important and grown up and so, so
Jewish.
In the evening, we’d pile into the car
wearing our nicest clothes. We’d huddle
down with our growling stomachs and
dry mouths and drive over 45 minutes to
get to the closest synagogue; a synagogue
with beautiful stained glass windows and
long empty rows of seats; a synagogue
whose members were mostly over 60
years old.
We’d listen to the rabbi’s prayers and

nod our heads. We’d sit and stand and
sing and say amen and pound our chests
and smile at our neighbours and try to
follow along with the words written in a
language we couldn’t read or write. Deep
down past our thumping hearts and
growling stomachs, deep down in our
neshamas (souls), we felt what it was like
to be Jewish, and it felt glorious!
For many years, Yom Kippur was
Judaism to me. It wasn’t until many years
later that I experienced the playfulness of
Purim and the joys of a community
Shabbat.
Since then, I’ve learned much more
about Judaism. I have spent time in Israel
and explored the option of living a more
observant life. I’ve felt the overwhelming
wholeness of faith and connection, and
the isolating chill of doubt.
When my children were small, I took
great delight in cooking a Shabbat meal
and lighting candles with them. But, as
they’ve gotten older, our busy schedules
and their lack of interest have chipped
away at this tradition.
In recent years, Yom Kippur has
sometimes felt more of an inconvenience
than a solemn day of reﬂection and
connection to Judaism. I still fasted, but I
hardly ever felt “ready” for the holy day
any more. Last year, as summer ended, I
thought about Yom Kippur with a sense
of panic. Would I even feel Jewish? Would
my children? Had I failed to create that
connection for them that was so important to me as a kid?
But then the fall came, and with it
came some unexpected turns of events. I
was offered a job teaching about Israel at
the local temple, and my son decided that
he wanted to go to Hebrew school.
The High Holidays last year were ﬁlled
with apples and honey and endless
conversations about kashrut. My son was
bubbling with anticipation about hearing
the shofar blow at his ﬁrst Rosh
Hashanah service, and all of my children
helped me to prepare my lesson about
the holidays in Israel.
Now, as the air turns crisper and the
leaves begin to fall, I feel it again: that
soft pull in my heart, that heaviness in
the air. Yom Kippur is coming. And this
year I am ready.
A version of this piece ﬁrst appeared on
Kveller.com, a 70 Faces Media company.

Breaking news updated daily at
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Dr. Sam Lewinshtein is pleased to announce
that DR. HARRIS PREHOGAN joined
our dental team in July .

Dr. Harris Prehogan

New Patients
Always Welcome!

613-237-7177

News Flash

This is an exciting time for our practice as Dr. Prehogan’s
addition to the team is allowing Dr. Lewinshtein to take
some time off.
We are pleased to be able to expand our services to
Invisalign orthodontics, implant dentistry
and oral sleep apnea appliance treatment.
Dr. Prehogan brings eight years of clinical experience
in General Family Dentistry to our team. He enjoys
all aspects of dentistry and is excited to begin working
with the team and meet our wonderful patients.
New Patients always welcome. Call Tina at 613 237-7177.
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Appliances
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and Check Ups
• Crowns
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• Root Canals
• Sportguards
• Veneers
• Whitening
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Dentures
Extractions
Fillings
Implant Dentistry
Invisalign
Orthodontics

• 267 O’Connor Street, Suite 222
Corner of O’Connor and MacLaren Streets
• Inside The Doctor’s Building

New Members Welcome!

Upcoming events include:

1st year offers a 50% discount.
Special rates for young adults
between the ages of 25 and 30.

Our Annual Meet and Greet BBQ
on Labour Day, September 7
Our CBTO Bazaar November 22
and so much more!

Please join our daily minyan
As well as Shabbat and all Chagim.

♦

Selichot: September 5 at 11:00 pm
Rosh Hashanah: September 14 & 15
Yom Kippur: September 23
Succot: September 28 – October 5
Simchat Torah: October 6

For more information
About our vibrant, welcoming
and diverse community,
see our web site
at www.cbto.org
Or contact the shul office
at 613-723-1800
shul@cbto.org

Rabbi: Howard Finkelstein
Cantor: Yair Subar

New program
for high school students ♦
Yeshivat Tikvah
Thursday afternoons 4:45-6:15
for intensive study of Jewish texts
concentrating on the examination of
contemporary issues and Jewish law.
This program will start Sept. 10
For more information contact:
Rabbi@cbto.org
Celebrating 35 years
as your friendly
Modern Orthodox
synagogue in the west end
of our Nation’s Capital
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Matisyahu affair shows conﬂation
of anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism
BY CNAAN LIPHSHIZ

(JTA) – A Spanish music festival’s recent
decision to rescind its invitation to the
American reggae singer Matisyahu, after
he declined to endorse a Palestinian
state, brought international attention to
a phenomenon that many European Jews
have been feeling for years: that they are
being targeted for Israel’s actions.
Matisyahu, who is Jewish but not
Israeli, was the only performer to be
asked his views of Palestinian statehood
by organizers of the Rototom Sunsplash
festival near Barcelona from August 15 to

22. The cancellation of his gig triggered a
wave of condemnations, including by
Spain’s government and the European
Jewish Congress.
To quell the storm, organizers of the
festival re-invited Matisyahu and apologized for what they said was a “mistake”
made under pressure and threats from
anti-Israel activists. Matisyahu performed
his hit song “Jerusalem” on the festival’s
closing night.
But some who track anti-Semitic
sentiments and incidents in Europe see
the Matisyahu affair as emblematic of

BIKING
FOR BUBBIES
September 20th, 2015
8:30 a.m.
Rain or Shine
Register or Pledge at
www.hillel-ltc.com
or visit the LTC Foundation Office
Volunteers Needed! Please call 613.728.3990, if you are interested
in community service hours or assisting in any way.

widespread conﬂation between Jew and
Israeli on a continent where Israel serves
as a pretext for anti-Jewish acts.
Recent examples of the conﬂation
include Hitler salutes by Belgian soccer
fans at a match last month in Charleroi
between a local team and Beitar
Jerusalem; Bosnian soccer fans in April
chanting anti-Semitic slogans, including
“Kill the Jews,” at an impromptu pro-Palestinian rally they held in Vienna; and in
Britain, singer-songwriter Alison Chabloz
signing a blog post this month in which
she questioned the existence of the gas
chambers with the hashtag
#FreePalestine.
“The borderline of what is acceptable
behaviour toward Jews is shifting in
Europe, and the people moving it are
using Israel as one of their main vehicles,” said Manfred Gerstenfeld, an Israeli
scholar whose work has focused on
European anti-Semitism.
Earlier this year Rabbi Jonathan Sacks,
Britain’s former chief rabbi, said
European Jews are facing a choice: “Live
in Europe and criticize Israel or be silent
– or leave Europe.” He pointed a ﬁnger at
the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
(BDS) movement, which aims to put
political and economic pressure on Israel.
While the BDS movement has been

Please support
our advertisers
and tell them
you saw
their
advertisement
in the
Ottawa Jewish
Bulletin.

adamant in rejecting accusations that it is
the modern face of anti-Semitism, it was
a pro-BDS group in Valencia, Spain that
lobbied for and celebrated Matisyahu’s
ejection from the festival.
And one of the BDS movement’s most
outspoken advocates, Ali Abuminah,
who co-founded the website Electronic
Intifada, defended rescinding Matisyahu’s
invitation, insisting it was connected to
his support for Israel and his performance at an event sponsored by the
American Israel Public Affairs
Committee.
Across Europe, BDS activists have
consistently pressured festival organizers, performers and commercial entities
to disassociate themselves from Israel
and its supporters. Activists send petitions, hold protest rallies at events
featuring those who back, or choose to
visit, the Jewish state.
However, an inspection of the Rototom
lineup reveals that non-Jewish performers whose actions were contrary to the
BDS movement’s goal of isolating Israel
were subjected to less scrutiny. The
Jamaican singer Popcaan, for example,
performed at Rototom a little over a
month after giving his ﬁrst concert in
Israel. Malaka Youth, also a reggae band,
played in Israel last year. And one of the
festival’s biggest draws, Barrington Levy,
an Afro-Caribbean singer from Jamaica,
has performed twice in Israel.
To its critics, the alleged discrimination
against Matisyahu was a way of making
Europe an uncomfortable place to be
See Matisyahu on page 27

Israeli Dancing
Learn fun dances, enjoy great music,
a friendly atmosphere, and exercise!
No experience or partner necessary.
We meet in the gymnasium of the OJCS,
at 31 Nadolny Sachs Private every Tuesday,
from 7:00 to 10:00 pm,
starting September 1, 2015.
We teach beginner’s steps
and easier dances,
progressing to intermediate
and advanced dances.
Cost: $4/evening.
For more info, please e-mail:
judy@ottawaisraelidance.ca
or visit our website at www.ottawaisraelidance.ca

Wishing you all a

Happy Rosh Hashanah
613-699-8163

Mark.Taylor@ottawa.ca

www.BayWardLive.ca

@Go_Taylor

Ottawa City Hall Community Office
110 Laurier Ave W. 1065 Ramsey Cres
Ottawa, Ontario
Ottawa, Ontario
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Start the New Year
With Friends
Join Us For A Sweet Experience
Spend Rosh Hashanah Dinner
With Us

Matisyahu performs at the Rototom Festival in Benicassim, Spain, Aug. 22, 2015.

YOUTUBE

Matisyahu: Old and new forms
of anti-Semitism feed each other
Continued from page 26

Jewish.
Outside the music industry, the
conﬂation of Jew and Israel last year
engendered mob violence and exclusion
that had not been seen in Western Europe
since the Second World War. (The current
wave of violence against Jews there began
in 2000, coinciding with the second
Palestinian uprising, and has worsened in
recent years, particularly in the wake of
Israel’s war last summer in Gaza.)
In Belgium last year, a physician
refused to treat a 90-year-old woman
with a broken rib because of her Jewishsounding last name, telling her son,
“Send her to Gaza for a few hours, then
she’ll get rid of the pain.”
Also last summer in Belgium, the
owner of a clothing shop in Antwerp
refused to service a local Jew “in protest”
of Israel’s actions during its most recent
war in Gaza. Meanwhile, a café in Liege
displayed a sign that read “no Jews
allowed” in Turkish, and a French version
swapped “Jews” for “Zionists.”
In France, meanwhile, authorities
imposed a ban on anti-Israel demonstrations after several rallies deteriorated into
attacks on synagogues. At least nine
Jewish houses of worship in France were
attacked during the war in Gaza. (A
record 7,000 Jews left France, Europe’s
largest Jewish community, for Israel last
year.) And in the Netherlands, the home
of Dutch Chief Rabbi Binyomin Jacobs
was vandalized for the ﬁfth time in recent
years.
European governments and leaders are
often accused of looking the other way to
avoid rocking the boat or alienating large
Muslim voting blocs. Jeremy Corbyn, the
member of Parliament many expect will
soon become leader of Britain’s Labour

Party, has endorsed the militant Islamic
groups Hamas and Hezbollah, as well as
Dyab Abou Jahjah, founder of the Arab
European League, which has published
caricatures of Anne Frank in bed with
Adolf Hitler and Holocaust denials on its
website.
In the Netherlands, the withholding of
the publication of a government-commissioned study on anti-Semitism among
Muslims, who were found to be more
susceptible to the prejudice against Jews
than others, has provoked outrage from
Jewish groups and others, notably
rightist parties.
Some politicians, however, are confronting the problem head on, including
French Prime Minister Manuel Valls, who
has said repeatedly that “anti-Zionism is
the portal that leads to anti-Semitism.”
France is also the only country in Europe
where BDS has been outlawed, by a 2003
amendment introduced by a Jewish
lawmaker.
But the actions of those trying to curb
the new anti-Semitism are still a negligible force, according to Gerstenfeld, a
former chair of the Jerusalem Center for
Public Affairs.
The views in some Arab and Muslim
immigrant communities in Western
Europe, among whom studies show that
anti-Semitism is more prevalent than in
the general population, “is emboldening
ethnic Europeans to give expression to
the age-old anti-Semitism in their
culture, which for a time became taboo
after the Holocaust as a result of guilt,”
Gerstenfeld said.
“But now,” he said, “the two forms of
anti-Semitism, the old and the new, are
feeding each other as they push the
borderline of acceptability toward a zone
of discomfort.”

Date:

Sunday, September 13, 2015 (5775)

Time:

6:30 pm

Cost:

No charge

Place:

At the home of Dr. Joseph
and Devora Caytak, 185 Switzer Ave.

Open to: Jewish singles, students,
couples and families
RSVP:

613.729.7712

This program is sponsored by an anonymous friend
of the Jewish Youth Library of Ottawa

Temple Israel

We are an Egalitarian Liberal congregation
dedicated to:
Torah study, discussion and prayer

Tikkun Olam - education and social action
Tzedakah support of Kosher Food Bank, Centre 454,
Multifaith Housing, Shepherds of Good Hope
Temple Israel provides
an opportunity for you
to reflect on your Jewish
identity and pursue
your personal spiritual
pathway within
a supportive
and caring community.
Rabbi Robert Morais
Rabbi Emeritus Steven Garten
For membership or school
information please contact our
Executive Director, Heather
Cohen, at 613-224-1802 ext 4
1301 Prince of Wales Drive, Ottawa, ON K2C 1N2
Tel: 613-224-1802 • Fax: 613-224-0707 • www.templeisraelottawa.ca
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Why the Chosen People are choosing aliyah
BY CNAAN LIPHSHIZ

(JTA) – In their central Jerusalem
apartment, Natan and Avital Sharansky
can hear their new upstairs neighbours
chatting in French on their patio.
The young family moved into the
penthouse earlier this month, shortly
after immigrating to Israel with help
of the Jewish Agency for Israel – the
semi-ofﬁcial organization for Jewish
immigration to Israel, or aliyah, which
Natan Sharansky has headed since
2009.
The family is part of a major increase
in aliyah from France, amid rising levels
of anti-Semitism and economic stagnation in that country. In 2014, 6,668
French people made aliyah – a record
number of newcomers in a single year
from France – making that country the
largest provider of Jewish immigrants to
Israel for the ﬁrst time in a given year.
But the Sharanskys and others don’t
need data to conﬁrm the inﬂux of French
arrivals. They are in plain sight from
Ashdod, where shop signs assure prospective customers that they have
French-speaking staff, to Netanya, where
some taxi drivers use broken, newly
acquired French to communicate with
tens of thousands of Francophones now
living in the city.

EREZ LICHTFELD

Jewish Agency Chair Natan Sharansky (back row, fifth from right) at a going-away ceremony for French émigrés in Paris, July 2014.

Their presence is evident in Jerusalem,
too.
“You used to be able to get by in our
neighbourhood with either English or
Hebrew,” Sharansky told JTA of Old
Katamon, an afﬂuent neighbourhood
that’s home to many American-Israelis.

“Now you can add French to the list.”
The inﬂux makes 5775 “the year of the
aliyah of choice,” according to Sharansky,
who spent years in Soviet jails for his
endeavours to make aliyah from his
native Donetsk in present-day Ukraine.
This wave of olim from France – a

Western and relatively afﬂuent democracy – is a major achievement for Israel
and reward for Sharansky’s efforts to
reshape the Jewish Agency after it had
been deﬁned by decades of “aliyahs of
necessity” from war zones as well as
See Aliyah on page 30

Ontario’s
Own
Kosher
Wine
Made at Huff Estates in partnership
with Ottawa’s Rabbi Levy Teitlebaum

Order online www.huffestates.com
Free shipping on purchases
of 6 bottles or more
Please look for this product with the Non-Mevushal OVH logo
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Aliyah: French Jews fearful of wearing kippahs in public
Continued from page 28

failed or dictatorial regimes.
Increasing aliyah of choice was one of
Sharansky’s major goals from his ﬁrst day
in ofﬁce. Under his chairmanship, the
Jewish Agency transformed from a
bureaucratic, almost militaristic apparatus where individual olim’s wishes were
not a priority to a service provider and
facilitator. The organization now employs
consultants and professional problem-solvers who offer an array of preparatory sessions tailored to particular
olim groups, like pensioners or families.
Unlike North American Jews, who
immigrate to Israel at a steady rate of
approximately 3,500 people each year,

French immigrants to Israel can also be
seen as olim of necessity because many
are ﬂeeing anti-Semitism, Sharansky
conceded. He last visited Paris in January,
just two days after an armed Islamist
gunned down four Jews at the city’s
Hyper Cacher kosher shop. He spoke
there to French Jews who were too fearful
to wear their kippahs on the street, who
told him they would immigrate to Israel
because they feel they’re being chased
out of their country.
Yet, Sharansky pointed out, nobody is
forcing these émigrés to Israel.
“Their arrival in such numbers is an
achievement for Israel because the olim
from France could have gone anywhere

✄
JEWISH RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES
2015 - 2016
The following is a schedule of Jewish Holy Days for 2015-2016.
✡ All holy days begin the preceding sundown ✡
ROSH HASHANAH

Monday, September 14, 2015
Tuesday, September 15, 2015

YOM KIPPUR

Wednesday, September 23, 2015

SUKKOT

Monday, September 28, 2015
Tuesday, September 29, 2015

SHEMINI ATZERET

Monday, October 5, 2015

SIMCHAT TORAH

Tuesday, October 6, 2015

PASSOVER

Saturday, April 23, 2016
Sunday, April 24, 2016
Friday, April 29, 2016
Saturday, April 30, 2016

SHAVUOT

Sunday, June 12, 2016
Monday, June 13, 2016

in Europe – to Britain, for example,”
Sharansky said. “Many could have gone
to the United States or Canada or
Australia, but they chose Israel, not only
for emotional reasons, but also because it
competes well against all these other
options economically, culturally and in
terms of quality of life.”
Meanwhile, aliyah of necessity is also
making a comeback, with nearly 10,000
people leaving war-torn Ukraine for Israel
over the past 18 months. During that
period, more Ukrainians moved to Israel
than during the preceding ﬁve years.
Since the eruption last year of a civil
conﬂict in the country’s east, aliyah
ﬁgures from Ukraine increased dramatically, reaching 5,840 émigrés in 2014 – a
190 per cent increase over 2013. In the ﬁrst
half of 2015, Israel saw the arrival of 3,450
Ukrainians compared to 2,592 French
Jews.Unlike French citizens, Ukrainians
need visas to live in – or even visit –
European Union member states. For
Ukrainian Jews, Israel is often the only
Western country willing to take them in.
In parallel, emigration from Russia is
also increasing due to the depreciation of
the Russian rubleand the erosion of civil
liberties under the government of
Vladimir Putin, Sharansky said. In the
ﬁrst six months of 2015, a total of 2,958
Russian Jews – mostly from afﬂuent cities
like Moscow and St. Petersburg – made
aliyah, compared to 1,944 in the corresponding period last year.
“They don’t want to be locked in if the
doors close again,” Sharansky said.
The Jewish Agency iswell versed in
handling immigration of that sort. As
recently as 2013, aliyah from the former
Soviet Union, Ethiopia and developing
nations accounted for 50 per cent of the
total of 19,558 newcomers. But last year,
aliyah from those countries accounted
for 45 per cent of the 26,627 total, with
Western countries – France, especially –
providing the difference that tipped the
scale in favor of aliyah of choice.
Still, Sharansky has limited hope for
attracting great numbers of Jews from
Ukraine – home to European Jewry’s
second largest community with roughly
360,000 Jews – and Russia, where
250,000 Jews live.

“Those who wanted to leave have left,”
he said in reference to hundreds of
thousands of Ukrainian olim who came
in the 1990s. “[For] those who stayed, we
are making it easier for them to come,
but in many cases they are determined to
stay.”
Indeed, the vast majority of Ukrainian
Jews have thrown in their lot with their
young, anguished country. Thousands of
Jews from the war-torn east –where
secessionist militias backed by Russia are
still ﬁghting government troops despite a
truce – live in refugee-camp conditions or
with relatives, preferring to wait out the
storm rather than emigrate.
In Kyiv, middle-class Jews, whose life
savings have lost half their value, are
waiting for better days. Many feel solidarity with their country, where anti-Semitic
incidents are relatively rare.
“Everybody is suffering now: Jews,
ethnic Russians, ethnic Ukrainians,
Muslims,” said Zvi Arieli, a Jewish
resident of Kyiv whose military background prepared him for his volunteer
role as a co-ordinator on security matters
for the city’s Jewish community. “There’s
also a sense of unity in that.”
By contrast, Jews in Western Europe
often speak of feeling singled out in the
wake of attacks like the one at Hyper
Cacher or the slaying of a Danish Jew in
February outside his synagogue in
Copenhagen. “Mr.” Fitoussi, a regular
shopper at Hyper Cacher who declined to
give his ﬁrst name, said he decided to
leave for Israel next year after he was
called a “dirty Jew” on his way to synagogue, even though he was wearing a hat
at the time over his kippah to avoid
exactly that kind of situation.
“I don’t know how he knew I was
Jewish,” said Fitoussi, who started
concealing his kippah a few years ago.
“They are looking for us now, and, the
more we hide, the closer they will look.”
He chose Israel because “It’s just a
continuation – a correction, perhaps – of
life in France,” he said. “A house in Paris
will be a house in Jerusalem and the
house in Netanya will replace the one in
Deauville,” he said, in reference to a
beach resort popular among Parisian
Jews.

September Home
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ELEVATED HOME INSPECTION
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Pre-Listing or Pre-Sale Home Inspections
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Heading south this winter?
Your insurance provider
may require home monitoring
while you are away. Call us
for a free Home Monitoring estimate.
Visit us on the web
www.elevatedhomeinspection.ca
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How synagogues can prioritize efforts for
disability inclusion this High Holiday season
(JTA) – With the High Holidays just
around the corner, Jews all over the
world will be asking themselves how
they can lead more meaningful and
moral lives. Synagogue communities,
too, will be asking themselves how they
can become more holy and inclusive
communities.
In my years of involvement with
disability inclusion, I’ve observed that
change often occurs because a rabbi, a
professional or a lay leader understands
the value of inclusion of all people and
makes it a priority. If there ever was a
time for leaders to step up to the plate
and help their synagogues become more
inclusive – to welcome diverse people
with varying abilities and ﬁnd a place for
them in the community – it’s during the
Days of Awe.
Liz Offen, director of New England
Yachad, an Orthodox Union-afﬁliated
organization that works toward the
inclusion of people with disabilities in
Jewish life, said that the High Holidays
seem almost designed to raise awareness
of people with disabilities. “Every aspect
of the high holiday experience is infused
with rituals that draw on the senses,” she
said. “From the food we eat, to the sound
and vibrations of the shofar, we are
reminded of the varied ways people
experience life.”
So how can congregations take
advantage of this calling to become more
inclusive communities?
The obvious answer is that they can
implement best practices in making their
physical spaces more inclusive for people
with disabilities. They can print books
with larger text, embrace hearing loop
technologies to assist people who are
hard of hearing, train ushers to recognize
and assist people with disabilities, make
every part of the building wheelchair
accessible, and establish an inclusion
committee to continually expand
inclusive practices.
The broader answer is that they can
demonstrate leadership and work to
create a powerful culture of inclusion

JAY RUDERMAN

GUEST COLUMN
among congregants so that inclusion
pervades all aspects of congregational
life, and thereby change basic attitudes
toward people with disabilities.
Ed Frim, an inclusion specialist at
United Synagogue of Conservative
Judaism, said that true inclusion goes
much deeper than making synagogue life
accessible.
“Inclusive congregations are mindful
of everyone who is part of the community,” he said. “They establish a culture
that takes for granted that all, including
those with disabilities, have the right to
fully participate as part of the
congregation.”
“It’s not just about training ushers to
be welcoming to people with disabilities
and helping them ﬁnd their way, it’s
about turning the entire congregation
into ushers, who seek to create a welcoming environment,” he said.
Just as important as building a culture of inclusion is affecting a shift in
attitude about how we think of disabilities. Rabbi Noah Cheses of Shaarei
Shomayim Congregation in Toronto
recalls an aha moment when his perspective on disabilities changed from seeing
just the disability to seeing the whole
person.
A senior in high school had come to
speak at a retreat Rabbi Cheses was
attending. The student had a muscular
disorder that required him to be in a
wheelchair. It was clear from the moment
he began speaking that this charismatic
young man was not deﬁned by his
disability.
“He asked us to take out a piece of
paper and make a list of [perceived]
personal shortcomings,” recounted Rabbi
Cheses. “We were then instructed to
introduce ourselves to the person next to

us in the following way: ‘Hi, my name is
X, and I have such-and-such.’
“For a moment, I felt what it was like to
be identiﬁed by my personal limitations
… as if my passions and talents were
being overshadowed and pushed aside by
something beyond my control.”
It was that realization, among others,
that motivated Rabbi Cheses to seek
change in his congregation. The congregation made physical changes – among
other things, it built an accessible ark –
but the rabbi also sought to make
spiritual changes and help his congre-

gants experience the same aha moment
that he had at the retreat.
Indeed, it is these spiritual changes
– viewing all of God’s people as bringing
unique contributions to the world – that
can turn a congregation from a collection
of people to a holy community. This time
of reﬂection and renewal provides the
perfect moment for such a shift to take
place.
Jay Ruderman is president of the
Ruderman Family Foundation, which
focuses on the inclusion of people with
disabilities in Jewish communities.
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PART-TIME REWARDING POSITION
We are looking for an energetic and selfmotivated person to join our team for the
2016 Ottawa Jewish Telephone Directory.
As the new advertising sales person, you’ll:
t receive 15% commission on all your
successful new ad sales
t have ﬂexible hours to suit your schedule
from September 2015 to March 2016
t enjoy working from home.
Requirements: You have great people skills,
are out-going, organized, and comfortable
meeting new people.
All proceeds from the Directory support the
important work of Na’amat — enhancing
the lives of women, children and families in
Canada and in Israel.
For more info, please contact
OJTelDirectory@yahoo.ca or 613-788-2913.

Shana Tova
Happy New Year
to the
Ottawa Jewish Community

Malca Pass Library Book Discussion
Group announces 25th season
BY MAUREEN KAELL AND ESTELLE MELZER
MALCA PASS LIBRARY

T

he Malca Pass Library Book Discussion Group
welcomes new members and drop-in participants at individual meetings. We now have
more than 135 members and are beginning our
25th year! Join our enthusiastic group for a consideration of acclaimed Canadian, Jewish, Israeli and international authors.
Come for the review, even if you haven’t read the
book. You will enjoy the reviewer’s thoughtful, interesting presentation as well as our follow-up discussion.
All meetings are on Tuesdays at 7:30 pm at Agudath
Israel Congregation, 1400 Coldrey Avenue, in the
Simcha Room. Annual membership is $15 per person or
$25 per couple. Individual meetings are $5 for
non-members.
Our 2015-2016 season begins with Gerald Halpern
reviewing The Betrayers by David Bezmozgis on
September 8.
Also scheduled are Kinneret Globerman’s review of
All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr
(November 17); Alvina Ruprecht’s review of Medicine
Walk by Richard Waggamese (April 12); Deborah
Saginur’s review of The Buried Giant by Kazuo Ishguro
(May 17); and Mina Cohn’s review of The Hilltop by
Assaf Gavron (June 7).
Contact Maureen Kaell at mkaell@rogers.com or
613-224-8649 for more information about the Malca Pass
Library Book Discussion Group.
The Malca Pass Library at Agudath Israel has been run
successfully by an enthusiastic group of volunteers for
the past two years. The Library is open every Thursday
from 10 am to 3 pm.
We have an extensive collection of Judaica, as well
as books on all aspects of Jewish life and learning – history, philosophy, art, biography, Israel – plus an eclectic
collection of cookbooks. The Library is also a great place
to come to ﬁnd a good read. Our ﬁction and non-ﬁction
collections are constantly being updated and we also
have a large collection of DVDs and music videos.
Everyone in the community is welcome to use the
Malca Pass Library. Drop by, meet our volunteers and

explore the wonderful collection of Judaica and Jewish
content material available to you.
If you would like to join our Library volunteer team
for a three-hour shift once a month, call Estelle Melzer
at 613-722-0721. Help keep the treasures of the Malca
Pass Library open to our community.

See page 68 for info on how to subscribe
to 19 issues of the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin.
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THE BUTCHERY
Bells Corners
1821 Robertson Road / (613) 829-9133

A unique experience
of a restaurant
within a butcher shop.
Casual dining
serving the best steaks
and grilled chicken in town ...
and VERA’s BURGERS Ottawa’s best burgers
and milkshakes!
COME IN FOR THE BEST STEAK IN THE CITY - BAR NONE!

THE BUTCHERY: DINNER MENU
Wednesday - Saturday: 5:30-9:00 pm ONLY
$39.00
STEAK & CHICKEN PLATTER (dinner for two):
12-14oz New York Striploin,
The Butchery’s Chicken,
Fries, Coleslaw and 2 Drinks

$29.00
STRIPLOIN STEAK DINNER:
12-14oz New York Striploin,
Fries, Coleslaw & Drink

$17.00
THE BUTCHERY CHICKEN DINNER:
Boneless 1/2 Chicken, Fries, Coleslaw & Drink

$45.00
THE TEXAN 24OZ RIB STEAK:
Fries, Coleslaw & Drink ...
Great Meal For Sharing!

$12.00
SMOKED MEAT COMBO:
Smoked Meat, Rye Bread,
Fries, Coleslaw & Drink

Reservations available
7:30 - 9:00 pm.
First Come First Serve.

Hebrew National
Hot Dogs
Have Arrived!
Come & Get’em!

1821 Robertson Road
(613) 829-9133
www.thebutchery.ca
Email: thebutchery@bellnet.ca
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Did you receive the
2015 Ottawa
Jewish Telephone
Directory?
To order your copy,
call 613 788-2913
or email
ojteldirectory@yahoo.ca
If you purchased the 2015 Directory, and would like an updated insert
with recent changes/additions, email us at ojteldirectory@yahoo.ca
(please include your name and home address).
ON THE MOVE? Keep your address up-to-date... please notify us of any
changes to your listing. Consider including your personal email address
or cell phone number in the 2016 Directory!

Dispatchers at United Hatzalah’s LifeCompass command centre quickly send emergency
medical technicians, paramedics and doctors to emergency sites throughout Israel.

NEW TO OTTAWA? Please contact us to include your listing in the 2016
Directory (there’s no charge for residential listings in the Directory).

Technology: Israeli apps and
techniques being used globally

ADVERTISING: You can reach us now for the 2016 Directory.

Contact us at ojteldirectory@yahoo.ca or 613 788-2913
The Ottawa Jewish Telephone Directory is published annually by

Continued from page 9

Mayor Jim Watson

Shana Tova
Best wishes for
a Healthy
and
Happy
New Year!
How can I help?
613-580-2496
jim.watson@ottawa.ca
 jimwatsonottawa.ca
2015-512

@jimwatsonottawa

lectures at the Technion’s American
Medical School program (TEAMS) on
how to bridge Israeli and North American
medical systems. “Israel is doing a large
amount in medicine and science with
very little; as a small yet impressive
country, Israelis have a huge ability to
discover, learn, innovate, research and
teach,” said Kiez, who has worked in
Canada, the U.S. and Israel.
“Hospitals and medical schools in
Israel are rich learning environments …
because people in Israel have learned
how to maximize what they can do with
very little,” she said.
TEAMS educates America’s future
doctors, giving them hands-on experience in a rigorous clinical setting while
studying under top Israeli physicians and
researchers. Graduates land residencies at
top programs across North America and
go on to successful and impactful careers
as physicians, educators and researchers.
Like most American alumni from the
Technion medical school, Samantha
Jagger, now a cardiologist at
AdvantageCare Physicians in Brooklyn,
studied under Nobel Prize winners and
stays connected to Israel by following all
the published medical research.
“When I was a student at the Technion,
I saw the ﬁrst PillCam being tested during
my rotations,” said Jagger. “Now it’s a
routine practice everywhere!” Jagger
added that there is a special ablation
procedure used to solve rhythmic
problems in the heart developed in Israel
that she and her colleagues use
frequently.

Jason Brookman, a 2004 graduate of
TEAMS currently working as a fellowship
program director and assistant professor
in anesthesia at Johns Hopkins
University, said his experience in medical
school was “a stepping stone for the rest
of his career.”
“Medical school is the foundation, like
a background in a good painting. We
paint as broadly as possible. With each
additional training or residency, our
medical careers get reﬁned with smaller
brush strokes. The nitty gritty details of
medical practice rely on a solid foundation in medical school,” he explained.
Among the beneﬁts of studying in
Israel is getting to learn from world-class
experts while in a very diverse setting. As
a small country with an extremely
diverse population, Israeli doctors serve a
wide range of people, with each population bringing unique diseases and
cultural tends into the fold, said Kiez.
“My time at Technion and in Israel
gave me a really deep cultural experience,” said Jagger. “I got a good understanding of how to deal with patients
cross culturally, especially when you can’t
necessarily communicate in their
language.” Now working with Asian and
Spanish-speaking patients, she has
implemented the skills and tools she
garnered from working in Israeli hospitals teaching Russian, Arab and Ethiopian
patients.
By combing top-class education and
rich life experiences, Israeli medical
school students are bridging the world,
serving also as a light bringing positive
healing into the world.
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High Holiday Feature

Reform movement’s new holiday
prayer book is radically inclusive
BY GABE FRIEDMAN

(JTA) – When some Reform synagogue-goers open up their prayer books
this High Holiday season, they will be
greeted with snippets of poems by the
likes of Walt Whitman and Pablo Neruda.
Feminist and LGBTQ-friendly terms and
phrases will be subtly incorporated into
the prayers; scattered among those
prayers will be original woodcut prints
inspired by the holidays.
How can this be, you ask? The Central
Conference of American Rabbis, the
principal organization of North American
Reform rabbis, has revamped its High
Holidays prayer book for the ﬁrst time
since 1978.
The new prayer book, or machzor,
titled Mishkan Hanefesh, reﬂects an effort
to be more inclusive of women and
LGBTQ Jews. In some cases, God is
referred to as a woman. One passage
substitutes the words “bride” and
“groom” with the gender-neutral
“couple.” In a blessing that calls congregants to the Torah, mention of gender is
left out as a gesture to transgender
people.
“There’s no way to give you a percent-

Approx
460 words
excluding headline

age [of what has changed] – it’s a totally
new book,” said Rabbi Hara Person, the
rabbinical group’s director of publications. “Of course, it’s based on the
structure of any machzor … but it’s not
just a sort of tweaked version.”
The new prayer book also features
what Rabbi Person calls counter texts,
which accompany traditional prayers and
challenge their assertions. For example,
the important Unetaneh Tokef prayer is
followed by a philosophical Carl
Sandburg poem and then by the new
sentence: “I speak these words, but I
don’t believe them … clearly there’s no
scientiﬁc foundation.”
In addition to textual changes, the new
two-volume book contains original
artwork for the ﬁrst time: 11 commissioned woodcuts by the renowned artist
Joel Shapiro.
The goal, Rabbi Person said, is to make
all Jews, no matter how religious they are,
feel more comfortable during High
Holiday services, even if they only attend
due to family pressure.
When the prayer book was unveiled at
the Central Conference of American
Rabbis’ annual convention in March, 180

Mishkan Hanefesh, the Reform movement’s new machzor, reflects an effort to be more
inclusive of women and LGBTQ Jews.

synagogues had already ordered it. That
number has risen to approximately 300
as the holidays approach.
Rabbi Person said there hasn’t been
much negative backlash among Reform
rabbis. The book had been in the pipeline
for seven years, four of which involved
testing the book in services at select

congregations, so those in the know have
been expecting the changes for some
time.
“We haven’t gotten any calls or emails
saying ‘What did you do?’” Rabbi Person
said.“I think that the piloting and the
education process paved the way because
it became a very interactive process.”
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High Holiday Feature

I won’t force my kids to attend High Holidays services
BY EILEEN PRICE

(Kveller via JTA) – That’s right. You heard
me. I’m not doing it. I, a member of a
modern Orthodox shul, mother of four
Jewish kids who keep kosher and observe
Shabbat weekly, executive director of an
Atlanta Jewish day camp, will not be
forcing my kids to attend services on
Rosh Hashanah or Yom Kippur.
It’s something I’ve been thinking about
since summer at camp, and something I
decided ﬁrmly while attending a Jewish
family retreat.
Here’s the thing. My kids love being
Jewish. It’s the essence of their being. It’s
the foundation of their friendships. It’s
the laughter and joy that ﬁlls their
Saturdays.
And that’s exactly why I am leaving the
choice to attend High Holidays services
up to them.
I will be attending services with my
husband. We will invite them to join us,
but we will not force them. We will not
drag them to the mall to ﬁnd the perfect

holiday outﬁt. We will not ﬁght with
them on Rosh Hashanah morning
because they won’t put on said perfect
holiday outﬁt. We won’t tell them the
kids’ program is going to be different this
year (it’s not). We won’t bargain with
them and say they just have to stay for an
hour.
Why? Because practising Judaism is
not a punishment; it is a privilege and a
gift. It’s also something we have woven so
tightly into the fabric of our kids’ lives
that staying home rather than going to
synagogue for a few hours a year will in
no way unravel its positive impact. But
forcing an experience might.
Don’t get me wrong. I don’t just let my
kids out of any activity they are not
excited to do. They do their homework.
They write thank you notes. They
apologize when they do wrong. And they
don’t eat pepperoni pizza.
We didn’t always bend the rules. But,
over the years, I have come to feel
strongly that there are countless ways to

incorporate Judaism into our lives that
don’t necessarily involve formal religious
institutions.
My kids perform a mitzvah when they
donate toys they have outgrown. We talk
about God when the sky looks exceptionally beautiful. We discuss the meaning of
Jewish rituals when we say the blessings
on Shabbat. We reinforce the importance
of tradition when we attend a bris, bar
mitzvah, wedding or funeral. They learn
Hebrew words, sing Jewish songs and
make Jewish friends when they attend
Jewish summer camp. We engrain in
them Jewish values like telling the truth,
treating others with compassion and
caring for the environment. We teach
them about their Jewish ancestors when
we tell them stories about their namesakes and when we cure their colds with
grandma’s famous matzo ball soup. They
see our mezuzahs every time they walk
into a room. We impress upon them the
struggles of our people when we ﬁnally
expose them to the horror of the

Breaking news updated daily at www.ottawajewishbulletin.com

Holocaust. Then we tell them about the
resilience of our people when we show
them the beauty that is Israel.
My kids love the High Holidays. They
are looking forward to dipping apples in
honey during the Rosh Hashanah lunch
we host with family and friends. My
oldest may even try to fast this Yom
Kippur. As he is a 12-year-old boy, this
would be impressive on a number of
levels.
Perhaps some of our kids will join us at
synagogue this year. But if they don’t, I
won’t synagogue-shame them into
thinking they aren’t “good Jews” or worry
what people might think when we arrive
at shul without them.
Instead, my husband and I will enjoy
our time at shul while our kids set the
table in preparation for our return. OK, so
it’s more likely they will make a giant
mess in the basement when they build
couch forts and engage in an epic sibling
Lego battle, but, either way, they will
associate the holiday (and Judaism) with
family, freedom of choice and happy
memories – which I believe makes it
more likely that my grandchildren will
love Judaism, too.
This piece ﬁrst appeared on Kveller.com,
a 70 Faces Media company.
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Two Jewish Canadian para athletes win medals at Parapan Am Games
BY ALAN HUDES
FOR MACCABI CANADA

J

oel Dembe and Alison Levine are at
opposite ends of their athletics
careers.
Dembe, 31, is a wheelchair tennis
veteran; Levine, 25, is a rising contender
in boccia who has been playing the
ball-tossing sport for just two years. The
two added to the Canadian Jewish medal
haul this summer on home soil, both
reaching the podium at the Toronto 2015
Parapan Am Games.
“It was absolutely incredible,” said
Levine, of playing in front of friends and
family. “I’ve never experienced anything
like that before. Just seeing the Canadian
ﬂag everywhere you turn your head just
ﬁlled me with so much pride.”
Playing with mentor Marco Dispaltro,
Canada’s ﬂag-bearer for the Opening
Ceremonies, Levine won a silver medal in
the pairs event on the ﬁrst day of the
Games. Dembe then made history ﬁve
days later, taking home bronze in the

men’s doubles competition alongside
teammate Philippe Bedard. It was
Canada’s ﬁrst wheelchair tennis medal in
any Parapan Am or Paralympic Games.
For Dembe – who also won two medals
at the ﬁrst-ever para sports competition
at the 2013 Maccabi Games, and competed
at the London 2012 Paralympics – achieving the victory in his hometown
cemented the decision to hang up his
racket and retire.
“It’s a great honour to be the ﬁrst,
hopefully not the last,” said Dembe.
“After getting the ﬁnal point actually and
seeing how it all happened, you can’t
really go out in a better way… I’m
thinking in the back of my mind, ‘I don’t
know how I’m going to really top that.’”
Meanwhile, Levine’s early success has
seen her rapidly climb to No. 9 in the
world in the BC4 classiﬁcation, where she
is the top-ranked woman. BC4 is a
classiﬁcation for boccia athletes with
severe disabilities who do not receive
assistance while playing the sport. The

Alison Levine won a silver medal in pairs boccia at the 2015 Parapan Am Games.

Montreal native receives signiﬁcant
funding as her sport’s representative on
CIBC Team Next – a $2-million investment
in 67 up-and-coming Canadian amateur
athletes during the three years leading up
to the Rio 2016 Olympics and Paralympics.
The athletes also beneﬁt from the
mentorship of former Olympians and
Paralympians. Levine’s mentor is
Stephanie Dixon, Canada’s assistant chef
de mission at Toronto 2015, and a threetime Paralympic swimmer, who won 19
medals from 2000-08.
“We’re a sport that’s used to being
excluded from things – media, funding
– because we’re not a popular sport, we’re
not well known and we have the most

severe impairment,” said Levine. “A lot of
the time, people don’t really want that on
the front page of their newspaper.
“I can’t imagine how many thousands
of thousands of people now know of
boccia, that didn’t beforehand.”
Levine says she is now all but assured
of reaching her dream and competing in
Rio next summer, while Dembe plans to
move into coaching and start a grassroots
program in Toronto to inspire young
wheelchair tennis athletes.
“That’s how I got involved,” said
Dembe. “If I can impart some of that
wisdom and grow the sport across
Canada, in a lot of ways that would be
more impactful than a medal.”
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In support of the Bess and Moe Greenberg Family Hillel Lodge
In the Joseph and Inez Zelikovitz Long Term Care Centre

613-728-3990
Card Donations
Card donations go a long way to improving the
quality of life for our residents. Thank you for considering their needs and contributing to their well-being.
On behalf of the residents and their families, we
extend sincere appreciation to the following individuals and families who made card donations to the
Hillel Lodge Long-Term Care Foundation from July
29 to August 11, 2015 inclusive.

HONOUR FUNDS
Unlike a bequest or gift of life insurance, which
are realized some time in the future, a named Honour
Fund (i.e., endowment fund) is established during
your lifetime.
By making a contribution of $1,000 or more, you
can create a permanent remembrance for a loved one,
honour a family member, declare what the Lodge has
meant to you and/or support a cause that you believe
in.
A Hillel Lodge Honour Fund is a permanent pool
of capital that earns interest or income each year. This
income then supports the priorities designated by you,
the donor.

Ruth and Irving Aaron Family Fund
In Memory of:
Arthur Klein by Ruth and Irving Aaron
Ruth Helen Edwards by Ruth and Irving
Aaron
In Honour of:
Mara and Isaac Muzikansky Wishing you all
the best on your move by Ruth and Irving Aaron
Bill and Leona Adler Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Bess O’Halloran by Marilyn Adler
Sam Ages by Marilyn Adler and Neil Blacher
Sylvia Kaiman by Neil and Daniel Blacher
and Marilyn Adler
Anne Mendelsohn by Marilyn Adler
Ruth Helen Edwards by Marilyn Adler, Neil
and Daniel Blacher
In Honour of:
Rabbi Ely and Sheli Braun wishing you all
the best as you have Aliyah by Marilyn Adler, Neil
and Daniel Blacher

Bar Mitzvah by Maureen and Henry Molot
Howard and Donna Strauss Mazel Tov on
the birth of your grandson by Henry and Maureen
Molot
Gunner Family Fund
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Sol and Estelle Gunner
Yitzhak Nayvelt by Sol and Estelle Gunner
David, Harvey, Victor Kardish
Family Fund
In Memory of:
Gerald Posen by Sheryl and Harvey Kardish
Jenny Paroli by Margo, David, Aaron and
Gail Kardish
Morris and Lillian Kimmel Family Fund
In Honour of:
Linda Kerzner Mazel Tov on becoming the
new Chair of the Board of the Jewish Federation
by Brenda, Nathan, Jessie and Daniel Levine
Steven Kimmel An honourable thank you for
doing a great job as Chair of the Board for the
Jewish Federation by Brenda, Nathan, Jessie and
Daniel Levine
Russell and Joan Kronick
Anniversary Fund
In Honour of:
Joan and Russell Kronick by Jane Ehrenworth and Leonard Shore
Schachter-Ingber Family Fund
In Memory of:
Dr. Eddie Bass by Rachel, Howard, Davida
and Josh Schachter

Boris and Dolly Blacher Family Fund
In Memory of:
Sam Ages by the Blacher family

Stephen and Debra Schneiderman
Family Fund
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Stephen and Debra
Schneiderman
Sam Ages by Stephen and Debra
Schneiderman
In Honour of:
Rabbi Chaim and Bassy Mendelsohn In
honour of the Bar Mitzvah of your son Mendel by
Stephen and Debra Schneiderman
Stephen and Debra Schneiderman Mazel
Tov on the birth of your granddaughter Ruby
Sloan by Carol Gradus, Joany and Andy Katz and
family and the staff and Boards of the Lodge and
LTC Foundation.

Nell Gluck Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Maureen and Henry Molot
Sam Ages by Maureen and Henry Molot
In Honour of:
David and Judy Kalin Mazel Tov on Lev’s

Harold and Lillian Shoihet
Memorial Fund
In Honour of:
Dr. and Mrs Hudi Kaiserman Mazel Tov on
the birth of your daughter Shira by David Shoihet,
Miriam, Sabo and family

Samuel and Jean Akerman
Memorial Fund
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Sheila and Larry Hartman

In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by David Shoihet and family
Ruth Helen Edwards by David Shoihet and
family
Yitzhak Nayvelt by David Shoihet
Monica and Alvin Stein Family Fund
R’fuah Shlema:
Irving Swedko Wishing you a speedy recovery by Monica and Alvin Stein
Sarah and Arnie Swedler Family Fund
In Memory of:
Sam Ages by Arnie Swedler and Rhoda
Zaitlin
Roslyn and Myles Taller Family Fund
In Memory of:
Norm Lesh by Myles Taller and Roz Taller
Milton Shaffer by Myles Taller and Roz
Taller
Carole and Norman Zagerman
Family Fund
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Carole and Norman
Zagerman
****************
Feeding Program
In Honour of:
Norm Wolfish Happy 80th Birthday by Sheela
and Ozzie Silverman
Cindi and Mark Resnick Mazel Tov on the
birth of your granddaughter by Barbara and Steve
Levinson
Len and Barbara Farber Mazel Tov and all
best wishes on Leah and Michael’s engagement
by Carol Gradus
In Memory of:
Gerald Posen by Irma Sachs
Milton Shaffer by Irma Sachs, Carol and
Laurie Pascoe, Lysette and Louis Kohn, Barbara
and Steve Levinson
Anne Froimovitch by Barry and Ricki Baker
and family
Therapeutic Program
In Honour of:
Howard Appotive Wishing you all the best on
your special Birthday by Gary and Debra Viner
and family
Recreation Program
In Memory of:
Sylvia Kaiman by Joel Taller
In Honour of:
Roslyn and Alvin Bloom Mazel Tov on your
50th Wedding Anniversary by Barbara and Larry
Hershorn
Fran Kesler Mazel Tov & best wishes on the
marriage of your daughter by Barbara and Larry
Hershorn

Jeff and Rhoda Miller Mazel Tov on the
upcoming marriage of your son by the staff and
Board of the Lodge and LTC Foundation
Murray and Marsha Kaiserman Mazel Tov
on the birth of your granddaughter by Golda and
Ned Steinman
Hudi and Cara Kaiserman Mazel Tov on the
birth of your daughter by Golda and Ned Steinman
IN MEMORY OF:
Milton Shaffer by Myra & Sam Krane and
family, Millie and Steve Mirsky, Elliot and Elaine
Melamed & family, Elaine and Dan Shapiro,
Barbara Sherman, Ingrid Levitz, Leah and Morris
Melamed, Milton and Joyce Kimmel, Dr. George
and Elaine Citrome, Liz Lesh, Neville and Estelle
Wolf, Dodo and Liney Bronstein, Carol and Barry
Shattner, Stan, Rhea, Dorothy and Jayeson and
families, Barry and Mariola Grossman, Barbara
and Len Farber, Cally and Sid Kardash, Sonia and
Sheldon Shaffer and Sheila and Morton Baslaw
David Ben Reuven by Anna Bilsky and Golda
and Ned Steinman
Norm Lesh by Marty and Ricki Saslove,
Golda and Ned Steinman and Noreen and Syd
Bosloy
Esther Zabenskie by Bill and Laurie
Chochinov
Anne Froimovitch by Lucian, Jackie, Michael
and Simon Sitwell
Bess O’Halloran by the residents, staff and
Board of the Lodge and LTC Foundations and
Gary and Heather Cohen
Phyllis Rackow by Joan Bloom, Golda and
Ned Steinman and Gary and Debra Viner and
family
Anne Mendelsohn by the residents, staff and
Board of the Lodge and LTC Foundation, Gary
and Debra Viner and family and Alan and Esther
Williams
Sam Ages by the residents, staff and Board of
the Lodge and LTC Foundation, Gary and Heather
Cohen, Alan and Esther Williams and Gary and
Debra Viner and family
Sylvia Kaiman by Gary and Debra Viner and
family and Noreen and Syd Bosloy
Arthur Klein by Golda and Ned Steinman
Ida Glimcher by Brian Goldstein

Save the Date

Celebratory event,
Sunday, October 18

THE LODGE EXPRESSES ITS SINCERE APPRECIATION FOR YOUR KIND SUPPORT
AND APOLOGIZES FOR ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS. DUE TO SPACE LIMITATIONS, THE WORDING APPEARING
IN THE BULLETIN IS NOT NECESSARILY THE WORDING WHICH APPEARED ON THE CARD.

“GIVING IS RECEIVING” - ATTRACTIVE CARDS AVAILABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Here’s a great opportunity to recognize an event or convey the appropriate sentiment to someone important to you and at the same time support the
Lodge. Call orders may be given to Cathie at 728-3900, Ext 111, 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday. You may also go to: www.hillel-ltc.com and click
on the “Donate Now” button to make your donations. Cards may be paid for by Visa or Mastercard. Contributions are tax deductible.
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LTC Foundation: 613-728-3990
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VOLUNTEERING AT HILLEL LODGE
By Carol Pascoe
“How wonderful it is that nobody need wait
a single moment before starting to improve the
world”: Anne Frank.
We are blessed in Ottawa to have so many
volunteers who improve our world with their
talent and dedication. The great part about
living in the Ottawa Jewish community is
that you can readily find the type of volunteer opportunity that suits your interests.
Volunteers give back, but they also gain much
personal satisfaction as they make a difference
in the lives of those they help.
Hillel Lodge has a wonderful group of volunteers who contribute in a variety of ways,
from attending Board meetings, to escorting
residents to activities, to raising funds with
innovative projects. A very special aspect of
life at Hillel Lodge is the age range of volunteers. For two local 30-somethings, the Lodge
is a very natural place to be.
Adam Schacter, 34, son of Elayne and
Wesley Schacter, locally raised and educated, is a Chartered Investment Manager
and Certified Financial Planner with Adam
Capital/Mandeville Private Client Inc.
Looking for a place where he could give
his time to the community, Adam noticed
that much of volunteering efforts were being
passed down the chain to those younger, who
benefit from subsidized rates at camps, programs, schools and synagogues. He feels that
more attention should be given in the other
direction, to assist older community members
whose lifelong efforts made it easier for young
people to participate in community activities.
Adam feels we should not only “pay it
forward,” but also “pay it back” to the residents of Hillel Lodge whose needs are ever
increasing at a time when the Lodge is dealing
with government cutbacks for services. Adam
is also motivated to volunteer at the Lodge as
a tribute to his grandparents in Toronto, Bert
and Myra Shinwell, with whom he is very
close.

Adam Schacter with his Zaidie Bert Shinwell

Stacey Segal with her Bubby Rachel Fogel

In 2013, Adam started taking residents
to Sunday programming, where he enjoyed
participating with them. In 2014, he joined
the Hillel Lodge Foundation Board and soon
became a member of the Biking for Bubbies
committee, where he credits Seymour Mender
and Joel Diener with motivating him to bring
a younger generation to participate in the ride.
Adam summarizes his motivation for his
volunteer work at Hillel Lodge as follows:
“Your own time and resources are crucial to
the long-term success of your community.”
Stacey Segal, 36, also born and raised in
Ottawa, holds a Masters of Social Work. She
is a clinical social worker at Summit Centre,
a private practice working primarily in child
and adolescent mental health, and a pediatric
social worker at the Bariatric Medical Institute
in the Ministry of Health-funded Family Reset
program.
Stacey has always been close with her
Bubby Ruthie (Rachel Fogel) and, for a period
of time, lived with her in Montreal, hometown
of both parents, Hedy and Michael Segal.
Bubby Ruthie moved to Ottawa eight years
ago and has been a resident of Hillel Lodge for
the past five years.
With her husband, Dr. Yoni Freedhoff,
Stacey is raising three children, Talia (11), Leah

(8) and Yael (6), who have the privilege of visiting with their great-grandmother, and joining their classmates from the Ottawa Jewish
Community School (OJCS) during student
visits to the Lodge.
With her vast community voluntary experience, Stacey was eager to join the Hillel Lodge
Foundation Board to give back to Bubby
Ruthie’s home. She is on the 60th Anniversary
Gala Committee, which is preparing for an
October celebration.
When Stacey chaired the Mitzvah Day
Committee, she coined the phrase: “Feeling
good by doing good.” This motto is her motivation as she teaches her daughters by example. Stacey believes that joining a board, a
committee, or volunteering time in another
way concretely teaches children about how
good it feels to help others.
Adam Schacter and Stacey Segal encourage
the community to support the work of Hillel
Lodge. Their contributions and positive attitude about this beloved institution are greatly
appreciated by the residents and staff of the
Lodge.
If you are interested in volunteering at
the Lodge, please contact Marilyn Adler at
marilyn@hillel-ltc.com or call 613.728.3900
ext. 121.

Hillel Lodge is proud of the quality care we provide to our residents.
Donations to the Lodge can be made in several ways: by going to our web site
at www.hillel-ltc.com; contacting the Long-Term Care Foundation
at 613-728-3990; or e-mailing us at: donations@hillel-ltc.com.
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What makes a mensch?
A ‘digital diva’ wants to know
BY GABE FRIEDMAN

(JTA) – “Our technology has exceeded
our humanity,” Albert Einstein allegedly
once lamented.
But ﬁlmmaker Tiffany Shlain – who
utilizes an online, collaborative process
and distribution method she dubs “cloud
ﬁlmmaking” – says it’s possible that
technology, used correctly, can enhance
our humanity.
As a testament to Shlain’s methods, as
well as her rise to becoming one of the
most inﬂuential ﬁlmmakers in the North
American Jewish world, her latest ﬁlm,
The Making of a Mensch,” will be shown
in more than 4,000 Jewish schools,
synagogues and other organizations
across the country during the High
Holidays period.
The ﬁlm – about the Mussar movement, a lesser-known strain of Jewish
ethical thought known for promoting
character development – will be released
on September 18. Shlain’s non-proﬁt ﬁlm
company, Let It Ripple: Mobile Films for
Global Change, is offering the short to the
organizations for free, along with
materials meant to foster discussions
about moral discipline and ethical

exploration.
It’s a pretty remarkable feat, considering that just a few years ago Shlain –
who founded the Webby Awards, for
excellence on the Internet – had never
heard of Mussar, which is Hebrew for
“moral conduct.” Her new ﬁlm, which
has a run time of less than 15 minutes,
coaches viewers on improving speciﬁc
personality traits by combining Mussar
teachings with strains of psychology,
philosophy, social science and Jewish
history.
“The High Holidays are a time of
self-reﬂection on who you are, what you
did last year and what you want to
become,” Shlain told JTA. “And Mussar is
the perfect set of tools to help do that.”
This is Shlain’s second ﬁlm that delves
deeply into Jewish topics. Her ﬁrst, 2006’s
The Tribe, was inspired by an iconic
11.5-inch piece of plastic: the Barbie doll.
“I always thought it was such an irony
that a Jewish woman created the ultimate
shiksa with the Barbie doll,” said Shlain,
who identiﬁes as “very culturally Jewish.”
The short – which used Barbie and its
founder, Ruth Handler, as an entry point
into an exploration of American Jewish

COURTESY OF TIFFANY SHLAIN

Tiffany Shlain has quietly become one of the most influential Jewish filmmakers
in North America.

identity – played at the Sundance Film
Festival and became the ﬁrst documentary to top the iTunes ﬁlm chart.
“Making of a Mensch is the next
evolution of what I was wrestling with in
The Tribe,” Shlain told JTA. “The Tribe
was about ‘OK, I’m Jewish, what does
that mean?’ Ten years later, ‘I’m Jewish,
we celebrate Shabbat … but I want a
deeper guide and meaning in this 24/7
world on living a good life and fulﬁlling it
in my children.’”
Shlain, 45, lives in Mill Valley,
California, just north of San Francisco,

with her husband and two children. She
grew up in northern California, the
daughter of a neuroscientist and a
psychologist, and loved ﬁlm and technology from an early age. She actually
predicted the potential of the Internet
before its time – in 1988, at age 18, she
wrote a proposal called “Uniting Nations
in Telecommunications and Software”
that caught the eye of U.S. Senator
Barbara Boxer of California.
Shlain founded the Webby Awards in
1996. The awards became a success partly
due to Shlain’s quirky ideas, such as a
ﬁve-word maximum for
each award acceptance
speech. San Francisco’s
then-mayor Willie Brown
dubbed Shlain the “Digital
Diva” of Silicon Valley.
But it wasn’t until she
met her husband, Ken
Goldberg, that she got in
touch with her Jewish side.
Goldberg, a professor of
robotics at the University
of California, Berkeley,
who now co-writes most of
Shlain’s ﬁlms, took her to
Israel for their honeymoon
and introduced her to
Shabbat observance – a
Jewish ritual that would
inspire Shlain in the years
to come.
After attending the
inaugural conference
organized by Reboot (a
Jewish non-proﬁt that
“engages and inspires
young, Jewishly unconnected cultural creatives,”
according to its website) in
2002 and making The
Tribe, Shlain started
working on a feature
documentary, Connected,
which explored technology’s ways of connecting
people. It was shown at the

L’Shana Tova

Now Under Construction
Jewish
Memorial
Gardens

A major renovation and revitalization project
for the Bank Street Cemetery which includes:

_
_
_
_

A NEW ROAD
PARKING LOT
REFLECTIVE GARDEN and RECEPTION AREA
ENHANCED MAINTENANCE

TO DONATE ONLINE
www.jewishmemorialgardens.org
or call: 613-688-3530 ext.1
JMG is a Registered Charitable Organization

Wishing you
the very best
for the
New Year!

See Mensch on page 42
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OTTAWA’S MOST DYNAMIC & PROGRESSIVE CONGREGATION
INVITES YOU TO EXPERIENCE & REIMAGINE THE HIGH HOLY DAYS

PAY ATTENTION...

...To the need to explore your Jewish spirituality with people whose practices reflect the values by which you live.

OR HANESHAMAH, Ottawa’s Reconstructionist community, is offering
a full slate
services for
the Reconstructionist
Yamim Noraim
and the
other
Tishrey
holidays:
Pay attention
to Orof
Haneshamah,
Ottawa’s
synagogue,
capital’s
most progressive
and
dynamic Jewish congregation for the past 27 years and counting.
✡ Selichot ✡ Rosh Hashanah services (with special children’s program and childcare)
With OrH,
you study
will experience:
✡ Tashlich
✡ Adult
✡ Shabbat Shuvah ✡ Kol Nidre ✡ Yom Kippur (with childcare)
X Communal
✡ Yizkor and
communal
breaking of
the to
fast
Sukkot ✡ Simchat Torah
Aliyot
— equal-opportunity
access
the✡Torah
X Evolving Judaism — respect for tradition combined with the courage to ask questions
For 28 years,
this Reconstructionist community has combined respect for tradition
X Participation — members on the bimah from beginning to end
with the courage to ask questions about what it means to be Jewish in an evolving
X
— aElizabeth
group that welcomes
to is
come
as you are,
to members
be yourself
modern world. Informality
Led by Rabbi
Bolton,you
OrH
attracting
new
— members cover the spectrum of Jewish backgrounds
from acrossXtheDiversity
Jewish spectrum.
X Perspective — rabbi as facilitator, leader and teacher, rather than performer
With OrH, you will experience:
X Equality — around gender, sexual orientation/expression
Communal
Aliyot ✡—Evolving
Judaism
✡ Participation
✡ Informality
X Affordability
very reasonable
membership
fees
✡ Diversity ✡ Perspective ✡ Equality ✡ Affordability
We welcome you to make OrH a stop on your spiritual journey.

Rabbi Elizabeth Bolton and the members of Or Haneshamah invite you to join them for
Formeaningful
full information
on membership
andRosh
High
Holiday
– as well
Jewish experiences
as they celebrate
Hashana
andfees
Yom Kippur,
as well
as festivals
andmore
Shabbats
throughout
the coming
year, 5775.
as to
find out
about
our weekly
Shabbat
Camp, Ottawa’s newest
Jewish learning program for children, beginning in September –
For information, please email info@orhaneshamah.ca, call 613-239-4988, or visit orh.ca
visit www.OrH.ca, email info@OrH.ca or call 613-239-4988.

Your Ottawa Caucus extends their best wishes to the
readers of the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin on the occasion of

Rosh Hashanah

John Fraser
Ottawa South
613-736-9573

Bob Chiarelli
Ottawa West-Nepean
613-721-8075

Marie-France Lalonde
Ottawa-Orléans
613-834-8679

Madeleine Meilleur
Ottawa-Vanier
613-744-4484

Yasir Naqvi
Ottawa Centre
613-722-6414
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Wish you
and your family
a happy, healthy
and meaningful 5776
www.aja50plus.ca
KRISTIN COFER

Tiffany Shlain near her studio in San Francisco with members of her film crew.

From Fear to Love
Mindful Meditation with Jewish
and Buddhist Practices
With Rabbi Miriam Margles
and Shôken Michael Stone
November 26-29, 2015
Galilee Centre, Arnprior, ON
How does fear block our ability to have an open,
resilient and responsive heart? Can we cultivate
a loving orientation even in the face of challenge,
fear or pain? What practices help us open
our hearts?
What to expect … Kabbalat Shabbat Friday evening;
creative Saturday morning service; Aliya; d’var Torah;
challah; guided seated and walking meditation; dharma
talks; small group discussion; learning from Buddhist
and Jewish sources; meetings with teachers; time for
Q & A; 3 vegetarian meals daily; support, community,
and more challah!
Everyone Welcome!
Information: jewishbuddhistretreat@gmail.com
Eventbrite.ca “From Fear to Love”

Mensch: Foundations and grants support
ﬁlmmaker giving away ﬁlms for free
Continued from page 40

2011 Sundance Film Festival.
While working on the ﬁlm, Shlain watched her father,
who had been diagnosed with brain cancer, deteriorate
to the point of having only “one good hour a day.” She
resolved with her husband to turn off all of her family’s
screens each Saturday – what she termed a “technology
Shabbat” – in order to greater appreciate their time
together.
“Most people are surprised by it because I founded
the Webby Awards,” Shlain said. “But most of my work
explores the good, the bad and the potential of the
Internet; all three of those things. Disconnecting one
day a week every week has just been the most profound
experience for me.”
Shlain went on to make a short ﬁlm about the
“technology Shabbat,” which was also the ﬁrst episode
of a web series called The Future Starts Here, which
she was commissioned to make for AOL. Connected and
the subsequent Brain Power were included in the U.S.
State Department’s American Film Showcase, which
showed the ﬁlms at American embassies around the
world.
Since The Tribe, Shlain has also carved out a niche for
herself in the Jewish community, which she says
gravitated toward the ﬁlm’s distillation of complex
ideas, and some Jewish educators and community
leaders had been asking her for another “Jewish” ﬁlm.
Shlain credits her non-proﬁt with helping her reach out

to Jewish institutions without worrying about the
proﬁtability of her ﬁlms.
“Establishing the non-proﬁt was a huge breakthrough
as a ﬁlmmaker,” Shlain said. “Rather than focusing so
much energy on licensing fees and selling the ﬁlms,
foundations and grants could support giving the ﬁlms
away for free, and we could make so many more ﬁlms
and have them reach so many more people.”
In producing The Making of a Mensch, Shlain, on her
website, requested video submissions from people
around the world to provide a deﬁnition of a mensch
and snippets from selected submissions will make their
way into the ﬁnal cut of the ﬁlm, which Shlain is
completing.
Shlain terms this collaborative process – along with
releasing the ﬁlm for free to maximize its reach and
impact – “cloud ﬁlmmaking,” a term that symbolizes
how deeply her work is entwined with the power of the
Internet.
“I like the word ‘cloud’ because, to me, a cloud sounds
intimate, and it sounds like creativity,” Shlain said.
“The exciting part for me is that I can be working on a
script with three people at the same time or I can make
a ﬁlm with videos from people from all over the world. I
cannot wait to share this.”
Information and registration for schools, synagogues
and other organizations interested in screening The
Making of a Mensch on September 18 is available at
www.letitripple.org/making_of_a_mensch.

Rick Chiarelli B.A., B.S.Sc., LL.B
Ottawa City Councillor • College Ward
City Hall
110 Laurier Ave. West
Ottawa, ON K1P 1J1
Tel: 613 580 2478
Fax: 613 580 2686

Ward Office
101 Centrepointe Drive
Nepean, ON K2G 5K7
Tel: 613 580 2685
Fax: 613 580 2686

Cell: (613) 852-7425 Email:rick@rickchiarelli.com

www.rickchiarelli.com

E-mail: cactustzimmer@gmail.com
Elaine & Frank Goldstein
www.cactustzimmer.com
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Litwin promises something to offend and delight
both left and right wingers in new book
BY HANNAH BERDOWSKI

I

n a book he promises will “delight
and upset right-wingers and progressives alike,” Fred Litwin tells the
story of his evolution from left wing
activist in Montreal and Toronto to right
wing and pro-Israel activist in Ottawa in
his new book, Conservative Conﬁdential:
Inside the Fabulous Blue Tent.
“It’s an explanation,” Litwin told the
Ottawa Jewish Bulletin, “to former friends
on the left side who were confused why I
joined the Conservative Party.”
Litwin emphasized, though, that the
book is “not a love letter to the
Conservative Party.”
“Everybody is going to be upset,” said
the founder and president of the Free
Thinking Film Society, but he’s conﬁdent
everybody will ﬁnd something in it
they’ll like.
“Progressives will ﬁnd the ﬁrst half
upsetting for it largely critiques
post-modern left wing movements, while
the second half may upset Conservatives
for it rethinks counter-jihad and gives a
new look at the Conservative Party.”
Describing his book as being a compilation of stories he’s encountered, Litwin
said it simultaneously provides a personal and global look at the issues.
Litwin, who is gay, includes two
chapters on gay politics that will, he said,
“take what people thought they knew

In Conservative Confidential, Fred Litwin
details his evolution from left to right wing
activist.

and turn it on its head. Most people don’t
realize the Harper government is the
most gay-friendly government we’ve
had.”
In a chapter that is particularly timely
due to the current debates on the Iran
nuclear deal, Litwin gives the inside story
about what really happened when the
Free Thinking Film Society’s scheduled
screening of the documentary Iranium
– which examines threats posed by a

nuclear Iran – was cancelled in 2011 by
ofﬁcials at Library and Archives Canada
under pressure from the Iranian Embassy
in Ottawa. The ﬁlm screening was ultimately rescheduled after then-federal
heritage minister James Moore stepped in.
Litwin also includes a chapter on
anti-Israel bias at the CBC, including
information he gathered while co-produ-

cing, with James Cohen, the 2012 documentary, This Hour Could Have 10,000
Minutes: The Biases of the CBC.
Litwin said the idea to write the book
stemmed from a conversation he had
with his friend Terry Glavin, a National
Post and Ottawa Citizen columnist. After
talking about collaborating on a book,
Litwin said it morphed into a proposal on
his life memoir and about the stuff he’s
lived through, “I have so many stories to
tell on what has happened to me.”
Glavin, who edited the book, said “It’s
a captivating memoir, but at the same
time a meticulously researched work of
journalism and serious analysis, written
by a gifted storyteller.”
“Part of my book is trying to show how
the left wing movements have lost their
way in forgetting … to support internationalism,” said Litwin.
“In the end, my book is a plea for
freedom and democracy… We need to
stand up for Canada and help around the
world.”
Conservative Conﬁdential: Inside the
Fabulous Blue Tent will be launched
Monday, September 21, 7 pm at the
Marriott Hotel, 100 Kent Street. Visit
www.freethinkingﬁlmfest.ca for more
information.

Temple Israel

An egalitarian Reform congregation

Jewish roots, contemporary values, egalitarian
Friday Kabbalat Shabbat Services, 6:15 pm.
Saturday Shabbat Services, 10:15 am.

Bon Appetit

Thursday morning minyanim:
second and fourth Thursdays, 7:30 am.

Welcome to Ottawa’s
Newest Kosher Caterer!

Friday, September 11:
Bring your own dinner following Kabbalat Shabbat.

We cater it all,
from business
& corporate events
to weddings.

Shana Tova, a healthy 5776 to all.
Rabbi Robert Morais
Rabbi Emeritus Steven H. Garten

L’Shana Tova

Executive Director Heather Cohen
Temple Israel Religious School Principal Sue Potechin
Administration Officer Cathy Loves

May you have a sweet 5776
JOSH & SAM FREEDMAN

1301 Prince of Wales Drive, Ottawa, ON K2C 1N2
Tel: 613-224-1802 Fax: 613-224-0707
www.templeisraelottawa.ca

Sam 613.697.2707

under supervision

btavoncatering@gmail.com
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Internationally
respected community
leader Julia Koschitzky
to speak at Choices
BY HANNAH BERDOWSKI

‘Y

ou never know where one
‘yes’ can lead you. That’s my
theme,” said Julia
Koschitzky, about the
keynote address she will deliver at this
year’s Choices event.
Choices, an annual Women’s
Campaign event, will take place October
8 at Congregation Agudath Israel.
Koschitzky, an activist, philanthropist
and Jewish community leader in Canada
and around the world, told the Ottawa
Jewish Bulletin that she spent the ﬁrst 20
years of her life working on herself, the
next 20 years working on her family, and
the following 20 years working on behalf
of her community, her country, and for
Israel. Koschitzky said it was her own
family history that set her on a lifelong
path of communal commitment.
Born to German Jewish parents,
Koschitzky said they escaped to Wales
after Kristallnacht. After 10 years in
Wales, where Koschitzky was born in
1943, her parents wanted to build a new
life and immigrated to Canada.
Many years later, Koschitzky would
meet her husband whose family history
was similar to her own.
“It completed the picture,” said
Koschitzky, because they understood
each other’s history and shared strong
family roots.
“At the dinner table, the conversation
always revolved around Jewish day
school and Jewish education,” said
Koschitzky, who said their four children,
now adults, are all involved in their

communities.
Knowing that her parents’ story could
have ended very differently, Koschitzky
said she feels a responsibility to give back
and share her good fortune with the
Jewish world and beyond.
Describing herself as “a doer,”
Koschitzky feels it’s always been her
basic instinct to participate.
“That’s how I captured my Jewish
being: by doing,” she said.
Koschitzky said her volunteer work at
her children’s Hebrew school led to an
invitation to become involved in the
United Jewish Appeal Women’s Division
Campaign in Toronto.
“Had I said ‘no,’ I wouldn’t have been
where I am today,” said Koschitzky, who
has received numerous awards in
Canada and Israel for her leadership and
philanthropy.
Most recently, Koschitzky was
appointed to the Order of Canada on
July 1.
Over the years, Koschitzky has held
numerous leadership positions in the
Toronto Jewish community. At the
national level, she has served as chair
of Jewish Federations of Canada – UIA,
and internationally as chair of the Keren
Hayesod World Board of Trustees.
At Choices, Koschitzky will speak
about how the choices people make in
life inﬂuence their life’s path and will
share her joy of commitment, and stress
the importance of Jewish volunteerism
and on setting an example for one’s
children and family.
“Some people believe that it’s not

Julia Koschitzky brings her passion for Jewish volunteerism and leadership to this year’s
Choices event, October 8.

within them to make a change, but they
need to have faith within themselves,”
she said.
“Everybody has something within
them: a passion, a talent, an energy or
expertise. When you use it to its full
potential, there is no limit to what you
can achieve to make a change.”
Choices, an annual event for women,
will be held Thursday, October 8 at

Agudath Israel Congregation, 1400
Coldrey Avenue. Cocktails are at 6 pm
and dinner at 6:45.
Couvert is $54 plus a suggested
minimum gift of $150 to the Jewish
Federation of Ottawa 2016 Annual
Campaign.
For more information, contact
dluu@jewishottawa.com or 613-7984696, ext. 305.
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Israel Connect: Ottawa
volunteers help Israeli
students learn English
BY SARAH GORDON
ISRAEL CONNECT

I

srael Connect, a program based in
Ottawa, pairs volunteers with
students in Israel looking to learn
English as a second language.
The volunteer and student meet once
a week via Skype for a half-hour to talk
together, learn together, and, most
importantly, provide a genuine English
immersion experience for the Israeli
student.
The students improve their English
and many wonderful friendships
between the volunteers and students
have developed.
In a heartwarming letter recently,
Israeli Ambassador Rafael Barak

thanked the volunteers of Israel Connect
for their contribution to Israel. The
ambassador had witnessed ﬁrst-hand
the difference this immersion experience makes on a child’s education and
wanted to let the volunteers know their
efforts are appreciated.
The ambassador wrote about the
building of our land; how Israel was
collectively built by a group of people
each contributing to create a state that
we can be truly proud of.
The ambassador continued to stress
that the contribution of Israel Connect
volunteers was especially meaningful as
it was supporting the youth through
their education. As Jews, we know our
nation has grown and thrived, in large

part, because of our devotion to
education.
Dale Fyman, an Israel Connect
volunteer in Ottawa, wrote about
meeting the student he’s paired with
during a recent trip to Israel:
“Once a week, I read with, and talk to
Nevo, a 14-year-old boy living in
Rehovot. He is very shy, and when we
started, his English skills were very
limited.
“We talk at 4:30 pm Israel time, after
he has ﬁnished school. He goes to the
computer room at the AMIT School and
the English teacher at the school stays
late to enable the program to run.
“This past winter, I spent two months
in Israel, mostly in Jerusalem. When I
told Nevo I would be there, he was very
excited to meet me.
“Even though he lived over an hour
away by bus, he wanted to come to
Jerusalem as soon as possible to get
together. I connected with his teacher
and his parents to be certain they
approved of our meeting.
“Nevo’s father drove him to Jerusalem
on a Sunday afternoon, a workday for his
father, and we met at our apartment and

1120.R0013006871

Dale Fyman (right) receives a gift of appreciation from Nevo, the Israeli student he’s paired with
in the Israel Connect program, and the principal of Nevo’s school in Rehovot.

Israeli Ambassador Rafael Barak (right) presents a letter of appreciation to Israel Connect
founders Sarah and Rabbi Sender Gordon.

went for a snack together.
“Nevo and I had a good opportunity to
bond and chat under relaxed circumstances. I also gave him a book that we
could read together.
“Before returning to Ottawa, I spent a
few days in Rehovot, and Nevo insisted I
visit his school. What a welcome! He
gave me a tour of the school, introduced
me to the principal, his teachers, and his
friends.
“In the English class, I was given an
opportunity to address the class and
answer questions about Canada, and
about the support for Israel in the
diaspora.
“In return, the principal came to the
class and made a presentation to thank
me and Israel Connect for our efforts
with their students.
“Nevo, it turns out, had never spoken
up in English class in previous years. He
was too shy and uncomfortable. Now he
was speaking in class and was able to
give a ﬁve-minute introduction during
my visit in English,” wrote Fyman.
Visit www.IsraelConnect.today to learn
more about Israel Connect or to become
one of our volunteers.

613.692.3594
613-692-3594

YOUR SHORT

CUT TO SAVINGS!

No matter where you live you have access to the BEST PRICES WITHOUT EVEN GETTING IN YOUR CAR!

10 minutes away

www.danmurphyford.com

Your Neighbourhood #1 Ford Store 1346 Bankfield Road, Manotick

Barrhaven

Riverside South
Manotick

I AM YOUR

Neighbour

I AM YOUR NEIGHBOUR
JeffWarmington,
Pleet, Sales
Manager
Keith
Sales Representative
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Thank you for making CBB
of Ottawa your second HOME
Early Bird Registration Deadline:
October 15, 2015.
Get in early as we expect most units to be ﬁlled by
the end of the Early Bird period. Registration has
been open since August 9th.

Did You Know?
• We just celebrated our 80th birthday,
and we’re going strong!
• We have renovated many of our facilities,
and so much more planned for 2016
• We’ve changed our session lengths
(check our website for details)
• We are one of the fastest growing camps in
Eastern Canada, and space is limited

Financial Assistance Available and Conﬁdentially Handled

For more information please contact:
Jonathan Pivnick, Director - director@cbbottawa.com

613.244.9210
Visit us online at: cbbottawa.com
facebook.com/CBBOttawa
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The Board of Directors,
Administration, Faculty and Staff
of the Ottawa Jewish Community School
would like to wish
all of our students, their families
and the entire Ottawa Jewish community
a Sweet and Healthy New Year!

looking back at 5775

HOWARD SANDLER

Federation Chair Steven Kimmel holds a traditional Havdallah candle, while others in
attendance hold smaller battery-powered candles during the community-wide Havdallah
service at the SJCC following Shabbat, October 25. All Ottawa congregations participated in the
worldwide Shabbat Project that day.

May the coming year be one of peace,
health and success
for our community and for Israel
www.theojcs.ca | 613.722.0020 | 31 Nadolny Sachs Pvt.

IVANETTE HARGREAVES/BH PHOTOGRAPHY

Mitzvah Day: Major Alain Cohen of the Canadian Armed Forces with volunteers Eitan (left) and
Ariel Podolsky, who helped assemble care packages for Canadian soldiers serving overseas,
one of the good deeds performed during the Jewish Federation of Ottawa’s ninth annual
Mitzvah Day, February 8, at the Soloway Jewish Community Centre. More than 500 volunteers,
from preschoolers to seniors, participated.

Enthusiastic participants run and walk near the Jewish Community Campus at the start
of the Am Echad Walk/Run for Jewish Education in Ottawa, June 7.
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High Holiday Feature

Waiting for an apology
that will never come
BY NINA BADZIN

(Kveller via JTA) – I used to have the
right idea for Yom Kippur. I liked the
notion of an entire month to clean up
my messes from the past year, and I
worked hard to deliver carefully worded
apologies. The promise of a clean slate
appealed to my resolution-making
personality. And I appreciated the fact
that the obligation to make life improvements deeper than, say, eating better,
differentiated the Jewish New Year from
the secular one. I was a High Holidays
superfan.
This year, however, I’ve found it
difﬁcult to focus solely on my faults, my
wrongdoings and my petty behaviour.
Enough about me, I’ve found myself
thinking. Let’s talk about you.
I realize it’s not in the “High Holidays
spirit” to preoccupy myself with the ways
I’ve been wronged, but I can’t stop
thinking about the few relationships in
my life that could use some healing. One
friend, in particular, I’ve drifted apart
from due to so many layers of back and
forth “offences” through the years that
I’m not even sure how the tension started
or why. I’m willing to do my part, but I
refuse to take all the responsibility.
Knowing it was time to get some
guidance, I asked one of my rabbis in
Minneapolis the central question bothering me: “As I prepare for Yom Kippur,
am I supposed to offer some kind of
universal catchall forgiveness even to
people who have not asked for it?”
According to Rabbi David Fredman, we
are not obligated to forgive those who do
not ask. However, Jewish law requires
that we engage someone in dialogue if we
feel we’ve been wronged.
“If you are able to mend the relation-

ship,” Rabbi Fredman said, “you should
try.”
I was afraid I would get that kind of
answer. It’s the worst-case scenario. I’m
not obligated to forgive someone who
doesn’t ask, yet I’m not supposed to hold
a grudge.
What’s worse, I have to do the work of
starting the conversation even if the
other person has made no move to
discuss where we stand. I told Rabbi
Fredman that I found the task unrealistic.
Let’s say I gently bring up the issue so I
can put the negative feelings behind me.
How do I move on from my anger if my
friend still won’t acknowledge any
wrongdoing?
Certainly the time I’ve wasted going
over the same details and telling myself
that I’m justiﬁed in my point of view
has added nothing positive to my life.
Nevertheless, it’s hard to forgive someone
who cannot shoulder any blame.
Thinking that perhaps a woman would
better understand my need to obsess a bit
this year, I asked my friend (and fellow
Kvell-er) Rebecca Einstein Schorr, a
Reform rabbi, to advise me as if I were a
congregant.
I gave her the same spiel: “How can I
move forward in a relationship when I’m
owed an apology, but it never comes?”
Rebecca agreed that the responsibility
for teshuvah (repentance) lies with the
one who has wronged another individual.
“However,” she continued, “waiting
for another person to recognize his or her
role in causing you pain can shackle you
to the past. While the onus still resides
with the person who has hurt you, there
is nothing constructive about holding
onto grudges.”
See Apology on page 51

בס"ד

A Revolutionary Sukkah
* Modular Sukkah

* No more hammer & nails

* Different sizes available
(size can be modified to your personal order)

* Minimal storage space

* Instalation rapide * Compacte * Entreposage facile * Differents grandeurs disponible

4810 Jean-Talon Ouest, Montreal

Tel: 514 482 7705
www.montrealsukkah.com
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Wishing The Entire
Jewish Community
A Happy, Healthy,
Sweet & Delicious New Year
Love, Leiba & David
613.788.2713
www.creativekosher.com
Under the supervision of the Ottawa Vaad HaKashrut
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Apology: Three levels of
forgiveness in Judaism
Continued from page 49

“But how am I supposed to get rid of a
grudge?” I asked.
“The best advice I can give someone
is to act as though the other person
has asked for forgiveness. Aside from
extreme examples of physical or emotional abuse, it can be more productive
to release others and move forward
with the relationship in cases where no
apology is forthcoming.”
I admitted that I had no extreme
situations to report, but I was still
apprehensive about starting a new year
devoting any time to a friend who is
unable to recognize her role in a rift. I
continued the conversation with my
friend Rivkie Grossbaum, who also
happens to be a teacher at Chabad
Minneapolis.
There are three levels of forgiveness in
Judaism, she told me. In the ﬁrst level,
“We might still be upset, yet we ﬁnd it in
ourselves not to hope for the person’s
downfall.”
I could manage level one, as I don’t
tend to imagine revenge schemes.
“At the second stage,” Rivkie said, “we
might not be ready to relate to the person
as we did before, but we are able to stop
carrying feelings of resentment.”

I liked that Rivkie differentiated
between moving on from resentment
and being close to the person again.
“The third stage is restoring the
relationship. At this level not only have
we forgiven the individual, but we’re now
ready to be close again. The Talmud
explains that we’re expected to ﬁnd the
strength to forgive on the ﬁrst level.
Absence of any forgiveness whatsoever is
a sign of cruelty.”
There’s no doubt that the toxic nature
of a grudge has allowed me to overly
focus on the few problematic relationships in my life instead of the many that
are going well. I do not want to become
the kind of person who is always feeling
offended. And I think it’s safe to say, if
you’re perpetually waiting for an apology
from friends and family, the problem is
likely you and not everyone else.
Another friend of mine, Tzipporah
Leah Kalatsky, gave me a ﬁnal way to
think about the apologies I might be
waiting for.
“What you learned from the negative
aspects of these relationships is a gift,”
she said. “An apology would be nice, but
maybe it’s unnecessary.”
The truth is, even if I decide to bring up
the issues with the few people I have in

“As I prepare for Yom Kippur, am I supposed to offer some kind of universal catchall
forgiveness even to people who have not asked for it?” asks author Nina Badzin.

mind, the exact apology I’m hoping for is
probably not coming. By the time Yom
Kippur begins, I’m going to force myself
to stop obsessing about it, which is a
decent form of forgiveness, albeit the
most basic one. I hope that the people
I’ve hurt will release me on that level, too.
Maybe, in another year, I can improve my

capacity for a higher form of forgiveness,
or at the very least spend more time
worrying about who I’ve hurt rather than
the other way around.
Nina Badzin lives in Minneapolis with
her husband and four children. This piece
originally appeared on Kveller.com, a 70
Faces Media company.
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INSIGHT INTO JUDAISM
An Educational and Spiritual Journey

Come and join Rabbi Robert Morais this fall at
Temple Israel as we delve into Jewish faith, Jewish culture and Jewish life.
Together we will explore Torah and Talmud, the
history of the Jewish People, Jewish holy days,
ritual and life-cycle events. We will sing together,
celebrate “simchas” together, and explore Jewish
heritage as it is expressed in film and literature.
Insight Into Judaism includes a weekly Hebrew
language component, taught by Hillel Taub,
which will have all parƟcipants comfortable with essenƟal Hebrew prayers
and blessings.
Insight Into Judaism is ideal for anyone, Jewish or non-Jewish, who is
interested in learning more about Jewish life and Jewish heritage. It is
also for those seeking conversion under Reform auspices.

This course will run on Wednesday evenings from 7 to 9 pm.
The first class will meet on October 7, 2015
and will run until spring 2016.
If you are interested in enrolling in the course
or for any other inquires, please contact
the Temple office at 613-224-1802
or reception@templeisraelottawa.com
1301 Prince of Wales Drive, Ottawa, ON K2C 1N2
www.templeisraelottawa.ca

613-224-1802

WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Hamas reportedly claimed to have captured a dolphin equipped with Israeli spying
equipment and an arrow shooter.

Hamas says it has captured
an Israeli spy-dolphin
BY GABE FRIEDMAN

(JTA) – Forget the Iron Dome defence
system and the rest of Israel’s formidable
military – Hamas is worried about Israeli
spy-dolphins.
The Palestinian daily Al-Quds reported
last month that Hamas captured a
dolphin outﬁtted with Israeli “spying
equipment.” Hamas’ naval wing reportedly tracked down the dolphin, which
gave itself away through its “suspicious
movements,” off the Gaza coast.
Al-Quds reported that Hamas was wary

of another of the dolphin’s devices,
“capable of ﬁring arrows with the
capability of wounding or even killing a
human,” according to the Jerusalem Post.
Senior Hamas ofﬁcials did not talk to
Al-Quds for the article.
The Times of Israel pointed out that
birds and sharks have been accused of
spying for Israel in recent years. In 2010,
an Egyptian ofﬁcial claimed that Israeli
sharks attacked tourists in the Red Sea,
and two years later an eagle in Sudan was
thought to be wearing an Israeli tag.

Heinz no longer qualiﬁes
as ketchup in Israel
BY GABE FRIEDMAN

(JTA) – In Canada and the United States,
Heinz is nearly synonymous with
ketchup, but Israel has kicked the brand
out of that category of condiments.
Israel’s Health Ministry ruled recently
that the Heinz product does not contain
enough “tomato solids” to be labelled as
ketchup in Israeli stores. It will be
relegated to the title “tomato seasoning,”
Ynet reported.
The ruling followed a lobbying campaign by the Israeli food manufacturer
Osem, which produces much of the
ketchup consumed in Israel. Israelis have
long complained that local monopolies
distort the economy, especially the food
market, leading to high prices on products like cottage cheese and Milky brand
pudding.
In a letter the company sent to retailers
back in January, Osem claimed that it had
tested Heinz ketchup in a “leading
European external laboratory” and found
that it only contained 21 per cent tomato

concentrate instead of the 61 per cent it
advertised to consumers. Israeli trade
standards require ketchup to have at least
41 per cent tomato concentrate.
The letter sparked a war of words
between Osem and Diplomat, the
company that distributes Heinz ketchup
in Israel. Osem controls about two-thirds
of the market for Israeli ketchup, leaving
Heinz a distance second in terms of sales.
“Obviously, Osem, which has a monopoly, would be happy if it were only
possible to sell their product in Israel,” a
spokesman for Diplomat told Ynet. “But
Osem’s claims have no substance.”
Osem ﬁred back, claiming that no one
else had raised legitimate concerns about
the composition of Heinz’s product.
Diplomat is petitioning to change the
Health Ministry’s standards in order to
allow Heinz to qualify again as ketchup,
Haaretz reported.
In the meantime, consumers may be
left wondering about Heinz ketchup’s
actual tomato content.
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Ottawa children’s store founded in 1945 still going strong
BY HANNAH BERDOWSKI

W

hile e-commerce continues to drastically
change retail business models, that isn’t
the case at Kiddytown. Now celebrating its
70th anniversary, the Ottawa-based,
Jewish family business selling clothing and other
products for babies and young children, still relies on
the “old school” way of doing things.
Rhea Hymes-Hochstader and Barbra Levinson, the
second-generation sisters who now run Kiddytown, sat
down last month with the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin to
reminisce about the business their father and aunt
passed on to them, and about their key to survival in a
retail environment that’s very different from that of
1945.
Seventy years ago, the sisters’ aunt, Goldie Abramson
was walking on Rideau Street when she saw that Hunts
Candy Shop was closing in the wake of the Second
World War sugar shortage. “Mrs. A,” as she was known,
rented the small – 200 square feet – space and opened
Kiddytown. A few months later, fresh from his army
service, Hy Hymes joined his sister in the business.
“They came from nothing,” said Hymes-Hochstader
of her father and aunt and their early lives in Montreal.
“It’s a success story based on hard work.”
All of the surrounding businesses at the time were
Jewish-owned, she said, “on both sides of the road.”
Virtually all of them have since disappeared. “There’s
not one left.”
Levinson said personal service has been a key to
Kiddytown’s longevity, explaining that, when customers
come in and ask for something they don’t carry, they’ll
order it right on the spot for them.
Hymes-Hochstader added that Kiddytown has

HANNAH BERDOWSKI

Sisters Rhea Hymes-Hochstader (left) and Barbra Levinson are celebrating Kiddytown’s 70th anniversary as a Jewish-owned
family business.

survived for so long “because I do everything old school,
[even though] it might not be right.”
Noting that “the industry has drastically changed,”
Hymes-Hochstader said they haven’t let that impact the
way they do business. “We’re not online – I do everything the old way.”
And with new and diverse stock delivered daily,
Hymes-Hochstader said not being online gives
Kiddytown opportunities to do different things with
different items.

She also cited the generation-to-generation aspect of
Kiddytown’s clientele. They’ve often heard comments
like “Don’t you remember you used to dress me?” from
parents shopping for their children decades after their
own parents had outﬁtted them at Kiddytown.
Kiddytown outgrew the original store on Rideau
Street long ago. There are now three locations:
Kiddytown East Warehouse at 2265 Gladwin Crescent;
Kiddytown Downtown at 157 Bank Street; and
Kiddytown West at 2249 Carling Avenue.
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Promoting quality of life for persons
with developmental disabilities
in a Jewish environmnent
Tamir acknowledges with sincere thanks the following donations,
which were received as of August 11, 2015.
Mazel tov to:
Andre Ibghy on your birthday by
Eunice and Lenny Prosterman; by Barbi
and Stan Plotnick; by Mavis and Abe
Miller, by Ellen and Henry Coopersmith;
by Peter and Pam Stelcner, by Mike
Flinker and Marcia Gillman; by Sharon,
Paul, Joshua, Jordan and Davina Finn;
by Sam and Susan Firestone; by Hildy,
Steven, Maya, Dahlia Lesh; by Elyse
Rosen and George Polleck
Hartley Stern on the birth of your
Grandson Gabriel by Tamir Board of
Directors, family and staff
Carol and Evan Diamond on your
Wedding Anniversary by Gary and Diane
Arkin; by Miriam Diamond
Mark and Cindi Resnick on the
birth of your granddaughter Sloan
Hannah by Malcolm and Vera Glube
Mark and Tanya Abrams on the
birth of your granddaughter by Malcolm
and Vera Glube
Eileen Dubrovsky Happy Birthday by
Lisa, Sam, Nicholas and Justin
Ruth Frisch Happy Birthday by
Malcolm and Vera Glube
Dr. and Mrs. Ed Rose on the birth
of your granddaughter Bryne Danielle by
Malcolm and Vera Glube
Mr. and Mrs. E. Hansen on
your wedding anniversary by Barbara
Greenberg and Barry Bokhaut
Julie Mintz on your birthday by Larry
Weisz
Esther Kwavnick on your birthday by
Shirley and Issie Pascal
Jerry Nudelman on your birthday
by Thelma and Mish Granik; by Debbie, Norm and Vicky Ferkin; by Lisa,
Sam, Nicholas and Justin Nudelman ;
by Lynn, Stan and family; by Marla,
Michael, Johnathan, Benjamin ; by Mona
and Eddie; by Jack, Lynn, Gary, Sari,
Dan, Lori, Josh, Natalie, Sharon, Alex; by
Eileen Dubrovsky;
Chick Taylor on your birthday by
Jerry and Lily Penso
Mrs. J. Aranoff on your retirement by
Gary and Diane Arkin
Eleanor Mintz on your birthday by
Larry Weisz
Ed Kerzner on your birthday by
Debbie, Norm and Vicky Ferkin
Michah Vernon and Laura Shiner
on the birth of Shiloh Robin by Eric and
Laura Vernon
Dan and Marilyn Kimmel on your
50th wedding anniversary by Sharon and
Paul Finn and family
Rhoda and Jeff Miller on the upcoming weddings of your children, Sara
and Howard by Sharon and Paul Finn
Sandy Allen on your birthday by
Sharon and Paul Finn and family

Jordanna Ibghy on your graduation
from the University of Toronto by Sharon,
Paul, Joshua, Jordan, Davina Finn
Bernie and Donna Dolansky on the
birth of your new granddaughter Mischa
Nellie by Vera and Malcolm Glube
Frances Mercer on your wedding by
Joel Kanigsberg; Neil Leslie
Shelley Rothman on the birth of your
grandson Jacob by Sharon and Paul Finn
and family
Barbara and Steven Levinson on the
birth of your first grandchild by Sharon
and Paul Finn
Rabbi and Mrs. Chaim Mendelsohn
on the Bar Mitzvah of your son Mendel by
Sharon and Paul Finn
Janet Levine on your special birthday
by Malcolm and Vera Glube
Vitali Verkoviski and Brigitte Huot
on your engagement by the Finn’s from
25 Dickson
Flo Morgan on being the recipient
of the Shem Tov Community Volunteer
Award by Linda Slotin and Johnathan
Fisher
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Malcolm and
Vera Glube; by Sharon, Sol, Noah, Kayla
Reichstein; by Sharon, Paul, Joshua,
Jordan, Davina Finn; by Sidney and Barbara Cohen
Father, Father in Law, Grandfather
of Wendy and Michael Green by Deb,
Norm and Vicky Ferkin
Elliot Markus by Sandy, Gerry, Rian
and Holden Bayne, by Irene Waxman
Arthur Klein by Jerry and Lily Penso
Arnell Goldberg by Malcolm and
Vera Glube; by Jerry and Lily Penso
Minerva Cohen by Malcom and Vera
Glube; by Barbara Greenberg and Barry
Bokhaut
Norman Beck by Max and Ellie
Greenberg; by Anne Steinberg; by Deb,
Norm and Vicky Ferkin
Shy Goldenberg by Malcolm and
Vera Glube
Elaine Singer by Jerry and Lily Penso;
by Irene Waxman; by Sandy Bayne
Babe Dubinsky by Richard Addelman
and Rhona Rind
Abe Bookman by Sharon and Paul
Finn and family
Bill Silverman by Sharon and Paul
Finn
David Kaya by Liz, Sarah and Sammy
Lesh
Sam Ages by Jerry and Lily Penso
Norman Lesh Tributes:
By Fran Kesler; by Kelly and Sid
Kardash; by Margie, Aaron, Adam
and Elana Moscoe; by Barbi and Stan

Plotnick; by Tamir Board of Directors,
family and Staff; by Deb, Norm and
Vicky Ferkin; by Shelley Gordner; by
Rona Shaffran-Tannenbaum and Brian
Tannenbaum; by Michelle and Allan
Kufsky; by Carole and Norman
Zagerman; by Andrea and Laurie Arron;
by Ruth and Irving Aaron; by Howard,
Evelyn and family; by Rachel, Howard,
Davida and Josh Schachter; by Glenda
Goldmaker and David Moss; by Merle,
Ricky, Michael, Robbie and Daniel;
by Marcia and Stephen Aronson; by
Roz and Lee Raskin; by Marion, Alan,
Lawrence, Rafi and Shira; by Shelley
Rothman; by Linda and Murray Greenberg;
by Gary and Jody Roodman; by Jonathan
Fisher and Linda Slotin; by Jerry
and Lily Penso; by Max and Ellie
Greenberg; by Jay and Betty Dover;
by John and Cheryl Dover; by
Malcolm and Vera Glube; by Nathan
Abrams (Montreal); by Charlotte and
Mortimer Hendler; by Lisa, Ian and
Michelle Auerbach; by Harry and
Esther Shelson; by Elaine and Dan
Shapiro; by Jerry and Lois Nudelman; by
Sandra and Allen Quallenberg; by Sue
English; by Janice and Scott Felman;
by Sol and Estelle Gunner; by Roz
and Stan Labow; by Bob and Maggie
Lederman; by Eric, Arlene, Melissa and
Laura Weiner; by Debbie Baylin; by
Rosalie and Harold Schwartz; by David,
Ellen, Jacob, Zachary Fisher; by Rena,
Mitch, Tara, Kayla Sabloff ; by the Baum
family; by Sidney and Barbara Cohen; by
Shari, Todd, Ashley, Will and Berkley
Quallenberg
Refuah Shlemah:
Shirley Strean-Hartman by Deb and
Norm Ferkin,
Steve Ingram by Deb, Norm and
Vicky Ferkin
Irving Swedko by Malcolm and Vera
Glube
Mark Dover by Malcolm and Vera
Glube
Ian Webster by Barbara Greenberg
and Barry Bokhaut
Stephen Saslove by Barbara
Greenberg
Michael Aranoff by Barbara
Greenberg and Barry Bokhaut
General:
Bob Thompson on becoming the
President of Tamir by Sharon and Paul
Finn
Alison Caplan on achieving your goal
and the RVT by all the family
Dr. Joel Kanigsberg Thank you for
all your hard work for Tamir by Sharon,
Paul, Joshua, Jordan, Davina Finn

Donation cards can be purchased for a minimum donation of $18.00 by contacting the Tamir office at 613-725-3519,
11 Nadolny Sachs Private, Suite 218, Ottawa, Ontario, K2A 1R9, or by e-mail to francesmercer@tamir.ca

ERIN BOLLING-BLEICHMAN

KOSHER WINE REVIEW

New Ontario
kosher wine
is perfect
with spicy foods

R

eading in the
Ottawa Jewish
Bulletin about
the new
kosher wine being
produced in Ontario by
the Huff Estates Winery
in Prince Edward
County under the
supervision of Rabbi
Levy Teitlebaum of the
Ottawa Vaad
HaKashrut (“Rabbi
Teitlebaum teams with
winery to produce
kosher Riesling,” July
27), I was thrilled to try
a kosher wine we can
call our own.
Here is my review of
this delicious new
Off-Dry Riesling from
Huff Estates.
Alcohol: 12.5 per
cent. Sweetness:
Off-Dry. Drink: now.
This wine is a clear,
golden straw colour
with a full-mouth feel.
On the nose you can
enjoy the notes of white
ﬂowers, apricots, honey
and a hint of wet stone.
The ﬂavours follow the
nose with additions of
citrus such as Meyer
lemon and a bit of lime
zest, peach and melon.
A colleague described it
as reminding her of
lemon meringue pie. Its
acidity is pronounced
– as is typical for a
Riesling – but balanced.
It has a long, crisp juicy
ﬁnish.
Riesling’s acidity and sweetness make it a perfect
foil for spicy foods like Indian dishes. This wine’s full
nature will stand up to hearty, yet ﬂavour-packed dishes
such as the Curried Lamb with Apricots or Moroccan
Tangine with Chickpeas from the Panache Cookbook
(www.panachecookbook.com).
The Huff Estates kosher Off-Dry Riesling is $25 per
bottle and may be ordered at www.huffestates.com.
Erin Bolling-Bleichman is a certiﬁed sommelier trained at
Algonquin College.
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DID YOU KNOW?

looking back at 5775

For Hillel Lodge, it became very apparent
expansion was needed. Keenly aware of
advances in science and technology and
limited by an aging facility, the Lodge
set its sights on modernizing to enhance
its operation and expand its services
to the community.
In 2000, the Lodge relocated
to its current location, a much
larger and more modern facility.
Drawing on lessons from the past,
close to 11,000 square feet of
unfinished space was built at the time in anticipation of future expansion.

OTTAWA HEBREW
FREE LOAN ASSOCIATION
If you need a loan for a worthwhile cause, such as:
•
•
MICHAEL REGENSTREIF

Members of Congregation Beth Shalom are joined by Federation President
and CEO Andrea Freedman as they arrive at the congregation’s temporary home
on the Jewish Community Campus, March 29, after a three-hour walk from their former
synagogue building on Chapel Street. Beth Shalom and Agudath Israel Congregation
have since concluded an amalgamation agreement that will see the two Conservative
congregations unite next summer.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical and dental expenses
Bar/Bat Mitzvahs
Weddings
Other Life Cycle Events
Tools of the trade
Home repairs
Purchase of furniture and appliances
Automobile repairs or purchase
Tuition
Debt consolidation
Travel to visit a sick relative

le
Flexib
ment
y
a
p
e
R
s
Option

... please come to our office at Suite 301, 2255 Carling Avenue
any Wednesday evening between 6:30 and 8:00, call us at 613-722-2225, ext. 319
or send an email to hebrewfreeloanottawa@gmail.com
For over 80 years the Ottawa Hebrew Free Loan Association has made
interest free loans to members of the Ottawa Jewish community.

To advertise in the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin, contact:
BARRY SILVERMAN 613-798-4696, ext. 256 |
bsilverman@ottawajewishbulletin.com
HOWARD SANDLER

(From left) Holocaust survivors Elly Bollegraaf, Gustav Hecht, Judith Kune, Vera Gara,
Eva Gelbman and Vera Kovesi gather beside the Art Glass Memorial Light during the Yom
HaShoah ceremony, April 15, after lighting candles in memory of the six million Jews murdered
in the Holocaust.

Shana Tova
to the
Ottawa Jewish
community

HOWARD SANDLER

Tamir: Cantor Daniel Benlolo assists participants in lighting the Chanukah candles
at the Tamir Chanukah Party, December 17, at Beth Shalom.

ward9@ottawa.ca
Tel: 613.580.2479
Fax: 613.580.2519
@keithegli
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High Holiday Feature

Eight stories to watch in Israel next year
BY BEN SALES

(JTA) – Tired of hearing about Israel’s
conﬂict with the Palestinians or the
machinations of a certain Islamic
Republic? There’s plenty of other news
happening in Israel, from uproars over the
country’s enormous natural gas reserves
to a growing push to legalize marijuana.
Here are eight newsy items you may
have missed in 5775 – and stories you
should watch out for as the new year
begins.

1. ISRAEL’S CONTROVERSIAL GAS
DRILLING INCREASES
Since the discovery of two huge
offshore ﬁelds of natural gas in the
Mediterranean Sea, Israel has turned from
an energy importer to an exporter. Israel
has signed agreements worth tens of
billions of dollars to export gas to Egypt
and Jordan, and in 2013, a conglomerate
of two energy companies – Noble Energy
and the Delek Group – began exporting
gas from the Tamar natural gas ﬁeld.
In June, however, an agreement to let
Delek and Noble also develop the much

larger Leviathan ﬁeld set off protests in
Israel. Critics, including the head of
Israel’s antitrust authority, called the deal
a monopoly. But Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu has vowed to move
ahead with the agreement, telling the
Knesset in July that “we will not allow
populism to bury the gas in the ground.”

2. WILL NEW REFORMS SOLVE
ISRAEL’S HOUSING CRISIS?
Sure, Israelis are concerned about
bombs and tunnels, but they’re also
worried about another threat to their
ability to live in Israel: skyrocketing
housing prices. Since 2008, prices have
risen nearly 60 per cent. The prohibitive
costs of housing were what led half a
million Israelis to take to the streets in
protest in 2011.
Running on a promise to address the
housing crisis, the upstart centrist party
Kulanu won 10 seats in the March Knesset
elections. Now Kulanu’s chair, Finance
Minister Moshe Kahlon, has advanced a
series of reforms designed to curb prices,
including raising taxes on the purchase of

HERITAGE IS HIRING!
Heritage Education Funds Inc. is looking
for professional sales experts, with a
high degree of initiative, the ability to
communicate our value proposition and
make a difference in the lives of Jewish
families in the Ottawa area.

We’re looking to hire highly
motivated Dealing Representatives
who are passionate about EDUCATION,
service and are results oriented.

Headquartered in Toronto, Heritage Education Funds Inc. is one of Canada’s
leading providers of fixed-income Registered Education Savings Plans (RESPs).
Heritage has assets of over $2.55 billion and a track record of helping more than
447,000 Canadians save for the post-secondary education of their children
and grandchildren.
Send your resume to Jacques_Waisvisz@heritageresp.com
or 613-829-5980

ARIEL HERMONI-LEVINE/ISRAELI MINISTRY OF DEFENSE VIA GETTY IMAGES

Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Ya’alon (second from left) speaks with Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on a visit to India, Feb. 15, 2015.

second homes and streamlining Israel’s
housing bureaucracy, making construction and contracting more efﬁcient. Time
will tell if his efforts make it easier for
young Israelis to buy a home.

3. ISRAEL BECOMES MORE FRENCH
As anti-Semitism rises in France,
Israelis have been hearing more and more
French on the street over the past few
years. Since 2010, some 20,000 French
Jews have moved to Israel – and ofﬁcials
predict that 2015 will end up being a
second straight record year for French
aliyah.
Parisians have ﬁlled the streets of Tel
Aviv, Jerusalem and coastal cities like
Netanya and Ashdod. Israelis already are
feeling their effect as shawarma stands, for
example, now offer the signature Israeli
lamb dish in a baguette as well as a pita. As
Israel’s French community continues to
grow, we’ll see how else the French arrivals
may shape their new home.
4. ISRAEL GROWS CLOSER
TO INDIA AND CHINA
The European Union has long been
Israel’s top trading partner and the United
States its strongest ally. Those things are

unlikely to change anytime soon, but the
past year has seen Israel look to the East
as well as the West. India’s new prime
minister, Narendra Modi, wants to
strengthen ties with Israel – he intends to
visit the country, and will be the ﬁrst
Indian head of state to do so – and has
had friendly words for Netanyahu.
Israel, meanwhile, is looking to increase
its trade with China. In 2015, Chinese
investments in Israel reached $6 billion,
and Israel and China are looking to
establish a free-trade zone between them.

5. THE RISE OF THE 5-SHEKEL CAFÉ
Israelis are fond of complaining about
high prices, but one cost you won’t hear
them gripe about is coffee. That’s because
Coﬁx, a rapidly expanding café chain,
sells everything on its menu – from
espresso to sandwiches – for 5 shekels
(about $1.69 Can.). Since it launched in
2013, Coﬁx has opened nearly 100
branches across Israel, and has plans to
open a total of 300 stores. A knockoff
competitor, Coﬁzz, has a couple dozen
branches of its own with the same
5-shekel concept.
Coﬁx has forced older chains to lower
See Stories on page 59

Scott Miller and MBM Intellectual Property Law would like
to wish the Ottawa Jewish Community a very happy,
healthy New Year.
Get in touch with Scott:
E: smiller@mbm.com
T: 613.801.1099
Ottawa · Vancouver · Montreal · Calgary

www.mbm.com

Scott Miller
Managing Partner
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Stories: Haredi workers, marijuana and a teenage model
Continued from page 58

their prices, and it’s not stopping there.
It’s opened a handful of bars where
everything goes for 5 shekels, and just
opened a couple branches of Super Coﬁx,
a dollar store-style supermarket with the
same prices.

6. HAREDIM JOIN THE WORKFORCE
With haredi Orthodox political parties
back in the governing coalition, haredi
men are unlikely to be included in Israel’s
draft. But haredim have been integrating
into mainstream Israeli society another
way: through the workforce.
According to recent data from Israel’s
Economy Ministry, 16 per cent of Israeli
businesses now employ haredim, up from
eight per cent in 2008. The number of
haredi employees in the business sector
also doubled, from 48,000 in 2008 to
more than 100,000 now.
But haredi-secular relations still have a
long way to go. A recent survey found that
45 per cent of haredim had no interaction
at all with secular Jews.
7. MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION
GETS CLOSER
Israeli cannabis growers are hoping to
make the desert bloom. Medical marijuana is already legal in Israel, and Israel’s
deputy health minister announced new
regulations in July that will allow cannabis to be sold in pharmacies and pre-

scribed by a wider range of doctors.
In the past few years, leaders of Israeli
political parties have admitted to having a
toke, and lawmakers from both right wing
and left wing parties support marijuana
legalization. Until 2015, the most outspoken advocate for legalization was the
far-right Knesset member Moshe Feiglin,
and while Feiglin didn’t make it into
Knesset in the March election, his cause
goes on.

8. A 14-YEAR-OLD ISRAELI
IS THE FACE OF DIOR
Move over, Bar Refaeli. Soﬁa
Mechetner, a 14-year-old Israeli from the
Tel Aviv suburb of Holon, was recently
named “the face” of the French fashion
label Dior.
Mechetner, who had no prior modelling experience, is the daughter of Soviet
immigrants and reportedly shared a
bedroom with her two siblings – whom
she often cared for, as her parents were
busy working to make ends meet. She
landed the Dior job, in part, by running
into the brand’s creative director at a Dior
store in Paris.
Her recent scantily clad walk down a
Paris runway reignited controversy about
youth and high fashion, and fashion
insiders have cautioned that modelling
young comes with dangers and pressures.
But at least for now, says her manager, her
family’s ﬁnancial troubles are over.

NATI SHOHAT/FLASH90

Young haredi Orthodox Jewish men during a break from studying at the
Yeshiva Ateret Israel in Jerusalem.

High Holidays Schedule
You are invited to the only authentic
Sephardi High Holiday experience in Ottawa!
High Holiday services will be held at Shikun Oz, 57 Bateman,
led by our guest Hazan, Elior Gozlan from Montreal.
Elior comes from a family of Cantors,
and we are pleased to welcome him to lead services.

Rosh Hashanah
Sunday, September 13
Monday, September 14
Tuesday, September 15

6:30 pm
9:00 am
9:00 am

Yom Kippur
Tuesday, September 22 (Kol Nidrei)
Wednesday September 23
Ne’ila

6:30 pm
9:00 am
6:00 pm

Please RSVP by emailing ottawasephardiassociation@yahoo.com
ABIR SULTAN/FLASH90

A worker tending to cannabis plants at a growing facility for the Tikun Olam company
near the northern Israeli city of Safed.

Follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Sephardiottawa

TIZKU LESHANIM RABOT, NEIMOT, V’TOVOT

A home is about how you feel when you walk through the front door.
May your home light up with joy.

Happy Rosh Hashanah.
DIRECT.613.882.7180
EMAIL. JENNIFER@JENNIFERHARTMAN.CA
FAX.613.788.7421
OFFICE.613.236.5959
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High Holiday Kid Lit

Read all about it: The ﬁve best new
kids’ books for the High Holidays
BY PENNY SCHWARTZ
JTA

F

rom Antarctica to Shanghai and
farms to cities, this year’s crop of
High Holidays books for children
offers a globe-trotting exploration.
Friendship and family are the themes that
run through ﬁve new titles that entertain
and inform young ones and older readers.
Turning the pages of a new book is the
perfect way to usher in the holidays.

adds to its collection of rhyming, colourful stories for young kids. This High
Holidays story by Rochel Groner Vorst
features a contemporary haredi Orthodox
family getting ready to celebrate Rosh
Hashanah, from apple picking to harvesting honey to hearing the shofar. The
author, who as a teen won Pittsburgh’s
Holocaust poetry contest, is a kindergarten teacher at a Jewish day school in
Charlotte, North Carolina, where she grew
up.

young girl who sometimes confuses
grown-up words that sound like others.
It’s Yom Kippur and Talia is visiting her
grandparents, who live on a farm. She
helps her grandmother prepare a noodle
kugel for the family’s break-fast, gathering eggs from the hen house and milking
the cow with her grandfather. Kids will be
tickled by the bit of merry mayhem that
follows when Talia mistakes the Hebrew
word yom (day) for “yum” – and she
begins to grow impatient for her family’s
“breakfast” as she wonders why a “fast
day” is moving so slowly.
Grandma comes to the rescue by
explaining that on Yom Kippur, people
pray, fast and ask for forgiveness for any
wrongdoings, leading to a heartfelt set of
apologies between Talia and Grandma. A
truly yummy break-fast with her family
ends the tale – and there’s a kugel recipe
at the back of the book.

Penguin Rosh Hashanah
By Jennifer Tzivia MacLeod
CreateSpace Independent Publishing, 28
pages
Ages 3-6
Celebrating Rosh Hashanah can be
tough for a young penguin in Antarctica.
There are no bees to make honey and no
apple trees – just a lot of snow. In this
warmhearted, offbeat introduction to the
Jewish New Year, illustrated with photographs of penguins and their natural
habitat, the little penguin sometimes
ﬁnds it hard to do the right thing. In
simple rhythmic verse, part of an animal-themed series on Jewish holidays
(Otter Passover and Panda Purim), the
Israeli-based writer Jennifer Tzivia
MacLeod conveys the themes of Rosh
Hashanah – reﬂection, forgiveness, faith
and family. Bonus: There’s a penguin
origami craft project at the end.
Time to Start a Brand New Year
By Rochel Groner Vorst
Illustrated by Shepsil Scheinberg
Hachai Publishing, 30 pages
Ages 2-5
With this new title, Hachai publishing

Tamar’s Sukkah
By Ellie B. Gellman
Illustrated by Katherine Janus Kahn
Kar-Ben, 32 pages
Ages 3-8

Talia and the Very Yum Kippur
By Linda Elovitz Marshall
Illustrated by Francesca Assirelli
Kar-Ben, 32 pages
Ages 4 to 8
The endearing Talia makes a return in
Talia and the Very Yum Kippur, Linda
Elovitz’s funny and charming encore to
Talia and the Rude Vegetables, featuring a

Bursting with the colours of fall,
Tamar’s Sukkah is an upbeat story that
emphasizes simple living, gratitude, and
welcoming friends and strangers. Tamar,
the spunky heroine of the tale, is on a
mission to make her plain family sukkah
just right – older kids in the neighbourhood are invited, one by one, to lend a
hand.
The award-winning artist Katherine
Janus Kahn, whose books include the
hugely popular Sammy Spider series,
brings the action to life with bright
illustrations that depict a pleasant,
suburban multiracial neighbourhood

Would you like to advertise in the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin?
Contact Barry Silverman | 613 798-4696, ext. 256 |
bsilverman@ottawajewishbulletin.com

ﬁlled with squirrels, puppies and bunnies. In the ﬁnal double-page spread, the
kids gather to admire their handiwork
and share a simple snack.
“A sukkah full of friends is just right,”
Tamar exclaims.

Shanghai Sukkah
By Heidi Smith Hyde
Illustrations by Jing Jing Tsong
Kar-Ben, 32 pages
Ages 5-9
Heidi Smith Hyde, an award-winning
author (Feivel’s Flying Horses, Emanuel
and the Hanukkah Rescue) and Jewish
educator, delivers another intriguing tale
of historical ﬁction that introduces older
kids to Jewish life in less familiar settings
and cultures.
This Sukkot story imagines the
experiences of a family that ﬂed Nazi
Germany to Shanghai in the early 1930s.
Despite their overcrowded neighbourhood, young Marcus is eager to build a
sukkah in his new country. Marcus and
his Jewish pals, helped by their new
friend Liang, build a simple rooftop
sukkah using ingenuity and bamboo.
But, without fresh fruit available to
decorate the sukkah, Marcus is
disappointed that it is too plain. To cheer
him up, Liang invites Marcus to the
Chinese Moon Festival, China’s traditional autumn harvest festival. A
puzzling riddle that Marcus ﬁnds inside a
glowing paper lantern leads to an
unexpected act of kindness by his new
friend. Even better than adding beauty to
the sparely decorated sukkah, Marcus
discovers a deeper meaning to the
holiday.
Illustrations by the noted Hawaiian
artist Jing Jing Tsong vividly portray daily
Jewish life in Shanghai in shades of
browns and grays – in contrast to the
reds, gold and orange that pop on two
double-page spreads depicting the
holidays, both Jewish and Chinese. An
author’s note explains the heroism of
Japanese diplomat Chiune Sugihara, who
helped thousands of Jews escape Nazi
Germany by obtaining visas to travel
through Japan and eventually settle in
Shanghai.
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DAMIAN

KONSTANTINAKOS
“Tax Free Savings Accounts grow your savings
tax free. The Harper government raised the
limit to $10,000. Others will do away with
them.”
Do you want them to stay?
YES

NO
HOWARD SANDLER

Have your say! Vote at www.ottawacentreconservative.ca
Check for upcoming events and volunteer opportunities.

Keynote speaker Lynda Fishman (centre) at Agudath Israel with committee members and
Federation officials at the Choices event, October 28. (From left) Committee members Susan
Finkelman, Debbie Silverman, Sandra Zagon and Erin Bolling-Bleichman; Federation President
and CEO Andrea Freedman; Women’s Campaign Chair Leiba Krantzberg; Fishman; Choices
Chair Shari Silber; committee members Lori Rosove and Anna-Lee Chiprout; Federation
Director of Development Arieh Rosenblum; and committee member Gina Camel-Toueg.

Tel.: (613)
(
237-0020 | E-mail: oc.conservatives@gmail.com
Damian Konstantinakos
@votedamiancpc

We wish all of our friends in the Jewish
community a Happy New Year.
Authorized by the Official Agent for Damian Konstantinakos

Residential & Commercial
OUR SERVICES:
Bath, Basement, Kitchen Remodelling
Attic & Garage Finishing
Carpentry
Furniture Assembly
Painting
Cubicle Assembly
Ceramic Tiling
Hardwood & Laminate Flooring
Stone Flooring
Decks, Deck Staining & Washing
Drywall Installation & Insulation
Path Replacement
All Concrete Jobs
Building Fences
Molding
General Home Maintenance
Painting & Wall Treatments

Asaf Raz

Save,
and Simplify
Your Life
with Our
One Stop
Whole Home
Solutions …

Shelving & Storage
Pressure Washing
Boarding Windows & Cleaning
Blinds & Winterization
Parging
Demolition
Gutter Cleaning
Roof Cleaning
Property Preservation
Lock Change
Posting Signs
Flat Roof Repair
Railing
Plumbing
Garden Maintenance
Interlock, Paving & Driveways
Excavation
All electrical Jobs

Call Today: 613.700.3315
FREE ESTIMATES
www.moas.ca
Email: info@moas.ca

MARILYN MIKKELSEN

Dorothy Nadolny (second from left) receives her certificate of honour at the Negev Dinner,
October 21. With her (from left) are Negev Dinner Chair Stephen Victor, JNF National President
Jerry Werger, JNF Ottawa President Alan Blostein, JNF Ottawa Executive Director Lynda TallerWakter and Rabbi Reuven P. Bulka, the Negev Dinner MC.

ELLEN O’CONNOR

Ottawa Jewish Community School: (From left) Students Paige Kaufman, Sadie
Sider-Echenberg, Lauren Shaffer and Gabi Geist collectively spell the word ‘Purim’
on their shirts at the Ottawa Jewish Community School Purim Carnival, March 5, organized
by Grade 7 and 8 students.
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TREES HAVE BEEN PLANTED
All Occasions • Holiday Wishes • Year Round
613-798-2411 • ottawa@jnf.ca • www.JNFOttawa.ca
From March 1 through July 31, 2015
CONDOLENCES TO THE FAMILIES OF:
Shlomo Adler by Raina & Chaim Feig
Sarah Akman by Margo & Alan Blostein, Carol &
Laurie Pascoe, Rosalie & Harold Schwartz
Sydney Barwin by Burke & Kathron families, Rena
& Max Cohen, Art & Ellen Leader
Anna Bauer by Margo & Alan Blostein
Michael Baylin by Marla & David Baker, Marjorie &
Michael Feldman, Carol & Mark Froimovitch,
Maureen Katz, Barbara & Alec Okun
Norman Beck by Alyce & Allan Baker, Lily Feig,
Maureen Katz, Debbie & Lloyd Rossman, Rhoda &
Marvin Shabinsky
David Ben Reuven by Annette Albert & Lew
Perelmutter, Norm & Myrna Barwin, Magda & Peter
Benedek, Marcia & Barry Cantor, Anna-Lee Chiprout,
Murray & Bryna Cohen, Carol & Mark Froimovitch,
Dale & Ruth Fyman, Ian & Estelle Melzer, Felice &
Jeffrey Pleet, Jack & Regina Schipper, Marion Silver &
Alan Brass, Lily Tobin
Elsie Bernstein by Fern Goldman & Family
Bernard Blumenthal by Felice & Jeffrey Pleet
Abe Bookman by Alyce & Allan Baker
Marilyn Brickle by Peggy Kleinplatz
Sylvia Bronsther by Raina & Chaim Feig, Donna
Karlin & Family
Marcus Saul Brooke by Jackie & Lucian Sitwell
Herbert Brown by Norm & Myrna Barwin, Mera &
Bill Goldstein
Betty Carr by Monique & Neil Stewart
Hickey Cheifetz by Jacob & Deana Schildkraut
Minerva Cohen by Magda & Peter Benedek, Rhoda
& Marvin Shabinsky
Sheldon Cook by Marcia & Barry Cantor
Soledad Corea Demonte by Judy & Michael Aranoff
Istvan Eckstein by Ilene & Bill Strong
Fania Ehrlich by Ilene & Bill Strong
Chana Engel by Marla & David Baker, Harold &
Rosalie Schwartz,
Alec Englander by Merle & Guy Matte
Francis (Fay) English by Barbara & Len Farber,
Libby Katz, Linda Rossman, Penny Torontow & Glenn
Wolff, Felice & Jeffrey Pleet
Ron Fainstein by Raina & Chaim Feig, Janice & Ed
Fine, Joel & Toby Yan
Ray Fathi by Anna-Lee Chiprout
Jackie Fisher by Matthew Jacobson
Ruta Frajtag by Norman & Myrna Barwin, Dale &
Ruth Fyman, Helen & Sol Rauch
Susan Francis by Rick & Sylvia Kleiman
Anna Froimovitch by David & Marla Baker, Bryna
& Murray Cohen
Arnell Goldberg by Annette Albert, Cynthia &
David Blumenthal, Maureen Katz
Sarah Goldman by Toby & Joel Yan
William Hampton by Floralove Katz
Lore Hillebrand by Carol & Bernie Benovitch
Harriette Holbrook by Anna-Lee Chiprout
Barbara W.C. Hooft by Rick & Sylvia Kleiman
Natalya Ioffe by Simone & Jonah Ioffe
Bernard K Jendrosz by Rick & Sylvia Kleiman
Barrett Jones by Rena & Max Cohen
Francine Bogorosh Katari by Marilyn Goodman-Galbraith
Layne Katzman by Joy & David Moskovic/Judy &
Jerry Eskin
Susan Kelly by Rivqa & Lazer Resnick
Arthur Klein by Annette Albert & Lew Perelmutter,
Norm & Myrna Barwin, Murray & Bryna Cohen, Carol
& Mark Froimovitch, Jeffrey & Felice Pleet, Judith
Weinman
Evgeniy Klimenko by Majed El Shafie

Trees $18 each.
Tree Bank $150 for 10 trees –
and no expiry. 100% Tax Receiptable.
Thank you for your generosity.
JNF apologizes for errors and omissions.

Nicole LaViolette by Joseph Magnet
Norman Lesh by David & Marla Baker, Margo &
Alan Blostein, Marcia & Barry Cantor
Julius Letovsky by Joel & Toby Yan
Eleanor Leventhal by Dale & Ruth Fyman
Mrs. Lightman by Rhoda & Marvin Shabinsky
Sydney Lipsey by Rochel-Leah, Esti & Shimon
Fogel, Sophia & Michael Gertsman, Jean Rivier
John Lubelski by Louis & Deborah Davis
Pat MacAdam by Raymond Goldman
Jack Malek by Ryan Goldberg, Renee, Brian &
Mitchell Greenberg
Bernie Marcovitch by Annette Albert & Lew
Perelmutter, Grace & Jim Hilel
Percy Marcus by Louis & Deborah Davis, Reisa
& Alan Glenns, Ian & Estelle Marcus, Minda & Peter
Wershof
Don McKillican by Sheila Klein
Robin Laing McLean-Foreman by Rick & Sylvia
Kleiman
Paul Mendelson by Reisa & Allan Glenns
Leonna Merson by Steve & Janet Mendelsohn,
Margo & Frank Rosen
Edna Minkin by Morton & Sheila Baslaw
Jessie Murray by Esti & Shimon Fogel, Barry
Silverman
Jan Oorschot by Raya Moffatt
Max Palayew by Marla & David Baker, Liz & Jeff
Kofsky, Karen & Ian Zunder
Solly Patrontasch by Marcia & Barry Cantor, Felice
& Jeffrey Pleet
Lionel Portigal by Alan & Margo Blostein, Liz & Jeff
Kofsky, Alex & Lynda Wakter
Gerald (Jerry) Posen by Norman & Myrna Barwin,
Margo & Alan Blostein, Janice & Ed Fine
Jack Prehogan by Marcia & Barry Cantor, Louis &
Deborah Davis, Felice & Jeffrey Pleet
Conrad Prevost by Nickie Ages
Abram Pukier by Bryna & Ilan Rumstein
Sarah Riff by Murray & Bryna Cohen
Steven Rivers by Felice & Jeffrey Pleet
Jean Robbins by Bryna & Murray Cohen
Patricia Rogers by Merle Hagerman & Shelley
Schachnow
Marilyn Rosentzveig by Marten & Elaine Brodsky,
Merle & Rickey Moses
Helen Sadovnick by Felice & Jeffrey Pleet
Ahillya Sankar by Majed El Shafie
Thelma Sarnow by Emil & Nedra Lander
Joyce Scher by David & Marla Baker, Alan & Margo
Blostein
Ruth Schlossberg by Aaron Sarna
Libby Schwartz by Annette Albert & Lew
Perelmutter
Lillian Schwartz by Estelle & Ian Melzer, Harold &
Rosalie Schwartz
Milton Shaffer by David & Marla Baker, Liz & Jeff
Kofsky, Rhonda & Danny Levine
Rosalind (Ricky) Shaffer by Sonia & Sheldon Shaffer
Renee Sheeri by Grace & Jim Hillel
Edna Shepard by Jody & Dianne Shore
William Shields by Rick & Sylvia Kleiman
Bill Silverman by Norman & Myrna Barwin, Lisa
& Sam Feldberg, Liz & Jeff Kofsky, Michael & Nikki
Shapiro
Elaine Singer by Bryna & Murray Cohen, Sophia &
Michael Gertsman, Barbara & Alec Okun
Barbara Sloban by Robert & Carrie Glenns, Blanche
& Joe Osterer
Pauline Spitzberg by Louis & Deborah Davis
Evelyn Stanilawski by Marion Silver & Alan Brass,
Liz & Jeff Kofsky, Felice & Jeffrey Pleet
Yaakov (Jacob) ben Avraham Sultan by Al & Elly
Bruner, the Ottawa Sephardic Association
John Aaron Sussman by Liz & Jeff Kofsky
Dana Stemp by Barbara Sugarman & Sydney
Kronick
Polly Tennenhouse by Selma Tennenhouse & Les
Perley
Mary Ann Trabuco by Joseph Magnet
Philip Wexberg by Emil & Nedra Lander

David Windsor by Barbara & Pinchas Pleet
Joel Wolinsky by Ingrid Levitz
Jack Zeligman by Peter & Janet Darwish, Esther &
Ron Paritzky
Mark Zunder by Norm & Myrna Barwin, Alan &
Margo Blostein, Janice & Marty Friedlich, Rochelle &
David Greenberg, Liz & Jeff Kofsky, Ellen & Art Leader,
Felice & Jeffrey Pleet
CONDOLENCES TO:
Elayne Adler in memory of your mother by Esti &
Shimon Fogel
Hannah & Gerald Halpern in memory of your
brother by Barbara & Alec Okun
Susan Landau-Chark in memory of your mother by
Nickie Oko-Ages
Morrie Lightman in memory of your mother by
Marvin & Rhoda Shabinsky
Ketty Samel in memory of your mother by Valerie
& Gaby Terkel
Robert Stolorow in memory of your daughter by
Peggy Kleinplatz
Fira Teitelbaum in memory of your sister by Frieda
& Phil Chodos
Sandra Wapniarski in memory of your son by
Merle & Ricky Moses
IN MEMORY OF FALLEN SOLDIERS:
Major Yochai Kalangel by Yonatan Curry
Stf Sgt Dor Chaim Nini by Yonatan Curry
Malachai Rosenfeld by Yonatan Curry
Shalom Yochai Sharki by Yonatan Curry
WISHING REFUAH SHLEIMAH/
GOOD HEALTH TO:
Juliana Berryman by Joel & Toby Yan
Gary Cohen by Grace & Jim Hillel
Helen Eisen by Liz & Jeff Kofsky
Larry Fox by Marcia & Barry Cantor
Beverly Gluzman by Alyce & Allan Baker
Larry Hartman by Shneur & Tracy Bielak, Maureen
Katz
Sheila & Larry Hartman by Si & Sheela Morin
Roni Kaplan by Jackie & Lucian Sitwell
Muriel Kardish by Liz & Jeff Kofsky
Tracey Kronick by Liz & Jeff Kofsky, Blanche &
Joe Osterer
Eleanor Lawrence by Liz & Jeff Kofsky
Norma Lazear by Rochelle & Brian Pearl
Lauren Mindel by Margo & Judah Silverman
John Molot by Rhoda & Marvin Shabinsky
Stephen Saslove by Bev & Bernie Zaifman, Alex &
Lynda Wakter, Aunt Sally, Minda & Peter Wershof
Paula Silver by Reisa & Allan Glenns, Esther &
Irving Kulik
Saul Silverstein by Liz & Jeff Kofsky
Robert Stolorow by Peggy Kleinplatz
Phil Stubina by Liz & Jeff Kofsky
Norm Swedko by Grace & Jim Hillel
John Tavel by Margo & Alan Blostein
Glenn Wolff by Michael & Nikki Shapiro
Mark Zunder z”l by Liz & Jeff Kofsky
IN HONOUR OF BIRTHS:
Elana & Adam Aptowitzer (son) by Diane Koven
Ambassador & Mrs. Barak (grandson) by Esther
& Irving Kulik
Chaim & Yocheved Boyarsky (son) by Alex &
Lynda Wakter
Marcia & Barry Cantor (grandson) by Andrea
Shabinsky-Borer
Danny & Nikki Chodos (son) by Louis & Deborah
Davis
Janet & Eric Cohen (grandson) by Linda Rossman
Mark & Susan Conrad (grandson) by Andrea
Shabinsky-Borer
Elisabeth Freedman & Marc Demone (sons/twins)
by Diane Koven
Jane & Martin Gordon Oliver (granddaughter) by
Javanpour & Diane Crouse, Penny Torontow & Glenn
Wolff

Rabbi Shaya & Chavi Greiniman (daughter) by
Dale & Ruth Fyman
Marsha & Murray Kaiserman (granddaughter) by
Dale & Ruth Fyman
Roger & Elena Keen (grandson) by Manny &
Natalie Singer
Marilyn & Morel Ospiran (grandchild) by Sylvia
Greenspoon & Rick Levine
Byron & Elissa Pascoe (daughter) by Maureen Katz
Carol & Laurie Pascoe (granddaughter) by
Maureen Katz, Maureen & Clary Ottman
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Peters (granddaughter) by
Marten & Elaine Brodsky
Ed & Betty Rose (granddaughter) by Maureen &
Clary Ottman, Michael & Nikki Shapiro
Sara Shapsov (great grandchild) by Shirley
Teitelbaum
Yaffa Greenbaum & Jack Shinder (grandchild) by
Sylvia Greenspoon & Rick Levine
Linda Slotin (granddaughter) by Linda Rossman
Donna & Howard Strauss (grandchild) by Toby
& Joel Yan
HAPPY BIRTHDAY WISHES TO:
Irving Aaron (90) by Stan & Orly Aaron, Reisa &
Allan Glenns
Jeffrey Aaron by Stan & Orly Aaron
Barry Appel (70) by Felice & Jeffrey Pleet
Yvonne Azuelos (70) by Lily Feig
Marilyn & Howard Borts (70) by Marion Silver &
Alan Brass
Helene Braunstein (60) by Eric & Sherri Peters
Dorothy Brown (90) by Adrian Paknadel-Powell &
Max Sternthal,
Gerald Cammy (70) by Alyce & Allan Baker
Phil Cheifetz (special) by Jacob & Deana
Schildkraut
Arthur (Archie) Cogan (75) by Barbara & Len
Farber, Beverly & David Gluzman
Lisa Cogan by Alyce Baker, Beverly & David
Gluzman
Heather Cohen (special) by Barbara & Alec Okun
Ruth Cutler by Judith Shane & Lorne Cutler
Bernard Dolansky (70) by Alyce & Allan Baker
Eric Elkin (special) by Sara & Les Melamed
Barry Farber by Stan & Orly Aaron
Michael Feldman by Barry & Ricki Baker
George & Vera Gara by Ruth Mark
Marsha Garfinkel (special) by Faye & Arnold
Tennenhouse, Selma Tennenhouse & Les Perley
Fern Goldman (65) by Toby & Joel Yan
David & Naomi Goltzman (70) by Rhoda Zaitlin &
Arnie Swedler
Burt Gorenstein (80) by Bonnie & Sherwin Lyman,
Helen & Sol Rauch
Jackie Gorenstein (75) by Grace Hillel, Bryna &
Ilan Rumstein
Naomi Kassie by Minda & Peter Wershof
Geoffrey Eli Katz (60) by Ruth & Floralove Katz
Cookie Krantzberg (85) by Myra & Sam Krane
Violet Lawee (90) by Saide, Abe, Grace & Jim Hillel
Danny Levine by Michael & Nikki Shapiro
Rosalind Lewin by Rhoda & Marvin Shabinsky
Bonnie Lyman by Ian & Estelle Melzer
Les Melamed (special) by Ed & Janice Fine, Dale &
Ruth Fyman, Ian & Estelle Melzer
Sylvia Monson by Maureen Katz
Jennie Morin (special) by Sheela & Si Morin
Joy Moskovic (special) by Beverly & Abe Feinstein
Dylan Nathanson (10) by Debbie & Lloyd Rossman
David Nitkin (special) by Toby & Joel Yan
Jerry & Lily Penso by Ruth Mark
Lew Perelmutter (80) by Grace & Jim Hillel, Bryna
& Ilan Rumstein
Jonathan Pivnick (60) by Margo & Alan Blostein
Earl Pomer (40) by Mrya & Sam Krane
Andrea Rosenberg by Harold & Rosalie Schwartz
Marsha Saper by Susan & Sye Heisel, Margo &
David Kardish

Continued on page 64
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One Heart to Another

Raising money for autism researchhelping kids and their families.
- John and Sunny Tavel
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All Occasions • Holiday Wishes • Year Round
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Continued from page 63
Hymie Schildkraut (65) by Jacob & Deana
Schildkraut
Barry Schwartz by Harold & Rosalie Schwartz
Michael Schwartz by Harold & Rosalie Schwartz
Ricarda Smith (70) by Ruth Mendell
Ruth Soloway by Beverly & Abe Feinstein
David Spring (special) by Lynda & Alex Wakter
Rose Stein (100) by Liz & Jeff Kofsky, Ed & Betty
Rose
Carol Sussman by Stan & Orly Aaron
Sally Taller by Lynda & Alex Wakter
John Tavel (75) by Alyce & Allan Baker, Margo &
Alan Blostein, Sid & Barbara Cohen, Barbara & Len
Farber, Carol & Mark Froimovitch, Felice & Jeffrey
Pleet
Sunny Tavel (special) by Alyce & Allan Baker, Sid
& Barbara Cohen
Minda Wershof by Maureen Katz, Carol & Laurie
Pascoe
Neil Zaret (60) by Eric & Joy Weisbloom
MAZEL TOV TO B’NEI MITZVOT:
Taylor Ages by Liz & Jeff Kofsky
Audrey Agulnik by Annette Albert
Asher Samuel Baum by Jack & Rae Freedman
Sasha Berman by Rhoda & Marvin Shabinsky
Sloan Chochinov by Ruth Shane
Yehuda Lev Goldstein by Diane Koven, Wendy
Kramer, Rhonda & Danny Levine, Michael & Nikki
Shapiro
Clara Helwaser by Stan & Orly Aaron
Lev Kalin by Wendy Kramer, Sol & Helen Rauch
Parker Lynds by Michael & Nikki Shapiro

Ben Marcus Collins by Rabbi Steve Garten & Lisa
Hans
David Palayew by Liz & Jeff Kofsky
Bryna Rumstein by Grace & Jim Hillel
Sarah Stern by Rabbi Steve Garten & Lisa Hans
Ari Zilber by Stan & Orly Aaron
ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING CELEBRATIONS:
Debra & Gary Viner (engagement of Alisa & Jeff)
by Jackie & Lucian Sitwell
Alan & Pam Barwin (marriage) by Jane & Martin
Gordon
Bonnie & Bruce Engel (marriage of Matthew &
Carli) by Liz & Jeff Kofsky, Michael & Nikki Shapiro
Barbara & Len Farber (Michael’s engagement to
Leah) by Alyce & Allan Baker
Fran Kesler (daughter’s upcoming marriage) by
Jackie & Lucian Sitwell
Stan Cohen & Karen Mack (marriage) by Frieda &
Phil Chodos
Joseph & Jillian Neudorfer (marriage) by Aaron &
Shelley Sarna
Harry Prizant (wedding) by Alyce & Allan Baker
Ian & Randi Sherman (Jonathan & Inna’s marriage)
by Margo & Alan Blostein
Miriam & Alan Sobel (marriage of daughter) by
Toby & Joel Yan
Jozef & Vera Straus (Alex’s engagement) by Henry
& Maureen Molot
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS:
Bernie & Miriam Adler (60) by Eileen & David
Swimmer
Marilyn & Andy Burans (40) by Ian & Glenda Garonce

s p e a k e r

Mayer & Sarah Kleinplatz by Peggy Kleinplatz &
Frank Brickle
Russ & Joan Kronick (50) by Alyce & Allan Baker,
Linda Nadolny Cogan & Arthur Cogan, Lynda & Alex
Wakter
Mara & Isaac Muzinkansky (45) by Barbara & Alec
Okun
Rosalie & Harold Schwartz by Rochelle & Brian
Pearl
Joel & Gaye Taller (36) by Lynda & Alex
Wakter
MAZEL TOV TO:
Temple Israel’s 2015 Confirmation Class by Rabbi
Steve Garten
Ruth Aaron (honourred by Torah Academy of
Ottawa) by Esther & Irving Kulik
Judy Aranoff (retirement) by Brian & Rochelle
Pearl, Rosalie & Harold Schwartz
Barry & Allan Baker (2015 Negev Dinner honourees) by Alfred & Kaysa Friedman
Jonathan Freedman (JFO Gilbert Greenberg
Award) by Norman & Myrna Barwin
Howie Fremeth (JFO Freiman Young Leadership
Award) by Norman & Myrna Barwin
Kathryn Gauthier (retirement) by Pinchas &
Barbara Pleet
Cody Halligan (City Christian Centre graduation) by Gail Larabie
Trinity Hartley (City Christian Centre graduation) by Gail Larabie
Bryan & Kat Hempstead (City Christian Centre graduation) by Gail Larabie
Aidan Katz (dean’s honour list) by Ruth Katz

Elena & Roger Keen (making aliyah) by The Social
Committee (Rivergate 1)
Franny Lila Koven (graduation) by Diane Koven
Emily Lennon (graduation) by Dale & Ruth Fyman
Howie Levine (end of AIC presidency) by Alex &
Lynda Wakter
Kelly Lloyd (City Christian Centre - graduation)
by Gail Larabie
Micah & Misun Modell by Dale & Ruth Fyman
Flo Morgan (JFO Shem Tov Award) by Norman &
Myrna Barwin, Bonnie & Sherwin Lyman
Michael & Melanie Polowin (son graduating law
school) by Karen & Ian Zunder
Randi & Ian Sherman (son called to the Bar) by
Karen & Ian Zunder
Jonah Steinman (graduation) by Stan & Orly Aaron
Noam Steinman (graduation & making Aliyah) by
Stan & Orly Aaron, Shirley Marcus
Jack & Sherri Torjman (moving to Toronto) by
Janice & Ed Fine
IN APPRECIATION OF & WITH THANKS TO:
Les & Lisa Aaron by Stan & Orly Aaron
Sandy & Murray Ages by Alyce & Allan Baker
Nancy Borer by Minda & Peter Wershof
Deb & Paul Cote by Sophia & Shira Gertsman
John Dillan by Raymond Goldman
Bluma & Jack Goldberg by Annette Albert & Lew
Perelmutter
Danny & Rhonda Levine by Michael & Nikki
Shapiro
Stanley & Cathy Levine by Anna-Lee Chiprout
Heather Brenna & Jason Manion by Colleen, Gerry,
Brock & Norean
Jeanie Milbauer by Nikki Shapiro
Harry Prizant by Anna-Lee Chiprout
Maxine & Arthur Rabinovitch by Irving & Esther
Kulik
Elizabeth Sandringham & Peter Rhamey by Angus
Smith & family
John & Lynn Schiavi by Sophia Gertsman
Harvey & Solange Smith by Anna-Lee Chiprout
Julie & Hillel Taub by Ruben & Louisa Garib
Adam Weissman by Isabel & Norman Lesh z”l
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A Fresh Food Store
Open 7 days a week
8 am to 8 pm
1310 Wellington Street

613-722-5747

The Freshest Vegetables
and Sweetest Fruit
• A LOCAL FEAST under our ROOF.
• OVER 60 LOCAL GROWERS
AND PRODUCERS!
PHOTO: MONIQUE ELLIOT

Dancers celebrate Yom Ha’Atzmaut at the community-wide celebration, April 23,
at the Soloway Jewish Community Centre.

• FRIENDLY AND HELPFUL SERVICE.

– Shana Tova –
Since 1973 family owned and operated

$'45102#2'4/#0
/107/'065+0%

HANNAH BERDOWSKI

Grade 6 students from the Ottawa Jewish Community School and Charles H. Hulse
Public School socialize during their Day of Cultural Understanding at Hulse, June 16.

The Paperman and Berson families are proud
to announce that we are now servicing the
Ottawa Jewish Community with the formation
of Berson & Paperman Monuments Inc.
Combining over 100 years of experience and commitment
to the Montreal Jewish community, continuing the
traditions of our families before us helping families at
their time of need with dignity and respect.
With our new modern production facility we are able to
offer the finest quality product at low competetive prices.
Before you make your decision to purchase please call us
or visit our web site: www.berson-papermanmonuments.com
5635 Ferrier Street, Mont-Royal, Qc. H4P 1N1

Tel: 514-845-7700

SHANA TOVA
! שנה טובה
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shana tova | happy rosh hashanah
Best wishes
for a healthy
and happy New Year.
Shana Tova!
Margo, David,
Aaron & Gail Kardish

Shana Tova!

From our family
to yours,
best wishes from

From our family
to yours, best wishes
for a healthy
and happy New Year.

Steven, Linda,
Lorne & Jessica Kerzner
and Myles Kraut

Randi & Ian Sherman;
Inna & Jonathan;
Matthew and Adam

From our family to yours,
best wishes for a healthy
and happy New Year.
Shana Tova.

May you
be inscribed for a
year of good health
and happiness.

From our family
to yours, best wishes
for a healthy
and happy New Year.

Archie and Linda Cogan
Lisa, Jayme, Liam & Jasper

Larry & Sheila
Hartman

Les Kom, Janice Cohen
and family

From our family
to yours, best wishes
for a healthy
and happy new year.

Shana Tova!

Norean Taller-Harris
Ben, Lee-Ann, Noah,
Laura & Joanna

May the New Year bring
all the blessings of peace,
health and prosperity.
Shana Tova.

From our family
to yours, best wishes
for a healthy and happy
New Year.

Shirley Halpern
and Family

Anita, Brent, Alyssa
& Ryan Almstedt

From our family to yours,
best wishes for a healthy
and happy New Year.
Shana Tova!

Best wishes
for a healthy
and happy New Year.
Shana Tova!

Mendy & Lori Taller

Rickie & Marty Saslove

A happy
and healthy
New Year
to all my family
and friends.
Betty Baylin
To our family
and friends,
happy, healthyand
peaceful New Year.
Shana Tova!

Shana Tova!

May you be inscribed
for a year of
good health
and happiness.
Helen & Chaim Gilboa
and families

Shana Tova!

Best Wishes
for a
healthy and happy
New Year.

Best wishes
for a sweet, happy
and healthy New Year.
Shana Tova!

Elisheva, Josh,
Sophia, Charlotte
and Jacob Brantz

Rhoda & Jeffrey Miller
and family

Best Wishes
for a sweet
happy New Year.
The Sigler Children

Jules and Barbara Sigler

May you be inscribed
for a year
of good health
and happiness.
Samantha
and Shlomi Barshan

L’Shana Tova!
May the New Year bring Peace, Health and Good News.
The Staff of the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin

Shana Tova!
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Teshuvah: Looking back to look forward

A

s I write – in the second week of August – the
new moon has not yet heralded the month of
Elul. Yesterday, I swam in a lake, but, by the
time you read this in the Rosh Hashanah
edition of the Ottawa Jewish Bulletin, lake swimming
will be replaced by new, crisp apples to eat with honey,
and the breeze will be cooler. We will be thinking of
new beginnings, of new seasons, and of teshuvah, the
chance to transform, but also to return.
I was in Europe last year and visited many congregations there. It had been a worrying summer marked by
violence, so I was not surprised to encounter security
measures at the gates of European synagogues. But those
measures didn’t impede the warmth, welcome and
radical hospitality that was extended to me. We are too
hasty, I think, when we decry how challenging it is to be
Jewish in Europe. I have learned much about hope, and
about living Jewishly, from communities there.
In Kazimierz, the dreamy and mystical Jewish quarter
of Krakow, a community called Beit Krakow took in my
friend and me when we were weary from our visit to
Auschwitz-Birkenau. We made Kabbalat Shabbat inside
the Galicia Jewish museum, surrounded not by ghosts
but by the congregation’s buoyant spirit.
“You need to want to be Jewish when you are a Jew in
Poland,” explained Malka, a congregant. We found Malka
and her community again the next morning at a nearby
café huddled in a quiet room as Rabbi Tania Segal led the

SARAH WAISVISZ

DISPATCHES
FROM THE
DIASPORA
group in Torah study and prayer. Beit Krakow does not
own a Torah scroll, but they observe Shabbat every week
in their way.
I learned about keeping memory alive in the
Netherlands where, no matter the denomination or
synagogue, challah is sweet but always served with salt,
and everyone stands for the whole of the Mourners’
Kaddish to commemorate the social grief and collectively mourn the life and world that was lost in the Shoah
with the disappearance of three-quarters of Dutch Jewry.
In Amsterdam last year during Tisha B’Av, the congregation of Beit Ha’Chidush knelt on the ﬂoor of the
historic Pintohause on what used to be the Jewish main
street. We were surrounded by the slow seeping darkness
of a northern summer night, and the candles at our feet
illuminated our prayer books and our faces. Our hearts
were full as we thought of the fall of the Temple, the loss
of Zion, the losses of recent and less recent wars, and I
felt the power of our shared intention. Our candles – our

Gaza civilians sit in rubble
as leaders play the Blame Game

T

he war in Gaza has been over for a year. But
there’s no ceaseﬁre in the never-ending Blame
Game – and Palestinian civilians are once again
paying the price.
The latest issue is the rebuilding – or lack thereof – of
the homes in Gaza destroyed during last year’s Operation
Protective Edge.
International donors, including the European Union,
the U.S., Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates – pledged
$5.4 billion last fall to help rebuild Gaza.
$2.5 billion was to be used for actual repairs and
reconstruction. The rest was to support the budget of the
Palestinian Authority (PA) through 2017, a move
intended to keep the terrorist Hamas government from
expanding its power beyond the Gaza Strip.
But the New York Times reports that a year after the
ceaseﬁre, not one of the nearly 18,000 homes destroyed
or seriously damaged in Gaza is habitable (“One year
after the war, people of Gaza still sit among the ruins,”
August 22).
According to journalists Jodi Rudoren and Majd Al
Waheidi, international donors have sent only about $340
million of the pledged $2.5 billion. Most of that money
has been spent on removing rubble, temporary housing
for 100,000 displaced residents or on minor repairs.
The website of the Gaza Reconstruction Mechanism
(http://grm.report/#/Residential), the rebuilding plan
created by the United Nations, Israel and the PA, indicates that, while 12 per cent of homeowners have been
approved to rebuild, only four per cent have actually
purchased cement or other materials.
At time of writing, only one eligible beneﬁciary had
purchased all of the materials to rebuild a home.
The monitoring mechanism was established to make
sure that building materials, especially cement, are used
for residential reconstruction and not for rebuilding
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Hamas’ extensive underground tunnel network.
But it hasn’t managed to stop the diversion of materials. Indeed, the Israeli ofﬁcial supervising the monitoring
says that, at one point, 18 of 30 families who received
their full allotment of cement sold it on the black market
the same day they received it.
In the meantime, 37,000 tons of unused cement is
sitting in Gaza warehouses, approaching or past its expiry
date for use in load-bearing projects.
And, even if the reconstruction from the 2014 damage
were to get on track, there is still no overall rebuilding
plan, including any plan to address the pre-2014 shortage
of 85,000 housing units.
So who is to blame for the latest debacle?
The usual suspects point the ﬁnger at Israel. Gisha, an
Israeli non-proﬁt organization, established in 2005 “to
protect the freedom of movement of Palestinians,” claims
that the Gaza Reconstruction Mechanism (GRM) is just
another way for Israel to maintain its control of Gaza
while disclaiming responsibility for the damage to
civilian life (http://tinyurl.com/pvw8ukv).
The GRM is undeniably cumbersome and slow. But no
one has come up with a better way to keep concrete and
rebar from lining the pockets of proﬁteers or being used
as a tool of war by Hamas.
Two days after publishing the detailed and balanced
account of the Gaza rebuilding by Rudoren and Al

little ﬁres – ﬂamed potential.
Beit Ha’Chidush (House of Renewal) is tucked into old
Jewish Amsterdam, where the streets are studded with
cobblestones marking the homes and remembering
names of Shoah victims. These are tripping stones,
memory stones. Teshuvah: looking back to look forward.
Beit Ha’Chidush gave me the honour of leading their
Tashlich service last year. Although I was basically a
stranger, they had already opened wide their tent. I
over-prepared, wanting so badly to do it right. In the end,
I spoke from the heart, and I thanked the congregation
for welcoming me that summer, for being a refuge for
this wandering Jew, and for showing me the meaning of
teshuvah.
During Elul we read Psalm 27 leading up to the Days of
Awe. I like to sing it, and so I led it before and after we
cast our thoughts into the waters for Tashlich. The
members of Beit Ha’Chidush let their voices ring out in
Dutch, English, Hebrew, Javanese and Yiddish: “Ahaat
sha’alti, me’eit Adonai, otah avakesh/Knowing the beauty,
the beauty of You and to dwell in Your holy place.”
For me, this new year brings new work, a new house,
even this new column. There will be McIntosh apples
from the garden and new blessings to be grateful for.
This year, I am home in Ottawa and will observe the
High Holy Days with my beloved Or Haneshamah. And,
we, too, will sing for teshuvah: renewal, with gratitude
for the past, and awe for the potential of the future.
Waheidi, the Times published a rant by Gaza journalist
Mohammed Omer, blaming Israel and Egypt for their
“brutal siege” against Gaza residents.
Omer, whose work has been discredited by such
organizations as Honest Reporting and CAMERA
(Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting),
claims that, despite its withdrawal from Gaza in 2005,
Israel remains the de facto occupying power.
He argues that Hamas “struggles to exercise what
amounts to little more than municipal authority” – conveniently ignoring the fact that this supposedly impotent
government managed to lob more than 4,500 rockets at
civilian targets in Israel during the 2014 war, and is
thief-in-chief when it comes to stealing foreign aid and
building materials.
Interestingly, there are Palestinian voices who argue
that Israel has done its part in the rebuilding effort.
A recent blog by respected Israeli Arab journalist
Khaled Abu-Toameh (http://tinyurl.com/nlc4aoj) quotes
former Palestinian minister of culture Ibrahim Abrash,
who blames the power struggle between Hamas and the
Palestinian Authority for the plight of ordinary civilians
in Gaza.
“The interests of the people have been lost as a result
of the two parties’ rivalry,” says Abrash. “No one knows
who is in charge of the people’s needs in the Gaza Strip.”
Mofeed M. Al Hassaina, the Gaza-based housing
minister in the Fatah-Hamas unity government, says the
main problem is that international donors have not come
through with the money they promised.
He says Qatar has provided only $6 million of a $50
million pledge, while Kuwait has yet to pay any of its $75
million pledge.
Abrash and Al Hassaina have pinpointed the real
problem: the governments that should be looking out for
the welfare of ordinary Palestinians continue to drop the
leadership ball.
Arab allies sit on their hands. Hamas and the PA blame
each other while reaping the spoils of international aid.
Meanwhile, Gaza civilians are trapped – not just by the
rubble of war, but by leaders and allies who would rather
blame Israel than help their people.
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Wishing you a sweet and salty New Year!

T

aste is often associated with emotion and thus
food can express pleasure or displeasure
depending on your taste buds.
Taste buds contain the receptors for taste.
Four known tastes are sweet, sour, bitter and salty.
A ﬁfth taste has also been discovered: savoury (foods
rich in protein). Discovered by a Japanese researcher,
this taste has been labelled umami.
Taste buds for sweet are on the tip of the tongue. Salt
taste buds are on either side of the front of the tongue.
Sour taste buds are behind and bitter taste buds are way
in the back.
Many dishes are made up of a combination of
different tastes. I love the sweet and salty combo: raisins
and salted nuts, caramel with sea salt.
Today’s chefs often combine sweet and salty ingredients to create a unique blend of tastes.
Here are a few of my favourites.
SALTED ORANGE MACADAMIA
AND CHOCOLATE SQUARES
Crust:
1 1/4 cups ﬂour
1/4 cup sugar
1/2 tsp ﬁne sea salt
1/2 cup sweet butter cut into pieces
Filling:
2 large eggs
1/2 cup packed brown sugar
1/4 cup sweet butter melted
1 tablespoon grated orange zest
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 cup salted macadamia nuts
1 cup chocolate chunks
1 teaspoon Maldon sea salt ﬂakes
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Grease and line 8-inch square pan with parchment
paper.
In a processor, pulse ﬂour, sugar and salt. Add
butter and pulse till crumbly (dough will be dry).
Press dough into bottom of pan and bake for 20
minutes. Cool.
Whisk eggs, brown sugar, melted butter, orange
zest and vanilla.
Stir in nuts and chocolate and spread over cooled
crust. Sprinkle with salt and bake for 25 minutes
until golden and bubbly.
Chill 2 hours before cutting into squares. Store in
refrigerator, but serve at room temp. Makes 36.

ALYCE BAKER

HOLIDAY COOKER
AND BAKER
KOOKY COOKIES
1 cup sweet butter
3/4 cup sugar
3/4 cup brown sugar
2 eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 1/3 cups ﬂour
1 teaspoon soda
3/4 teaspoon salt
1 cup chopped chocolate caramel bars
1 cup crushed potato chips
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Beat butter with both sugars. Add eggs and
vanilla.
Whisk together ﬂour, soda and salt.
Stir in butter mixture.
Stir in chocolate and potato chips.
Drop by tablespoon onto parchment-lined baking
sheets.
Bake in top and bottom thirds of oven.
Rotate pans at halfway mark (6 minutes).
Bake until golden, 12 minutes in total.
HELLO DOLLY
VARIATION SQUARES
1 1/2 cups graham cracker crumbs
1/3 cup melted butter
1 cup chocolate chips
3/4 cup chopped salted peanuts
3/4 cup chopped salted pretzels
1 can sweetened condensed milk
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Mix butter and graham cracker crumbs.
Press into parchment lined 9-inch square pan.
Sprinkle with chocolate, peanuts and pretzels.
Pour sweetened condensed milk over the above.
Bake for 30 minutes.
Cool and refrigerate 1 hour before cutting into
squares.

CARAMEL PRETZEL CHEESECAKE
Crust:
2 cups ﬁnely crushed pretzels
1/2 cup sugar
3/4 cup melted butter
Filling:
4 250-gram packages of cream cheese at room
temperature
5 eggs at room temperature
1 1/2 cups sugar
1 teaspoon caramel extract
1 tablespoon Kahlua liqueur
Toppings:
2 tablespoons corn syrup
2 tablespoons brown sugar
2 cups pretzels
1/4 cup chocolate chips
1 tablespoon melted butter
1/4 cup caramel sauce
1/4 cup whipping cream
1 1/4 cups chocolate chips
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Crust: Combine 2 cups of ﬁnely crushed pretzels
with 1/2 cup sugar and 3/4 cup melted butter.
Press mixture ﬁrmly into bottom and sides of
9-inch springform pan. Set aside.
Filling: Cream the cream cheese and 1 1/2 cups
sugar until smooth.
Add one egg at a time.
Add the caramel ﬂavouring and the liqueur.
Pour the ﬁlling into the crust and bake for 60
minutes until centre is set (it will be jiggly).
Cool and refrigerate.
Toppings: In a fry pan, mix the corn syrup, brown
sugar, melted butter and pretzels. Cook until the
pretzels are coated. Keep stirring all along and
remove from heat when the mixture darkens.
Spread pretzels on parchment paper to cool.
Melt 1/4 cup of chocolate chips and drizzle over
the candied pretzels.
Remove the cheesecake from the springform
sides. Pour 1/4 cup caramel sauce on top of the
cheesecake to about 2 inches from the edge.
Bring to a boil 1/4 cup whipping cream. Remove
from heat and add 1 1/4 cups chocolate chips.
Stir until chocolate is melted.
Let mixture thicken and then pour over cheesecake covering the caramel sauce right to the edge.
Top with candied pretzels and served with
additional whipped cream if desired.
Serves 16-20.
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EG Division gets creative with Annual Campaign outreach

I

t’s a good feeling to donate your hard-earned money
to a cause you believe in. The challenge for many
people is to understand where their money is going
and to reconcile that amount with the perceived
value of what is done with it.
Did their money help Jewish Family Services of Ottawa
add a new program or enhance their services in some
way? Can it help Tamir offer more support to participants
living in group homes or expand its day services? Did it
improve the quality of Jewish cultural events in Ottawa?
These are questions many donors understandably
want answered, to have that guarantee their donations
will be put to work effectively and have an impact they
can be proud of.
With the Jewish Federation of Ottawa 2016 Annual
Campaign kickoff only a few days away, the Emerging
Generation (EG) Division is hoping to take its campaign
contributions to a new level by changing the way its
canvassers interact with one of the Ottawa Jewish
community’s most complex demographics.
There will be many changes to the way the emerging
gen canvassers will solicit donations this year, EG Director
Ariel Fainer said.
“We’re changing the way we’re doing our campaign,”
Fainer said, adding there will be a number of fundraising
events throughout the 2016 campaign.
Among the changes are two features that should
appeal directly to the emerging gen.
First, there is the Hype Team. In addition to traditional
canvassers, who cold-call their networks, go door-todoor, or connect with their friends, the Hype Team is

MONIQUE ELLIOT

EMERGING GEN

slated to do events-based canvassing (which is where
those extra fundraising events become important this
year).
Events-based canvassing is a new approach intended to
introduce potential donors to the Annual Campaign and
makes fundraising more interactive. For example, if the
EG held an event and charged $36 admission, the
attendee would receive a tax receipt for $18, meaning half
of that evening’s contribution would not only fund the
fun, but the rest would also actually be a charitable
donation to the Campaign. The Hype Team is intended to
reach out to people to get them to attend the events
where they will see ﬁrst-hand what Federation is and
what it does for, and within, the community.
“It’s very hard to reach the EG in the traditional
manner. We don’t answer our phones, we don’t answer
our emails, we ignore our text messages, and we sort of
only get back to people at our own convenience,” Fainer
said. “So we have to change the way we campaign, rather
than expecting [people] to adapt to the way we canvass.”
Directed Pillar Giving is another way the EG can now
see where their money goes, in a way. There are four

pillars within the Federation’s mandate: building community, educating Jewishly, supporting Israel and helping
the vulnerable.
The Federation already releases annual reports with a
visual and detailed breakdown of where donation dollars
are spent, and the EG now intends to make this information clear, upfront.
While donors will not, in fairness, be able to give
directly to a speciﬁc organization, service or program
funded from the Campaign, Fainer said they will be
letting donors know under which category the agency
they want to support falls, so the donor can have more of
a say, if they so choose.
For young father and new EG canvasser Howard
Fremeth, it’s important to explain how the money is
distributed and that many familiar, free events or
programs are either partially or fully subsidized by
campaign fundraising. He said that knowledge can be
extremely powerful when it comes time to pull out the
cheque book.
“I think people, [especially for] young parents, young
families, money is always very tight, but the amounts
don’t always have to be so strenuous, especially if you
know the cost of different programs that you’re already
taking advantage of. These are things that you probably
see a value in,” said Fremeth, a longtime community
volunteer. “I know that I can approach people and I know
I can make it make sense for them.”
For more information about the EG Division, contact
Ariel Fainer at afainer@jewishottawa.com or 613-7984696, ext. 240.

Beware of health, ﬁtness and beauty frauds

D

o you believe in magic? In August, Canadian
weight-loss chain Herbal Magic declared
bankruptcy and shut its central and eastern
Canada locations. The weight-loss program
consists of a low-calorie diet and the services of personal health coaches who are not required to have any
education or experience in nutrition or ﬁtness. They are
salespeople pushing dubious weight-loss supplements,
which cost hundreds of dollars per month. Some other
weight-loss companies are ethical and use legitimate
methods, but there are too many like Herbal Magic that
appeal to our desire for a quick and easy solution.
Fat-blocking pills, cleansing powders or vitamin injections should raise a red ﬂag in your mind when you’re
shopping for ways to lose weight. There’s no magic pill.
Shysters, hucksters, charlatans – call them what you
will. They are unscrupulous. The diet, ﬁtness, and
beauty industries have plenty of them. From malls to
media, it’s hard to avoid them. They prey on our insecurities. You need a healthy dose of skepticism to avoid
being bamboozled by these experts of deception.
I was recently lured into a beauty products shop in
Florida by a young saleswoman offering free samples.
She dabbed some cream under my left eye then held up
a mirror.
“You look ﬁve years younger!” she squealed with
delight.
Was a miracle in the making? I stared at my reﬂection
and shrugged my shoulders. There was no visible
difference between the left and right sides of my face.
Admittedly, I’m a sucker for a free sample, but, since I’ve
been duped by similar trickery in the past, I’ve learned
my lesson. I was just curious to hear what she had to say.
She relentlessly continued her pitch. She tried to
convince me I needed three creams, which, she claimed,
were the best on the market and had a value of $1,000
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FITNESS
U.S., but she’d let me have them for only $500. I’d had
enough and stood up to leave. In a ﬁnal bid to win me
over and earn her commission, she told me she’d give
me the VIP price of $240.
“I’ll think about it,” I said as I ﬁnally skedaddled out
of the shop.
A skilled salesperson can make a compelling argument for any product. If you are channel surﬁng and
come across shopping channels or infomercials, you’ll
notice that whatever wrinkle cream, exercise machine
or slimming aid is being touted, it’s the best thing ever
invented. How about a belt that jiggles away your belly
fat while you relax; an age-defying lotion that makes
your double-chin disappear; or an exercise video that, in
just weeks, transforms you from a shlub into an Adonis?
Remember the ThighMaster? Spokeswoman Suzanne
Somers convinced me and millions of other people to
buy it back in the 1990s. I looked up the old promotional
videos on YouTube and realized what an ill-informed
and naive consumer I was back then.
“I used to do aerobics until I dropped. Then I discovered ThighMaster,” declares Suzanne Somers. She goes
on to say, “It’s quick. It’s easy.” Then a surgeon appears
and explains that when “these muscles get out of shape,
the result is ﬂabby thighs.”
I Googled the doctor and discovered he was an
ophthalmologist. What do eyes have to do with thighs?

His irrelevant area of expertise was not the real issue.
Any medical doctor should have basic knowledge of
physiology. Weak adductor (inner thigh) muscles do not
cause fat to appear just as strengthening those muscles
will not signiﬁcantly reduce the fat. You can’t spot
reduce fat. If you want to decrease your overall body fat,
you need to burn more calories than you consume (eat
less, move more). Later in the video, a series of exercises
for different parts of the body is brieﬂy demonstrated.
Hmmm, all those exercises don’t sound as quick and
easy as Suzanne said.
Have we become smarter consumers since then?
Many of us still take health and wellness advice from
models and actors, and we’re spending more than ever
on products to improve our appearance. Our quest for
beauty and eternal youth keeps us trapped in a vicious
cycle of wasting money on products that don’t deliver
and we remain dissatisﬁed with ourselves. If you want to
improve or maintain your health, ﬁtness or appearance,
ignore whatever sounds too good to be true. Put in the
time and effort to make the changes you desire. And, if
you can’t change something, accept it. A wrinkle never
killed anybody.
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and tell them you saw
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CDs highlight cultural and musical commonalities
Michael Alpert & Julian Kytasty
Night Songs from a Neighboring Village:
Ballads of the Ukrainian & Yiddish Heartland
Oriente Musik
http://tinyurl.com/alpert-kytasty

U

kraine, in Eastern
Europe, was an
important centre of
Jewish life for 10
centuries or more. But modern
times have not been kind to
Ukrainian Jewry. A long history
of anti-Semitic pogroms, the
Holocaust and emigration after the fall of the Soviet
Union have reduced a population of almost three
million Jews before the Second World War to less than
70,000 today. And today’s Jewish community in
Ukraine faces new threats from the latest waves of
anti-Semitism and the territorial conﬂict with Russia.
On Night Songs from a Neighboring Village: Ballads of
the Ukrainian & Yiddish Heartland, Michael Alpert, a
singer and multi-instrumentalist best known for his
work with Brave Old World, one of the most acclaimed
ensembles of traditional and new Jewish music, teams
with Julian Kytasty, a Ukrainian American singer and
multi-instrumentalist specializing in the traditional
music of his ancestral homeland, for a poignant program of Yiddish and Ukrainian songs and dance tunes
as they might have sounded a century ago when
musicians from neighbouring Jewish and non-Jewish
villages heard each other’s music and might even have
played together.
Some of the songs are in Yiddish, others are in
Ukrainian – and both languages are occasionally heard
almost in dialogue with each other. And while most of
the songs are from traditional sources, there are also
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some contemporary compositions that have been
steeped in the traditions.
There is a very traditional feel to the entire album
with Alpert and Kytasty’s vocals accompanied only by
whatever acoustic instruments the pair is playing on a
particular song: Alpert on violin, guitar or accordion;
Kytasty on bandura or ﬂute.
The most moving piece on the album is “Night
Songs/The Rye is Green,” a medley of a Yiddish poem
and a Ukrainian welcoming song that speaks to the
closeness and distance of the two cultures. Other
highlights include “Adam and Eve,” a Yiddish song
about the biblical creation story, which is interwoven
with a Ukrainian song, and Alpert’s “A Shpay In Yam,” a
contemplative ballad about hope.
And there is no language barrier to enjoying this
album as the CD booklet provides transliterations of the
Yiddish and Ukrainian lyrics alongside their English
translations.
Litvakus
Raysn: The Music of Jewish Belarus
www.litvakus.com
Litvakus is a New York-based
klezmer band founded by clarinetist-singer Dmitri Zisl
Slepovitch, a scholar of Belarusian
and Lithuanian Jewish music, in
2010, shortly after he immigrated
to the United States from Belarus.
Rounded out by drummer Sam
Weisenberg, violinist Craig Judelman, accordionist
Joshua Camp and bassist Taylor Bergren-Chrisman,
Litvakus plays an often joyous, sometimes contemplative set of Yiddish songs and klezmer dance tunes.
While many contemporary North American klezmer
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bands are heavily inﬂuenced by jazz, Litvakus plays with
a delightful Old World folksiness that, while somewhat
reverent to its sources, is also often playful and fun.
My favourite song on the album is “Hey Antoshe,”
Slepovitch’s setting of a poem by Belarusian Yiddish
writer Moyshe Kulbak, a delightful send-up mocking the
pompous faux-nobility of Belarusian society. Another is
“Chashnik,” an up tempo portrait of life in a Belarusian
Jewish village that references baking challah for Shabbat
and going to the river, presumably for Tashlich, on Rosh
Hashanah.
And there’s no language barrier to this album either
as the CD booklet also has transliterations of the Yiddish
lyrics alongside English translations.
Lily Henley
Words Like Yours
www.lilyhenley.com
Words Like Yours is a stunning, if all too brief – seven
songs, 28 minutes – debut CD by
Lily Henley, a young singer and
ﬁddler, now based in New York
after three years in Tel Aviv,
whose music draws on
American and Celtic folk
inﬂuences but is most particularly inspired by Sephardic
traditions. She sings four of her own songs in English,
two traditional Sephardic folksongs in Ladino, and a
contemporary Israeli song in Hebrew.
Among the most striking songs is “Dark Girl,” one of
the Ladino songs. Built on an intense, acoustic arrangement, Henley sings with utter conviction rendering it
moot whether the listener has any idea what the song is
about.
Another is “Bluz Kna’ani,” written by Ehud Banai.
Sung in Hebrew, the song is a lament for a lost love and
for quieter, less chaotic times.
Throughout the album, Henley’s vocals and ﬁddling
are well served by accompanists Dominick Leslie on
mandola and mandolin, Duncan Wickel on ﬁve-string
ﬁddle, Jordan Tice on guitar and Haggai Cohen-Milo on
bass. The album was produced by Israeli jazz musician
Omer Avital who also sings with Henley on “Bluz
Kna’ani.”
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Our future is in your hands
To make a donation
and/or send a tribute card,
call the Foundation office
(613-798-4696 ext. 274)
e-mail: tributecards@ojcf.ca
website: www.OJCF.ca

Join us in building our community
by supporting these local agencies
AJA 50+ ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Annette and Merle Paquin on the birth of
their granddaughter by Sol and Estelle Gunner.
HILLEL LODGE LEGACY FUND
In Memory of:
Arnell Goldberg by Shirley Halpern and
family.
JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES
AGENCY FUND
In Appreciation to:
Avinoam Chernick by Sandra Slover.
OTTAWA JEWISH
COMMUNITY SCHOOL
ENDOWMENT FUND
Good Wishes to:
Rabbi Ely and Sheli Braun by Shirley
Halpern and Sam Goldstein.
AJA 50+ DAVID SMITH
OTTAWA JEWISH
COMMUNITY SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
AKIVA EVENING HIGH SCHOOL
ENDOWMENT FUND
ADINA BEN PORAT MACHON SARAH
TORAH EDUCATION FUND
SHIRLEY AND SHIER BERMAN FUND
FOR OTTAWA JEWISH ARCHIVES
DORIS BRONSTEIN TALMUD TORAH
AFTERNOON SCHOOL FUND
BARRY FISHMAN
OTTAWA JEWISH BULLETIN
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MARTIN GLATT PARLIAMENT LODGE
B’NAI BRITH PAST PRESIDENTS’ FUND
MENDEL AND VALERIE GOOD
HOLOCAUST
CONTINUING EDUCATION FUND
GREENBERG FAMILIES
LIBRARY FUND
FUND FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
JEWISH COMMUNITY CEMETERY
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL FUND
JEWISH MEN’S
SOFTBALL LEAGUE FUND
JEWISH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION HILLEL FUND
JEWISH YOUTH LIBRARY OF OTTAWA
ENDOWMENT FUND
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DAVID “THE BEAR” KARDASH
CAMP B’NAI BRITH MEMORIAL FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH CEMETERIES
ZICHARON FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY
ENDOWMENT FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH C
OMMUNITY SCHOOL
PARENT FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH
COMMUNITY SCHOOL
AGENCY FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH
COMMUNITY SCHOOL
CHILDREN OF THE BOOK
AWARD FUND
OTTAWA JEWISH
COMMUNITY SCHOOL FUND
IN MEMORY OF EVA WINTROB
OTTAWA JEWISH
HISTORICAL SOCIETY FUND
OTTAWA LODGE B’NAI BRITH #885
PAST PRESIDENTS FUND
OTTAWA LODGE B’NAI BRITH #885
PRESIDENTS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
OTTAWA MODERN
JEWISH SCHOOL FUND
OTTAWA POST
JEWISH WAR VETERANS FUND
OTTAWA TORAH INSTITUTE
TORAH EDUCATION FUND
PINCHAS ZUKERMAN
MUSIC EDUCATION FUND
RAMBAM MAIMONIDES
JEWISH CONTINUITY FUND
SOLOWAY JEWISH
COMMUNITY CENTRE
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FUND
SOLOWAY JEWISH COMMUNITY
SUMMER CAMP SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SOLOWAY JEWISH
COMMUNITY CENTRE
ENDOWMENT FUND
SOLOWAY JEWISH
COMMUNITY CENTRE
YOUTH SERVICES FUND
TAMIR ENDOWMENT FUND
TORAH ACADEMY OF OTTAWA
TORAH EDUCATION FUND
SARA AND ZEEV VERED
ISRAEL CULTURAL PROGRAM FUND

The Board of Directors of the
Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation acknowledges with thanks
contributions to the following funds
as of August 10, 2015.
ABELSON FAMILY ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Tracey Kronick and Al
Abelson.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Irving Swedko by Tracey Kronick and Al
Abelson.
MARJORIE AND BEN ACHBAR
COMMUNITY ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Marjorie and Ben Achbar.
ROSE AND LOUIS ACHBAR
MEMORIAL FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Sally Levitan by Zelda Freedman.
Mazel Tov to:
Jonathan Freedman on being the 2015 recipient of the Gilbert Greenberg Distinguished
Service Award by Zelda Freedman and family.
Tal-Or Ben-Choreen on being the 2015 recipient of the George Joseph Cooper Scholarship
Award by Zelda Freedman and family.
Elissa Lieff and David Resnick on their son,
Zachary’s graduation from Law School by Zelda
Freedman and family.
HILDA AGES MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Sam Ages by Sandy Marchello.
MARY AND ISRAEL (AL) ALLICE
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Irving and Beverly Swedko.
APPOTIVE FAMILY ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Cindi and Mark Resnick on the birth of their
granddaughter, Sloan Hannah Resnick by Sharon,
David, Ryan, Yoni, Jaye and Brody Appotive.
ALYCE AND ALLAN BAKER
FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:
Anna Froimovitch by Alyce and Allan Baker
and family.
Norman Lesh by Alyce and Allan Baker and
family.
Milton Shaffer by Alyce and Allan Baker and
family.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Irving Swedko by Alyce and Allan Baker.
CAYLA AND MICHAEL BAYLIN
ENDOWMENT FUND
Condolences to:
Paul Hewitt on the loss of his dear brother by
Cayla Baylin.
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Cayla Baylin.
Milton Shaffer by Cayla Baylin.
JAMIE BEREZIN ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
David Ben-Reuven by Shelley, Gary and
Jamie Berezin.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Irving Swedko by Shelley, Gary and Jamie
Berezin.

MARTIN AND ELLIE BLACK
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Martin and Ellie Black.
CHANI AND BRAM BREGMAN
JEWISH EDUCATION FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Adeera Bregman by Lindsay and Neil
Gottheil and family.
Yitzchak Bregman by Lindsay and Neil
Gottheil and family.
TILLIE AND HARRY CHERM
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Sylvia Kaiman by Estee Fresco and Mike
Munroe; and by Jean and Peter Lebans.
DAVID AND QUEENIE COHEN
MEMORIAL FUND
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Reuben Kalin, a beloved father and grandfather by David and Judith Kalin and family.
SANDI AND EDDY COOK
ENDOWMENT FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Avraham Iny by Sandi and Eddy Cook
family.
In Memory of:
Sam Ages by Sandi and Eddy Cook
family.
Sylvia Kaiman by Sandi and Eddy Cook
family.
Milton Shaffer by Sandi and Eddy Cook
family.

and
and
and
and

CYNTHIA AND ABE ENGEL
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Arnell Goldberg by Cynthia Engel.
Milton Shaffer by Cynthia Engel and family.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Irving Swedko by Cynthia Engel and family.
KLARA ENGEL MEMORIAL FUND
In Appreciation to:
Tehillah, Jonah, Aryeh and Tuvya Rabinovitch by Lindsay and Neil Gottheil.
SAM AND SUSAN FIRESTONE
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Sam and Susan Firestone.
Mazel Tov to:
Cindi and Mark Resnick on the birth of their
granddaughter, Sloan Hannah Resnick by Sam,
Susan, Lindsay, Jessica and Daniel Firestone.
FLORENCE FAMILY MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by A.L. and Ann Smith.
LAWRENCE AND AUDREY FREIMAN
FUND FOR CHILDREN
WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES
In Memory of:
Mary Dubinsky by Lynda and Mark Lazarus.
STAN AND LIBBY GLUBE
FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Arlene and Norman Glube.
Milton Shaffer by Arlene and Norman Glube.
Continued on page 72
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EVA, DIANE AND JACK GOLDFIELD
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Morley Goldfield and
family.

DOROTHY AND HY HYMES
ENDOWMENT FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Dorothy Hymes by Ruth and Manny Shacter;
and by Clair Krantzberg.

HERB AND DENA GOSEWICH
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Herb and Dena Gosewich.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Norman Zagerman by Herb and Dena
Gosewich.

CHERYL AND ANDRE IBGHY
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Appreciation to:
Cantor Daniel and Muriel Benlolo by Cheryl
Lesh-Ibghy and Andre Ibghy and family.
Marcia Gillman by Cheryl Lesh-Ibghy and
Andre Ibghy and family.

BARBARA AND SYDNEY GREENBERG
ENDOWMENT FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Linda Signer by Tamara, Ilana and Marissa
Signer.
BEN (BERCHIK) AND IDA GREENBERG
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Max and Ellie Greenberg on their daughter, Jordana’s marriage by Marty and Ellen
Cardash.
LAURA AND MILTON GREENBERG
FAMILY FOUNDATION
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Laura Greenberg.
GROSSMAN KLEIN FAMILIES FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Vera and Leslie Klein.

JEREMY KANTER MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Sylvia Kaiman by Evelyn Eisenberg.
ARTHUR AND SARAH KIMMEL
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Carol-Sue and Jack Shapiro.
DANIEL AND MARILYN KIMMEL
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Sandra and Norman Slover
and family; and by Pearl and Stuart Freedman.
MORRIS AND LILLIAN KIMMEL
MEMORIAL FUND
In Appreciation to:
Elliot Finkleman by Steven Kimmel.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Nathan Smith by Steven and Shelli Kimmel
and family.

Calling on Jewish women artisans!
Women’s Collective Philanthropy Program is seeking
local Jewish women artisans for upcoming Pearls of
Wisdom event on Sunday, Oct 18.
Specifically, artists who wish to
incorporate a pearl motif in their work
are invited to participate as vendors
in support of the Women’s Collective
Philanthropy Fund.
To learn more, please contact Mike Bazuk, 613-7984696, ext. 252, mbazuk@jewishottawa.com, by Sept. 20.

PHILLIP AND ETTIE KIMMEL
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Stan Kimmel.

ARNOLD AND ROSE LITHWICK
MEMORIAL FUND
Anniversary Wishes to:
Barry and Marieta Lithwick by Yvonne and
Harvey Lithwick and family.

SHARON KOFFMAN
ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Sandra Zagon.
Mazel Tov to:
Cindi and Mark Resnick on the birth of their
granddaughter, Sloan Hannah Resnick by Sandra
Zagon.
KRANTZBERG KRANE
FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Myra and Sam Krane and
family.
Milton Shaffer by Clair Krantzberg.
HILDY AND STEVEN LESH
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Lorne Segal.
Mazel Tov to:
Linda Slotin and Jonathan Fisher on their
upcoming marriage by Hildy and Steven Lesh
and family.
NORMAN AND ISABEL LESH
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Appreciation to:
Cantor Daniel and Muriel Benlolo by Isabel
Lesh.
Dan Smith by Isabel Lesh.
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Hymie and Marlene
Reichstein; by Renee Loiselle and family; by
Julie, Hannah and Kelly Vertes and Steve Hay;
by Randi and Ian Sherman and family; by Ruth
and Ron Levitan and family; by Sheila and Larry
Hartman; by Sandra and Norman Slover; by Edie
Landau; by Adam White and Lisa Kimmel; by
Harry and Sally Weltman; by Sarah and Jack
Silverstein and family; by Diane Koven; by
Shirley Halpern and family; by the Partners of
GGFL; by Charlie, Helene, Jeremie, and Brigitte
Huot; by Vitali Verkovsky; by Sharron and
Lorne Abrams; by Shirley Strean-Hartman; by
Barbara Gutmajer; by Sarah Beutel and Steven
Morgan; by Anita Roodman; by Barbara and
Len Farber; by Ron and Jennifer Vered and
family; by Irene and Bill Joe; and by Mike
Flinker and Marcia Gillman.
Bill Silverman by Isabel Lesh.
Mazel Tov to:
Linda Slotin and Jonathan Fisher on their
upcoming marriage by Isabel Lesh.
Shelley Rothman on the birth of her grandson, Jacob Sidney by Isabel Lesh.
SANDRA AND JACIE LEVINSON
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Appreciation to:
Sandra Levinson by Shirley
Hartman.

Strean-

RHODA AND JOE LEVITAN
AND FAMILY
COMMUNITY ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Rhoda and Joe Levitan.
Mazel Tov to:
Diane and Sasi Lavi on the engagement of
Jordan to Leah by Rhoda and Joe Levitan.

MARCH OF THE LIVING
Birthday Wishes to:
Norman Wolfish by Cally and Sid Kardash.
In Memory of:
Arthur Klein by Cally and Sid Kardash.
ANNE (BLAIR)
AND HYMAN MAYBERGER
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
David Ben-Reuven by Shelley and Morris
Schachnow.
Norman Lesh by Shelley and Morris
Schachnow.
Mazel Tov to:
Randi and Ian Sherman on the marriage of
their son, Jonathan to Inna by Shelley and Morris
Schachnow.
MORTY MAYBERGER
UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
GOLF TOURNAMENT FUND
Condolences to:
Joanna Giammaria and family by Cindy Mayberger and family.
NORMAN AND ANNE MIRSKY
MEMORIAL FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Ed Gorn by Millie and Steve Mirsky.
DOROTHY AND HERBERT NADOLNY
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Dorothy Nadolny on her granddaughter,
Erica’s graduation from Medical School by Ruth
Viner.
Sharon and Lawrence Weinstein on their
daughter, Erica’s graduation from Medical
School by Ruth Viner.
HARRY AND BERTHA PLEET
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Rochelle Pleet Elman by Pinchas and Barbara
Pleet.
Arthur Klein by Pinchas and Barbara Pleet.
MOE AND SARAH RESNICK
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Gordon and Penny Resnick.
Milton Shaffer by Gordon and Penny Resnick
and family.
FLORENCE AND
GDALYAH ROSENFELD
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Evelyn Potechin, a beloved aunt by Anita
Rosenfeld and Jocelyn Slatt.
Norman Potechin, a beloved uncle by Anita
Rosenfeld and Jocelyn Slatt.
In Memory of:
Sam Ages by Anita Rosenfeld.
Phyllis Rackow by Anita Rosenfeld and
Jocelyn Slatt.
Wendell Williams by Anita Rosenfeld and
Jocelyn Slatt.
Continued on page 73
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FRANCES AND MORTON ROSS
FAMLY FUND
In Memory of:
David Ben-Reuven by Fran and Mort Ross.
Norman Lesh by Fran and Mort Ross.
SHELLEY AND SID ROTHMAN
FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:
David Ben-Reuven by Shelley Rothman.
Mazel Tov to:
Shelley Rothman on the birth of her grandson,
Jacob Sidney by Jody and Gary Roodman.
ABRAHAM AND MARY SHAFFER
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Susan and Charles
Schwartzman and family.
FAY AND JOSEPH SHULMAN
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Nadine and Brian Mordfield.
SAMUEL AND KATHERINE SIGLER
MEMORIAL FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Samantha Sigler and Shlomi Barshan on their
marriage by Cathy, Dan, Andie and Jacob Sigler.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Nathan Smith by Jules Sigler and Brian
Lahey.
IRV AND ELAINE SINGER
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Elaine Singer by Shirley Halpern and Sam
Goldstein.
STELLA AND LOUIS SLACK
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Milton Shaffer by Myra and Lester Aronson.
LINDA SLOTIN AND JONATHAN FISHER
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Linda Slotin and Jonathan Fisher on their
upcoming marriage by Marcia and Stephen
Aronson and family; by Fran and Mort Ross; by
Beverly Cogan-Gluzman and David Gluzman;
by Harriet and Mark Podolak; by Herb and Dena
Gosewich; and by Janis Byron.
DORIS AND RICHARD STERN
FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Doris and Richard Stern.
FREDA AND PHIL SWEDKO
MEMORIAL FUND
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Irving Swedko by Bernard and Donna
Dolansky.
CHARLES AND RAE TAVEL
MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Arthur Klein by Sunny and John Tavel.
Norman Lesh by Sunny and John Tavel.
Milton Shaffer by Sunny and John Tavel.
HENRY (HANK) TORONTOW
39TH BOY SCOUTS
In Memory of:
Norman Beck by Bea Torontow.
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STEPHEN AND GAIL VICTOR
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Stephen and Gail Victor.
Milton Shaffer by Stephen and Gail Victor
and family.
In Observance of the Yahrzeit of:
Rita Appel, a beloved aunt by Sandy
Marchello.
Razel Scheinman, a beloved great aunt by
Sandy Marchello.
Sarah Appel Schwartz, a beloved mother by
Sandy Marchello.
RUTH AND JOSEPH VINER
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory of:
Joan Levine by Ruth Viner.
ZIPES KARANOFSKY FAMILY
ENDOWMENT FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Len and Heather Ritter on the birth of their
granddaughter, Sophie by Rick and Helen
Zipes.
THE WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE
PHILANTHROPY PROGRAM
Providing support for services and programs
that directly benefit women and children.

Donating made easy
at www.OJCF.ca
Donations can be made for all occasions
and life-cycle events.
Use our online donation form to send one or multiple tribute
cards to your friends and loved ones in one secure transaction.
Charitable receipts are issued and sent directly
to your email account.

Try it TODAY!

In Appreciation
The family of the late Norman Lesh wishes to express its gratitude to
our family and friends for the outpouring of support and expressions
of sympathy. Your thoughtfulness and generosity is deeply appreciated
and will always be remembered.
Isabel Lesh, Don Lesh, Sharon Finn, Cheryl Ibghy and Steve Lesh

WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE
ENDOWMENT FUND
Birthday Wishes to:
Leslie Ram by Diane Koven.
Good Wishes to:
Reva Goldbert by Diane Koven.
THE SAUL AND EDNA GOLDFARB
B’NAI MITZVAH PROGRAM
NOAH HAMBURG MITZVAH FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Cybele and Lyon Hamburg.
STACEY SAMANTHA KATZ B’NAI
MITZVAH FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Randi and Ian Sherman on the marriage of
their son, Jonathan to Inna by Joany and Andy
Katz.
R’fuah Sh’leimah to:
Nathan Smith by Joany and Andy Katz.
NOAH REICHSTEIN
B’NAI MITZVAH FUND
In Memory of:
Norman Lesh by Deanna and Mark Glube.
JONATHAN, MATTHEW
AND ADAM SHERMAN
B’NAI MITZVAH FUND
Mazel Tov to:
Randi and Ian Sherman on their son, Jonathan’s marriage to Inna by Ian and Melissa
Shabinsky and family.

Contributions may be made online
at www.OJCF.ca or by contacting
the office at 613-798-4696 extension
274, Monday to Friday or by email at
tributecards@ojcf.ca.
Attractive cards are sent to convey
the appropriate sentiments.
All donations are acknowledged
with a charitable receipt.
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A not so extreme extremist
Memoirs of a Jewish Extremist:
The Story of a Transformation
By Yossi Klein Halevi
Harper Perennial
384 pages

Y

ossi Klein Halevi’s new book is actually an old
book. First published in 1995, Memoirs of a
Jewish Extremist: The Story of a Transformation,
the American-born Israeli journalist’s account
of his days as a teenaged Jewish Defense League (JDL)
activist, has been published for the ﬁrst time as a
paperback and with a new introduction following the
success of Like Dreamers, his account of the lives of
seven 55th Brigade paratroopers who took part in the
capture of the Old City during the Six Day War.
The world that Halevi describes is familiar to anybody
who grew up Jewish in the 1970s: Black September,
Munich, the Yom Kippur War and the book’s central
theme – the campaign to publicize the plight of Soviet
refuseniks and to provoke action on their behalf.
But, what goes around comes around. In describing
his experiences in and out of the JDL, Halevi uses
language that is widely used today, particularly in the
context of ideologies propagated by groups like al-Qaida
and ISIS. So it’s interesting to look at some of the
nuances of that language through the lens of Halevi’s
experience.
Halevi calls himself an extremist. However, his
extremism is rooted, not in ideology, but in the
heart-wrenching reality of his father’s Holocaust
memories. “Shabbos,” Halevi writes, “was the only time
that my father slept without nightmares.”
Angry, grief-stricken, driven by the absolute imperative of Jewish survival, Halevi is drawn ﬁrst to the
campaign for Soviet Jewry, and from there to its most
militant expression, the JDL.
“The Jewish establishment considered us dangerous
radicals,” he writes, noting how JDL founder Rabbi Meir
Kahane “expropriated the tactics of the … Yippies, the
violent pranksters of the New Left.”
Certainly, the JDL had blood on its hands. Among
other things, it ﬁrebombed the ofﬁce of ballet impresario Sol Hurok in 1971, killing a Jewish secretary named
Iris Kone. But, even so, Halevi evokes a much more
innocent time. To call the Yippies, led by Abbie

ANGUS SMITH

BOOK REVIEW
Hoffman, a gifted (and very Jewish) master of absurdist
comedy, “violent” seems like a stretch, especially in a
world in which the threat of homegrown terrorism and
the barbarity of ISIS have become commonplace.
How does Halevi act out his extremism? He marches,
he hangs with a bunch of Runyonesque shtarkers, and
he takes part in guerrilla theatre outside the Soviet
Mission to the United Nations. He even leads an occupation of Hadassah headquarters in New York that draws a
huge crowd of reporters “intrigued by young Jews
demonstrating against their grandmothers.”
But what deﬁnes Halevi’s extremism is an act of
remarkable personal courage. Along with seven other
young American Jews, he travels to Moscow in 1973 and
succeeds in occupying the ofﬁces of OVIR, the Ofﬁce of
Visas and Registration, that tormented generations of
Jews trying to emigrate from the Soviet Union. Arrested,
warned, released, Halevi and his companions go to a
reception at the Choral Synagogue, the last Jewish
gathering place left in a city of a half-million Jews.
“People reached out to touch us,” he writes, “as if we
were mezuzahs, protection from harm.” Leaving
Moscow, Halevi concludes, “this was our generation’s
messianic mission: to violate sealed borders.”
Eventually, Halevi breaks with the JDL, repelled by its
cynicism, its thuggery and “mistrusting Kahane as an
opportunist, using Soviet Jewry to get headlines for
himself and his group.” He wanders to Israel and back
again, bereft of a cause, assailed by doubt. The grief and
the rage that drove him into the JDL drain away, leaving
him feeling a “disorienting commonality” with his
fellow human beings. Ultimately, he reﬂects that the
“Soviet Jewry movement taught me that evil has no
substance, cannot endure against a vigorous good.”
Was Halevi an extremist? Perhaps. But his extremism
was fundamentally life-afﬁrming and his cause, the
redemption of Soviet Jewry, was ultimately successful.
How different this is from the al-Qaida-inspired extrem-
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ism we confront today, which manifests in little more
than cruelty, violence and death.
And it is important for us to remember that radicalism – Martin Luther King and the U.S. civil rights
movement come to mind – often drives meaningful
social change, and so often represents the very best of
our imperative of tikkun olam.
Memoirs of a Jewish Extremist and Like Dreamers are
thematically linked. Both books force us to confront
aspects of recent Jewish history that are disturbing, even
divisive. Halevi knows that the JDL is a contentious
topic. Some of the paratroopers he follows in Like
Dreamers become settlers; others move to the far left of
Israeli politics. But, where, in Like Dreamers, he asks us
to reﬂect on both sides’ claims of righteousness, in
Memoirs of a Jewish Extremist, he is unequivocal: for
justice to prevail, those who pursue it must rise above
anger. A Jewish heart requires us to choose life, and not
just for ourselves.
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7
Rav Barry’s Parshat Hashavua classes:
Monday mornings following Shacharit, until May 31.
Agudath Israel, 1400 Coldrey Ave., 8:55 to 10:30 am.
Info: Miriam Lerson, 613-728-3501, clergy.support@agudathisrael.net
Ottawa Talmud Circle (First and third Mondays):
The Glebe Minyan, 64 Powell Ave., 7 to 9 pm.
Info: Talia Johnson, talia@taliacjohnson.ca

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Shabbat Morning Lecture Series: Monthly lectures.
Agudath Israel, 1400 Coldrey Ave., 8:45 to 11:45 am.
Info: Miriam Lerson, 613-728-3501, clergy.support@agudathisrael.net
Tot Shabbat: for children grade 1 and younger and parents.
Agudath Israel, 1400 Coldrey Ave., 10:30 am to 12 pm.
Info: Emily Anzarouth, youth@agudathisrael.net

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
Malca Pass Library Book Discussion Group:
Agudath Israel, 1400 Coldrey Ave., 7:30 to 9 pm.
Info: Maureen Kaell, 613-224-8649, mkaell@rogers.com

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
Tashlich and Study: Ritual of release Fourth Ave. at the Rideau
Canal, followed by catered vegetarian Seudah and study at 64
Powell Ave., Taschlich 5:30 pm, followed by Seudah to 8:30 pm.
Info: Anna Maranta, 613-867-5505, glebeminyan@gmail.com

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
Jewish Federation of Ottawa Campaign 2016 Kickoff:
Centrepointe Theatre, 101 Centrepointe Dr. 7:30 to 9 pm.
Info: Rena Garshowitz, 613-798-4696, ext. 241,
rgarshowitz@jewishottawa.com

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
Hillel Lodge Biking for Bubbies: New (60 km) route along the
Ottawa River. Register at http://www.hillel-ltc.com
10 Nadolny Sachs Pvt., 9 am to 12 pm.
Info: Jana Rand, 613-728-3900, jana@hillel-ltc.com

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
Chabad Student Network Kickoff Shabbat Dinner:
59 Sweetland Ave., 6 to 9 pm.
Info: Rabbi Chaim Boyarsky, 613-601-7701, rabbichaimb@gmail.com

Apple Picking to Welcome the New Year: Join the Vered Israel
Cultural and Educational program at Mountain Orchard.
Mountain Orchards, 10175 Clark Rd., Mountain, 12:30 to 3 pm.
Info: Ella Dagan, 613-798-9818 ext. 243, edagan@jccottawa.com

Glebe Minyan Shabbat Dinner:
Vegetarian shabbat dinner by donation.
The Glebe Minyan, 64 Powell Ave., 6 to 9 pm.
Info: Anna Maranta, 613-867-5505, glebeminyan@gmail.com

Sukkah Decorating: An afternoon ﬁlled with Sukkah decorating
and more! Geared towards children 4-12, but all are welcome.
Agudath Israel Congregation, 1400 Coldrey Ave., 2 to 4 pm.
Info: Emily Anzarouth, youth@agudathisrael.net

Rosh Hashanah Brisket Dinner for students and young
professionals: Join CSN to usher in the new year, with candle
lighting, apples and honey, followed by a brisker dinner.
Chabad Student Network, 59 Sweetland Ave., 6 to 10 pm.
Info: Rabbi Chaim Boyarsky, 613-601-7701, rabbichaimb@gmail.com
SUNDAY/MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20/21
Jewish Federation of Ottawa Superweek/Telethon:
Sunday, 9:30 am to 8:30 pm; Monday, 6 to 8:30 pm.
Info: Dawn Paterson, 613-798-4696, ext. 272,
dpaterson@jewishottawa.com

COMING SOON
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
March of the Living Information Meeting: Open to Jewish
students in grades 10-12 ,for the May 2016 MOL. The meeting will
provide information on the two-week trip (one in Poland/one in
Israel). Registration will open in late September, 7 to 9 pm.
Info: Benita Siemiatycki, 613-798-4644,
bsiemiatycki@jewishottawa.com
CANDLE LIGHTING BEFORE

SEPTEMBER 11
7:02 PM
FIRST DAY ROSH HASHANAH
SEPTEMBER 13
6:58 PM

SECOND DAY ROSH HASHANAH
SEPTEMBER 14 AFTER 7:58 PM
SEPTEMBER 18
6:48 PM

BULLETIN DEADLINES

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17 **
** Early deadline: holiday closures

FOR OCTOBER 12
(all dates subject to change)

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ACTIVITIES TAKE PLACE AT THE JOSEPH AND ROSE AGES FAMILY BUILDING, 21 NADOLNY SACHS PRIVATE

condolences
Condolences are extended
to the families of:
Sam Ages
Stanley Clayman
Ida Glimcher, Winnipeg,
(mother of Manuel Glimcher
Sylvia Kaiman

Deborah Kassman, Boston
(mother of Judith Wexler)
Anne Mendelsohn (née Greenberg)
Jenny Veronica Paroli
Phyllis Rackow
May their memory
be a blessing always.
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